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Foreword

The Fifth International Conference on Adaptive and Self-Adaptive Systems and Applications (ADAPTIVE 2013), held between May 27 and June 1, 2013 in Valencia, Spain, targeted advanced system and application design paradigms driven by adaptiveness and self-adaptiveness. With the current tendencies in developing and deploying complex systems, and under the continuous changes of system and application requirements, adaptation is a key feature. Speed and scalability of changes require self-adaptation for special cases. How to build systems to be easily adaptive and self-adaptive, what constraints and what mechanisms must be used, and how to evaluate a stable state in such systems are challenging duties. Context-aware and user-aware are major situations where environment and user feedback is considered for further adaptation.

We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the ADAPTIVE 2013 Technical Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to ADAPTIVE 2013. We truly believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.

Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals, organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the ADAPTIVE 2013 organizing committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a success.

We hope that ADAPTIVE 2013 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the field of adaptive and self-adaptive systems and applications.

We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open. We hope that Valencia, Spain provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone saved some time to explore this historic city.
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On the Utilization of Heterogeneous Sensors and System Adaptability for Opportunistic Activity and Context Recognition

Marc Kurz, Gerold Hözl, Alois Ferscha
Johannes Kepler University Linz
Institute for Pervasive Computing
Linz, Austria
{kurz, hoelzl, ferscha}@pervasive.jku.at

Abstract—Opportunistic activity and context recognition systems draw from the characteristic to utilize sensors as they happen to be available instead of predefining a fixed sensing infrastructure at design time of the system. Thus, the kinds and modalities of sensors are not predefined. Sensors of different types and working characteristics shall be used equally if the delivered environmental quantity is useful for executing a recognition task. This heterogeneity in the sensing infrastructure and the lack of a defined sensor infrastructure motivates the utilization of sensor abstractions and sensor self-descriptions for identifying and configuring sensors according to recognition tasks. This paper describes how sensors of different kinds can be accessed in a common way, and how they can be utilized at runtime by using their semantic self-descriptions. The different steps within the lifecycle of sensor descriptions are described to understand the powerful concepts of self-describing sensors and sensor abstractions. Furthermore, a prototypical framework realizing the vision of opportunistic activity recognition is presented together with a discussion of subsequent steps to adapt the system to different application domains.

Keywords—Activity recognition; system adaption; opportunistic activity recognition; heterogeneous sensors

I. INTRODUCTION

Common and established activity and context recognition systems usually define the recognition task together with the sensing infrastructure (i.e., the sensors, their positions and locations, spatial and proximity relationships, sampling rates, etc.) initially, at design time of the system. The successful recognition of activities and more generally the context of subjects is heavily dependent on the reliability of the sensing infrastructure over a certain amount of time, which is often difficult to achieve, due to sensor displacements or sensor disconnects (e.g., a sensor may run out of power). In contrast to that, opportunistic systems utilize sensor systems as they happen to be available to execute a dynamically defined recognition goal [1][2]. The challenge altered from deploying application specific sensor systems for a fixed recognition task to the utilization of sensors that happen to be available for dynamically stated recognition goals [1][3][4]. The available sensor systems have to be discovered, identified, and configured to cooperative sensor ensembles that are best suited to execute a certain recognition goal in a specific application domain. Furthermore, an opportunistic system has to be robust and flexible against spontaneous changes in the surrounding sensor environment, allowing the continuity of the recognition process even if sensors disappear (or appear) in the sensing infrastructure [5]. Therefore, three crucial challenges (amongst others) can be identified: (i) the utilization of sensor systems of different kinds and modalities as data delivering entities, (ii) the identification of sensors and their capabilities for configuring ensembles according to recognition goals, and (iii) the adaptation of an opportunistic activity recognition system (together with the sensor representations and the low-level algorithmic dependencies) to a specific application domain. This paper presents the concepts of sensor abstractions [1][6] and sensor self-descriptions [1] to cope with these challenging aspects. Furthermore, a reference implementation of an opportunistic activity and context recognition system is presented, referred to as the OPPORTUNITY Framework [1][6][7] accompanied with a discussion how the framework together with the sensor representations (composed of abstractions and self-descriptions) can be easily adapted to diverse application domains.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section II motivates and presents the concept of sensor abstractions, which enables a common usage of different sensor systems. Section III describes how sensor systems can be utilized and configured dynamically according to an actual recognition goal by using their self-description, and how the sensor self-description evolves over time by illustrating the self-description life-cycle. Section IV discusses how the OPPORTUNITY Framework can be adapted to different application domains. The final Section V closes with a conclusion and summarizes the core contributions of this paper.

II. SENSORS IN THE OPPORTUNITY FRAMEWORK

Opportunistic activity and context recognition systems do not predefine their sensing infrastructure initially, as it was the usual case in decades of related systems (e.g., Salber et al. [8], Bao and Intille [9], Ravi et al. [10], Tapia et al. [11], and Ward et al. [12]). Instead, the system makes best use of the currently available sensors for executing a recognition goal. This aspect also includes heterogeneity within the sensing infrastructure, as the lack of a defined sensing infrastructure also includes missing definitions of the kinds and modalities of the sensors involved in an ensemble. Therefore, an activity recognition system that operates in an opportunistic way has to be capable of handling different sources of environmental data.
These sources do not have to necessarily be physical sensors (e.g., acceleration, orientation, temperature, etc.), but can also be immaterial devices that can provide valuable information to a system [6]. Sensor abstractions [1][6] provide a common and easy accessible interface to handle different kinds of material and immaterial devices as general type Sensor (e.g., physical, online, playback, synthetic, and harvest sensors). The abstractions hide the low level access and connection details and provide methods to handle different devices in a common way. This concept enables the inclusion of sensors in ensemble configurations (the set of sensors that is best suited to execute a recognition goal [2][4]) of different kinds, types and modalities as they happen to be available.

The OPPORTUNITY Framework [1][7] is a prototypical implementation (written in Java/OSGi) of a system that recognizes human activities in an opportunistic way. By enabling the utilization of sensors of different modalities, thus does not restrict the sensing infrastructure to be composed of a predefined set of specific sensors, the system is flexible towards the generation of ensembles for activity recognition. By further utilizing the concept of self-describing sensors (see Section III) the system is robust against changes in the sensing infrastructure, thus can react on spontaneous changes on the sensors’ availability by reconfiguring the corresponding activity recognition chains and the ensemble [5]. Furthermore, since also immaterial devices like a PlaybackSensor [6] - that replays a pre-recorded data source, thus simulates an actual sensor - can be utilized at runtime of the system, this allows the replays a pre-recorded data source, thus simulates an actual environment behaviour as if they would be physically present. This enables the configuration of hybrid simulation scenarios made of physical and simulated (playback) devices. The different classes that implement the hardware access (in case of PhysicalSensors), the connection to a remote data source (OnlineSensor), or the reading of datasource for PlaybackSensors are all derived from a common interface. This means from the framework’s point of view all these devices and sources of environmental data can be accessed and utilized in a common way.

Figure 1 displays an example for an actual sensing infrastructure showing different types of available sensors.

These data sources do not have to necessarily be physical sensors (e.g., acceleration, orientation, temperature, etc.), but can also be immaterial devices that can provide valuable information to a system. Sensor abstractions provide a common and easy accessible interface to handle different kinds of material and immaterial devices as general type Sensor (e.g., physical, online, playback, synthetic, and harvest sensors). The abstractions hide the low level access and connection details and provide methods to handle different devices in a common way. This concept enables the inclusion of sensors in ensemble configurations (the set of sensors that is best suited to execute a recognition goal) of different kinds, types and modalities as they happen to be available.

The OPPORTUNITY Framework is a prototypical implementation (written in Java/OSGi) of a system that recognizes human activities in an opportunistic way. By enabling the utilization of sensors of different modalities, thus does not restrict the sensing infrastructure to be composed of a predefined set of specific sensors, the system is flexible towards the generation of ensembles for activity recognition. By further utilizing the concept of self-describing sensors (see Section III) the system is robust against changes in the sensing infrastructure, thus can react on spontaneous changes on the sensors’ availability by reconfiguring the corresponding activity recognition chains and the ensemble. Furthermore, since also immaterial devices like a PlaybackSensor - that replays a pre-recorded data source, thus simulates an actual sensor - can be utilized at runtime of the system, this allows the configuration of hybrid simulation scenarios made of physical and simulated (playback) devices. The different classes that implement the hardware access (in case of PhysicalSensors), the connection to a remote data source (OnlineSensor), or the reading of datasource for PlaybackSensors are all derived from a common interface. This means from the framework’s point of view all these devices and sources of environmental data can be accessed and utilized in a common way.

Figure 1 displays an example for an actual sensing infrastructure showing different types of available sensors.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Short Name</th>
<th>Sensor Type</th>
<th># of Sensors</th>
<th>Further Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reed Switch</td>
<td>PlaybackSensor</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>HAMLIN MITI-3V1 Magnetic Reed Switch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USB Accel</td>
<td>PlaybackSensor</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>USB ADXL330 3-axis Accelerometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BT Accel</td>
<td>PlaybackSensor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Bluetooth ADXL330 3-axis Accelerometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubi sense</td>
<td>PlaybackSensor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>UBISENSE Location Tracking System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shoebox</td>
<td>PlaybackSensor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>SunSPOT LIS3L02AQ Accelerometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motionjacket</td>
<td>PlaybackSensor</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>XSENS Xbus Kit MTx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motionjacket</td>
<td>PhysicalSensor</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>XSENS Xbus Kit MTx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ubi sense</td>
<td>PhysicalSensor</td>
<td>1 System (n tags)</td>
<td>UBISENSE Location Tracking System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI Chronos</td>
<td>PhysicalSensor</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Texas Instruments EZ430 Chronos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SunSpot</td>
<td>PhysicalSensor</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>SunSPOT LIS3L02AQ Accelerometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFID</td>
<td>PhysicalSensor</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Inside Contactless M210-2r</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEMS Microphone</td>
<td>PhysicalSensor</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iPhoned</td>
<td>PhysicalSensor</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Iphone4 Sensor Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>InertiaCube</td>
<td>PhysicalSensor</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>InterSense Wireless InertiaCube3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TI EZ430</td>
<td>PhysicalSensor</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Texas Instruments EZ430 Chronos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AxisCamera</td>
<td>OnlineSensor</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>AXIS 2120 Network Camera</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSA Pressure</td>
<td>SyntheticSensor</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>XSENSOR PX100:26.64.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Overview of currently available Sensor Abstractions in the OPPORTUNITY Framework.

...resulting in a set of sensors that is not known at design time of the system. This means that each sensor needs a description on a semantic level that provides the information to the system what it can be used for, how it has to be configured (e.g., which sensor signal features and classification algorithms have to be used, which parameters are required, etc.), and what is the expected performance. Therefore we propose the concept of Sensor Self-Descriptions providing information what the sensor can be used for and how it has to be configured [1].

The OPPORTUNITY Framework is meant to be open-ended. This means on the one hand that the abstraction concept is not restricted to the yet identified six abstractions (i.e., PhysicalSensor, PlaybackSensor, OnlineSensor, SyntheticSensor, HarvestSensor, and ProxySensor) [6]. Furthermore, the available sensors and sensor abstractions as presented in Table I and Figure 2 are a starting point in the OPPORTUNITY Framework and subject to add further (abstracted) sensors on demand. The following Section III describes the second important concept in opportunistic systems on the sensor level: sensor self-descriptions.

III. UTILIZING SENSORS

One major research challenge in an opportunistic activity recognition system is the fact that the sensor devices are not known at design time of the system. This means that the system has to be able to handle devices of different modalities and kinds, and has to react on spontaneous changes in the sensing infrastructure. For enabling an opportunistic system to handle and access a possible variety of different devices and modalities - even material and immaterial devices - we discussed the concept of Sensor Abstractions in the previous Section II. Since not only the sensor infrastructure is subject to changes over time, but also the recognition goal is not defined in an opportunistic system, thus can be stated by users or applications at runtime [1][2][4], the set of sensors has to be identified that can be utilized for a recognition goal. This means that each sensor needs a description on a semantic level that provides the information to the system what it can...
Fig. 3. Selected parts of an exemplary ExperienceItem as part of the sensor self-description [16].

Degree of Fulfillment (DoF), which is a quality-of-service metric in the range of [0, 1], which expresses how well a certain activity is recognized (i.e., the DoF is an estimate of the expected accuracy) [1]. The ExperienceItem is used by the framework to configure an available sensor with the required machine learning algorithms and the correct training data (i.e., the complete activity recognition chain) to recognize a certain set of activities. ExperienceItems can either be generated offline by a human expert, or autonomously by the system at runtime. The manual generation of ExperienceItems requires offline labeling and training to gather a classifier model and the translation of the configured algorithms into SensorML, respectively self-description syntax. The more interesting way of generating ExperienceItems is done autonomously by the system by applying transfer learning (a sensor "learns" how to recognize certain activities from other sensors, experience is transferred to enhance the system’s overall recognition capabilities) [14].

The segmented sensor self-description has different stages that can be described by the corresponding sensor lifecycle. Figure 4 shows the lifecycle for an exemplary sensor together with the stages and their transitions (i.e., (i) sensor manufactured, (ii) sensor enrolled, (iii) expert knowledge, (iv) sensor active, (v) sensor ready, and (vi) sensor out of service). The lifecycle-stages of the sensor and its self-description are described in the following list:

(i) **Sensor manufactured**: the sensor is ready to use and delivered with its technical specification. In Figure 4, the example on the left hand side shows an InterSense InertiaCube3 sensor with the corresponding datasheet. Neither the technical self-description, nor the dynamic description (in SensorML [15] syntax, as required in an opportunistic activity and context recognition system) is yet available at this stage in the lifecycle. The base for specifying and generating the technical self-description is given with the datasheet delivered with the device by the manufacturer.

(ii) **Sensor enrolled**: this stage in the sensor lifecycle occurs once the technical sensor self-description is available. This means the sensor is ready to be used within an opportunistic activity recognition system but still has no ExperienceItems in its dynamic description that enable the involvement in the execution of recognition goals.

(iii) **Expert knowledge**: this stage can be seen as extension to the previous stage (sensor enrolled). A human expert, who manually adds ExperienceItems to the dynamic sensor self-description, can extend the available (dynamic) self-description. This involves offline training and the manual extension of the dynamic sensor self-description by adding ExperienceItems.

(iv) **Sensor active**: The sensor is active, which means it is involved in the process of executing a recognition goal. The role of the sensor can either be that it is integrated in a running ensemble, or that it is involved as learner. That means its sensor self-description is extended autonomously by the system, by adding further ExperienceItems by observing the configured ensemble and its recognition results.

(v) **Sensor ready**: The sensor is ready to be used within the execution of specific recognition goals but is not currently involved in a running ensemble. That means its self-description already contains one or more ExperienceItems. In this passive mode, the enhancement of the self-description can be done again by a human expert in an offline way.

(vi) **Sensor out of service**: The sensor is outdated, which can be the case once a newer version of a specific sensor type is available. The corresponding self-description is versioned and made available for future use with the newer sensor device. The technical description might be outdated but the gathered experience in the dynamic sensor self-description could be of high value for the new device in future recognition goals.

The combination of the two concepts on the sensor level (i.e., sensor abstractions and sensor self-descriptions) represents a data delivering entity in an opportunistic activity recognition system. The step towards a whole new paradigm in
activity recognition without the application dependent deployment of sensors and the reliability of the sensing infrastructure is done and opens new challenges (and possibilities) in open-ended systems. The foundation for flexible and robust activity recognition in an opportunistic way is given, the following Section IV discusses necessary steps to adapt the OPPORTUNITY Framework (and the accompanying sensor representations) to different application domains.

IV. FRAMEWORK ADAPTATION

The OPPORTUNITY Framework together with the machine learning technologies, the sensor representations and high-level goal processing concepts has to be adaptable to different domains with less possible efforts. The developed concepts operate application and domain independent, they have to be taken and adapted accordingly. Based on the available reference implementation or an already existing domain- or application specific adapted release of the framework, the adaptation process itself consists of at most three independent steps:

(i) Activity knowledge extension or replacement.
(ii) Sensor system inclusion to enhance the set of possible and accessible sensors.
(iii) Extension of the sensors self-descriptions.

An example for a necessary framework adaptation is the deployment of the system in private households for activity recognition in order to implicitly control electronic devices. This adaptation of the OPPORTUNITY Framework for optimized energy consumption in private households is described in detail in [18]. There, a field study has been conducted to evaluate the energy saving potentials based on the inhabitants activities (e.g., if someone is not watching television, the TV set can be safely switched off). The OPPORTUNITY Framework (which was used for activity recognition) has been adapted accordingly to meet the requirements and characteristics in such an application. Sensor abstractions have been added to make the expected sensors (i.e., smart phones, wrist-worn accelerometers, Ubisense positioning sensors) available in the application. New sensor descriptions have been added and existing descriptions have been modified to represent the recognition capabilities based on activity representations and relations (in form of an OWL-ontology). The system was able to (i) run stable over a two-week period in each household and to (ii) handle dynamically varying sensor settings.

In the following, these three steps are described in detail, and Figure 5 presents an illustration of the adaptation-workflow. Either all of the steps are executed or a subset of them, which is shown in the figure, to come from the starting basis of the framework (left-hand side) to the domain-adapted framework (right-hand side), depending on the situation.

A. Knowledge Representation Modification

The activity knowledge representation is composed using the W3C standard language OWL. Its purpose is to describe activities, the relations among them and more generally the context for a specific application domain. It is left to the application developer how this knowledge is designed, whether it is for example following the development criteria of a taxonomy (strictly hierarchical), or other semantic structures (e.g., ontologies, topic maps, etc.). In [1] we present an example for an ontology, which provides activities, movable and environmental objects, as network of relations for a kitchen.
Fig. 5. The application-/domain-specific framework adaptation as three step process.

scenario, containing more than 130 different classes. The ontology itself builds the knowledge base for an application by providing a vocabulary and relations between terms explaining their relationship to each other.

B. Sensor System Inclusion

As already discussed, an opportunistic system does not restrict the kinds and modalities of sensors that act as input sources for environmental quantities. Therefore, to adapt the framework to a new domain, it might be necessary to add sensor abstractions to meet the requirements of possibly occurring sensors. This means, that an application developer, who adapts the framework has to add sensor abstractions by using the defined and common API in form of an interface that acts as common base for having a general way of accessing sensors. Once the abstraction for a sensor device is included in the framework, all appearing sensors of this type can be accessed equally and operate as general type sensor. The challenging aspects within the sensor system inclusion step are the low level access details, which have to be implemented once. From the framework’s point of view - as all devices are derived from the interface that defines a sensor - those low level details of accessing the device are hidden. Not only material devices (e.g., acceleration, temperature, humidity, orientation sensors) are possible as sources of environmental quantities, but also immaterial sources, like online accessible webservices (e.g., weather or traffic information) can be of high value in an activity and context recognition system.

C. Self-Description Extension

The final step in the framework adaptation work flow is the extension of the sensor self-descriptions. If a completely new sensor type has been added in the previous step as new sensor abstraction, the inclusion of an accompanying new technical description is necessary (see Figure 4). This has to be done only once for each sensor type, since the technical description is static and shared among sensor of the same type. The modification of the dynamic sensor self-description can either make an extension of the existing descriptions and ExperienceItems necessary, or a definition of completely new dynamic descriptions. The first case occurs, whenever existing sensor devices are re-utilized for a new application domain. This makes the extension of the existing dynamic self-descriptions necessary to cover the new activity definitions according to the accompanying ontology by adding new ExperienceItems. The second case occurs, whenever new sensor devices are added and utilized in a new application (domain). This means, new dynamic self-descriptions have to be generated for each device initially. The extension of recognition capabilities in form of ExperienceItems can either be done before operation manually, or during runtime of the system autonomously (as described in [14]).

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents the two concepts of sensor abstractions and sensor self-descriptions that are big steps towards the vision of recognizing human activities in an opportunistic way (shown in a reference implementation called OPPORTUNITY Framework). The capability of utilizing heterogeneous devices by abstracting them to a generalized type - which can be of material and immaterial nature - enables flexible, continuous and dynamic activity recognition with presumably unknown sensor settings. The sensor self-descriptions provide semantic information about individual devices with respect to their capability of recognizing specific activities. This allows for (i) dynamically configuring activity recognition chains at system runtime, and (ii) to react on spontaneous changes in the sensing infrastructure in terms of appearing and disappearing sensor devices. The sensor (self-description) lifecycle and the stepwise adaptation of the OPPORTUNITY Framework to
specific application domains is discussed, whereas this can be broken down to three subsequent steps (i.e., (i) knowledge representation extension, (ii) sensor system inclusion, and (iii) self-description extension). The major contributions of this paper can be summarized to (i) the discussion and the proof of concept of the sensor representation composed of abstractions and self-descriptions, (ii) the identification of a sensor lifecycle representing the sensor’s evolution over time, and (iii) - based on the previous items - the stepwise adaptation of an opportunistic activity recognition system to specific application domains.

Future work within the topic of utilizing heterogeneous sensors for accurate activity recognition will tackle the multi-sensor combination with sensor fusion technologies [19] for the specific activity classes. As discussed in related work (e.g., Kuncheva and Whitacker [20]), the prediction of the accuracy of multi-sensor combinations (i.e., ensembles) is a very challenging task. Currently, research work is conducted that utilizes the mutual information of pairwise sensor combinations in order to predict the accuracy of dynamically configured ensembles. Furthermore, shaping and optimization is currently investigated, meaning that the set of sensors that is included in an ensemble has to be well selected. If a desired activity can be recognized by a lot of sensors, including all of them in the ensemble does not necessarily mean that the accuracy is higher than including only a subset of sensors (the accuracy can even be worse). Therefore, the ensembles have to be optimized towards a maximized expected accuracy for the activities that have to be recognized.
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Abstract—This paper presents a multilevel planning approach for the use in complex self-optimizing mechatronic systems. The approach has been designed for the RailCab system, which is an autonomous railbound transportation system. The term multilevel planning denotes planning on different levels of abstraction where each level involves different aspects and thus raises different planning tasks to solve. These planning tasks are not independent of each other. Plans for the higher level planning tasks involve re-configurations of the system’s software architecture and influence parameters used by the lower level planner to compute Pareto optimal behavior. Additionally, the higher level planner relies on plans computed by the lower level planner in order to meet the execution times (of system reconfigurations) that it assumed. To actually assure that the lower level planner computes Pareto optimal plans and takes multiple objectives (which are conflictive) into account, it is based on multi-objective optimization (with Pareto fronts as output).

Keywords—hybrid planning; graph transformation; temporal planning; Pareto front; optimal planning

I. INTRODUCTION

The ever increasing complexity of mechatronic systems and the integration of more and more sophisticated functionality leads to new challenges for their design and development. The Collaborative Research Centre 614 “Self-optimizing Concepts and Structures in Mechanical Engineering” (CRC 614) at the University of Paderborn treats problems that occur during the design of complex mechatronic systems. The goal is to design self-optimizing systems, that are able to react autonomously to environmental changes by changing their parameters, as well as their objectives, if necessary. The developed concepts go far beyond simple control strategies.

To be able to test the approaches under real world conditions the RailCab system [1], an innovative autonomous railbound transportation system has been built at the University of Paderborn. It consists of single RailCabs for the driverless transportation of passengers and goods while each vehicle drives on demand. The RailCabs are not coupled mechanically but convoys can be created in order to decrease energy consumption.

A highly complex system like the RailCab system involves various tasks that need to be achieved during runtime. These tasks involve behavior at different levels of abstraction. Each RailCab has an individual goal, e.g., transporting passengers or goods to a specified target station within a specified time. On a high level of abstraction RailCabs plan their route to the target station. Each route in the railway network is assumed to consist of a number of track segments, leading to a discrete planning task at this level. The choice of route and driving speed depends on the routes of other RailCabs in the system. Thus, this abstraction level includes planning of system reconfigurations, like the establishment or breakup of a convoy of RailCabs. These reconfigurations require precise timing information and affect the software architecture of the system, e.g., a convoy operation requires a communication link between the participating RailCabs.

The planning task on the lower level considers continuous behavior and parameters of a single RailCab that has to be planned according to external requirements. For example, a RailCab has to provide a certain level of driving comfort and must not run out of energy before reaching its destination. The fulfillment of these conflictive requirements depends on a variety of control parameters of the RailCab, for which the planner has to determine Pareto optimal settings. The approach is called hybrid planning because it uses an initial discrete plan and forecasts continuous system behavior by simulation during runtime.

Decisions on the higher level, like joining or leaving a convoy, also affect the lower level planning task: due to changing operating conditions, the parameter settings of the lower level planner have to be adapted online to still move with Pareto optimal settings. Since, the planning technique on the lower level refines the higher level actions into continuous behavior, it can guarantee that the next track segment is reached in exactly the time that the higher level temporal planner assumed. Thus, replanning on the lower level will not cause the higher level plan to be invalid afterwards.

This paper presents a hierarchical planning system for self-optimizing mechatronic systems. The temporal planning technique deployed on the higher level of abstraction has been published before in [2], but was treated in isolation only. Here, we specifically address the interrelation of this planning technique with a lower level planner and its ability to adapt its parameter settings online.

The paper is structured as follows. The temporal planning technique, which is used on the higher level of abstraction for planning routes and cooperative behavior, is introduced in Section II. Afterwards, the hybrid planning approach, which is based on multi-objective optimization and used as the lower level planning technique, is described briefly in Section III. The ability to adapt the environmental changes, like emerging drag or temperature changes during movement, is outlined in...
Section IV. The remainder of the paper shows related work in Section V before giving a conclusion in Section VI.

II. TEMPORAL PLANNING OF SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE RECONFIGURATION

We employ a model-based approach to the design of self-optimizing mechatronic systems. System models are given in MECHATRONIC-UML [3], a UML profile for the development of such systems. In the model for the RailCab scenario, the railway system consists of track segments that are connected to each other via next links. A RailCab that operates in the system can occupy such a track segment. Furthermore, RailCabs can coordinate with other RailCabs to form a convoy. To safely operate in a convoy, acceleration and braking has to be coordinated and managed between convoy members. Such an active convoy operation is represented by an instance of the Convoy type. A Convoy instance has a member link to each participating RailCab.

This approach to temporal planning deals with software architecture reconfiguration of self-optimizing systems. The communication behavior of components is not considered by this technique. Reconfigurations concerning the software architecture, e.g., the instantiation of a convoy, are modeled with story patterns [4], an extension of UML object diagrams.

Story patterns have a formal semantics based on (typed) graph transformation systems [5]. A graph transformation system consists of a graph representing the initial configuration of the system and a set of rules. Each rule consists of a pair of graphs, called left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS), that schematically define how the graph representing the system’s configuration can be transformed into new configurations. Elements that are specified in both graphs are preserved, other elements are deleted (if specified in the LHS only) or created (if specified in the RHS only). Syntactically, a story pattern represents such a rule by integrating the LHS and RHS into one graph and using stereotypes to indicate elements that are only present in the LHS or in the RHS.

Fig. 1 provides an example of a reconfiguration, which takes 4 time units: a RailCab joining a convoy of RailCabs. Objects and links that are being created or deleted by the application of the story pattern are labelled with the stereotypes «+++» and «- -», respectively. The story pattern specifies the creation of a member link representing the RailCab’s participation in the convoy operation simultaneously with its movement to the next track segment. The story pattern can be executed to transform the state graph into a new configuration if it contains a subgraph that matches the LHS of the story pattern.

Our modeling formalism also allows to express that certain objects or links are not permitted to appear in the current state graph. See for example the story pattern given in Fig. 2. The crossed out RailCab object and the link connecting it to the Convoy object are not allowed to appear in the state graph. Such a restriction to the applicability of a story pattern is called a negative application condition (NAC).

In addition to the story patterns that define possible transformations, we need an initial configuration and a goal specification to feed the planning system with. A goal specification is a partly specified configuration that can be modeled as an ordinary object graph. Goal specifications are either generated from user input or predefined by the system designer. Initial configurations for the planning system are generated from actual runtime states of the system.

Consequently, we are interested not only in which graph transformations to execute but also in the points in time when a graph transformation is supposed to start. In this temporal planning approach, a plan is therefore a set of tuples of points in time and graph transformations. The graph transformations itself have annotated durations.

We solve these planning tasks by translating the models into the Planning Domain Definition Language (PDDL) [6] and feeding them into an off-the-shelf planning system, like SGPlan, [7]. In PDDL, a domain is defined by action schemata, as well as types and predicates that can be used within action schemata. An action schema consists of a list of parameters, a precondition, and an effect. In the precondition, a list of literals that are required for applying the action can be specified. Similarly, the effect of an action specifies a list of literals that are obtained when the action is applied. An action is instantiated – in the context of PDDL this is called grounding – by substituting the parameters with existing objects. Our translation scheme builds the declarations (of types and predicates) from the class diagram and generates an action schema for each story patterns.

In PDDL, action schemata for time-consuming actions split the literals used in their precondition and effect into different sets according to their time of evaluation. Literals can be required at_start, over_all, and at_end when used in the precondition and be effective at_start and at_end when used in the effect. The obvious approach to assume that the applicability check happens (in zero time) at the beginning of the reconfiguration and the actual change at its end is not suitable for many situations. Unintended interferences, e.g., the deinstantiation and use of a software component at the same time, could occur. The planning domain has to be generated in a way such that conflicts due to a concurrent execution of
Consider for instance the application of the story patterns joinConvoy and breakConvoy given in Fig. 1 and 2. Let us assume that one of the reconfigurations, e.g., breakConvoy, is currently being applied. This means, its condition has already been checked but the alteration of the configuration has not yet been executed. The execution of a reconfiguration of RailCab r1 joining the convoy makes no sense in this situation and should not be allowed because the convoy will be deinstantiated by breakConvoy. The problem is that the configuration is in the process of being changed, but this is not reflected in the intermediate state graph. Checking the applicability at the beginning of a reconfiguration and executing the alteration at its end is ineligible as a general solution. Our solution to this problem encodes information about the deinstantiation of the convoy into the configuration by acquiring a write lock of the Convoy object when the breakConvoy reconfiguration starts and releasing the lock when the reconfiguration ends. In the opposite case, i.e., if joinConvoy starts first, it encodes into the configuration that it requires the Convoy object by acquiring a read lock and releasing it when the reconfiguration ends. This approach is very suitable for a translation into PDDL since locking functionality can simply be realized by defining new predicates and functions for the locks. Since acquiring and releasing all locking literals of a reconfiguration is done as an atomic step (at the beginning and the end of the reconfiguration, respectively), there can be no deadlocks when acquiring the locks. For more details on the translation scheme we refer the reader to [2].

Our model includes story patterns to move RailCabs or convoys of RailCabs and story patterns related to convoy de-/instantiation and membership change. All these story patterns are available in the generated planning domain as action schemata.

Listing 3 shows an excerpt of a plan that was generated by SGPlan6 for a planning task involving 4 RailCabs. During the interval [60–64], RailCabs r2 and r3 operate in convoy mode. From 64 to 68, they break up the convoy operation because the underlying domain specifies a Y junction between tracks t19, t20, and t25, and they need to move along different routes to arrive at their target locations. To do so, r2 has to fall back, i.e., it still occupies t19 at 68. Concurrently, i.e., during the interval [60–68], rc0 moves from t16 to t18 but waits from 68 to 72 to not crash into rc2. To sum up, the reconfiguration plans that SGPlan6 produces take advantage of parallel execution of actions when possible, while guaranteeing that concurrently executed actions do not interfere with each other. With regard to the application scenario, this means that RailCabs operate in parallel if they are sufficiently apart from each other, but wait for the execution of other RailCabs’ reconfigurations if necessary, e.g., to clear a common track segment.

III. HYBRID PLANNING

Besides the temporal planning approach for the coordination of several RailCabs, e.g., to create a convoy each RailCab computes single behavioral plans in order to move from its initial position to its destination with Pareto optimal settings on the lower level. Such plans are necessary as the RailCab has only limited energy resources. The passengers can, e.g., change the velocity of their RailCab, which influences the energy consumption.

A hierarchical hybrid planner is used for the purpose of creating behavioral plans [8]. This hybrid planning approach first computes an initial plan and forecasts continuous system behavior. The purpose is the creation and adaptation of a plan in order to always move with Pareto optimal settings from the start position to the destination. The problem of planning is modeled as a linear optimization problem and solved using the Simplex algorithm.

Such a plan has to consider conflictive objectives. These objectives have to be optimized which leads to a multi-objective optimization problem. A Pareto set is the solution set of such a problem and forms a $(k - 1)$-dimensional object. In this context, $k$ denotes the number of objectives involved in the problem. The computation of a single Pareto front for each track section is neglected in this paper. The interested reader is referred to a detailed description in [10].

A multi-objective optimization, using the program GAIO [9], [10] is performed, which results in Pareto fronts. Based on the Pareto fronts several Pareto optimal configurations of system parameters with different degrees of performance regarding each objective are provided to the planner. The planner then selects one of these sets of Pareto points for each track section. A plan then consists of a set of Pareto points leading to Pareto optimal settings at each track section.

The initially computed plan, based on the Pareto points computed before starting the journey, does not take into account the actual operating conditions during the journey, which might deviate from the a priori assumed conditions, e.g., due to environmental changes. Hence, only preliminary parameters can be taken into account for the computation of feasible plans.

Creating and dissolving convoys, for example, leads to states where the RailCabs do not move any longer with Pareto optimal settings due to a considerable change of drag. In a convoy each RailCab behind the leader moves in the slipstream of the RailCab in front of it. This changes the energy consumption at consistent movement speed dramatically for most of the RailCabs and a new plan considering the new energy consumption should be computed for every RailCab.
that is affected by these changes. Additionally, the energy consumption has to be decreased when moving in a slipstream as the current energy consumption would increase the speed of the RailCab and the timing assumptions, on which the temporal planner relies, would not be met. 

The same is true, if a RailCab leaves a convoy. It then faces a higher drag and thus needs more energy to keep its speed constant. Therefore, an adaptation of the Pareto front is performed, as described in the following section. The planner then computes a new plan that is based on new parameters, which are calculated by the adaptation approach, in order to always work on valid data.

IV. BEHAVIORAL ADAPTATION OF DIFFERING MODEL PARAMETERS

As mentioned, it is hardly possible to avoid deviations between the settings achieved by the use of previously computed Pareto fronts and the real settings, reached during operation. From this it follows that the Pareto points, on which the original plan is based, become invalid and thus the entire plan becomes invalid. To still be able to use a plan, which is as close as possible, a change of the Pareto front has to be conducted.

Fig. 4 shows an example for a parameter change. The line denotes the Pareto front computed by the use of the model values and the blue circle shows the Pareto point selected by the planner. Each Pareto point considered in this paper has a comfort value, given by $f_1$ and an energy consumption value, given by $f_2$. The currently measured comfort and energy consumption leads to the working point denoted by a red cross. This example includes considerable changes in the energy consumption as well as between the measured comfort value and the comfort value given by the selected Pareto point. Such differences make the entire plan invalid and a recalculation, based on the newly determined working point must be conducted.

To be able to detect such deviations and to change the plan, several values like energy consumption and passenger comfort have to be measured continuously during RailCab operation. Based on the measured values the current working point has to be calculated.

It is not possible to simply compute new Pareto fronts, leading to the measured working point as the changes of the environmental parameters are not computable and it is possible that the current working point is not Pareto optimal. In that case no Pareto front, containing the working point exists. Thus, an iterative approximation of the model Pareto front towards the measurements is conducted.

A. Taylor Series Approximation

An approximation using Taylor Series expansion can be performed, to successively approximate a Pareto front given by model parameters closer to a working point, obtained by measured values [11].

The functions, used to compute Pareto fronts for an entire RailCab are rather complex and mainly a combination of the multi-objective functions for single systems, presented in [8], [12], [13] and [14]. The resulting Pareto points selected by the planner are $n$-dimensional. To adapt a Pareto point to a working point each dimension is considered individually.

Let $x_0$ be the Pareto point and let $x_m$ be the working point. First, a Taylor series for each parameter $p_i$ in dimension $i$ of the multi-objective function is computed, using the partial derivatives as follows:

$$T_i(x) = f(x_0) + \frac{\partial f(x_0)}{\partial x_i}(x - x_0) + \frac{\partial^2 f(x_0)}{2!}(x - x_0)^2$$

$$\frac{\partial^3 f(x_0)}{3!}(x - x_0)^3 + \cdots$$

(1)

Additionally, the differences between the Pareto point and the working point for each parameter $\Delta p_i = \|x_0 - x_m\|$ are computed. These differences are used to compute new parameter values $p_{in}$, as shown in the following equation.

$$p_{in} = p_i + \frac{\Delta p_i}{T_i(x_m)}$$

(2)

The Pareto front is then newly computed, based on this new parameters and the procedure is started over again until no further reduction of the differences is achieved. The resulting Pareto front is close to the working point and based on the new environmental parameters. The planner then uses Pareto fronts, based on the newly determined parameters to conduct a replanning, leading to a new and feasible path.

B. Result

Fig. 5 shows an example for a recalculated Pareto front. The values used in this example are abstract values without units of measurement. Two simple functions were used to represent passenger comfort and an energy consumption at a specific movement speed. The functions lead to a two-dimensional Pareto front. The axis $f_1$ depicts the current energy consumption and the axis $f_2$ the current passenger comfort.
A low comfort value results in a high passenger comfort. In the depicted example scenario the planner selected the Pareto point at position (26.5,11.2) from the model Pareto front for the current track section, framed by a blue circle in order to reach the required comfort without consuming too much energy. The measured data revealed a current working point at position (10,5), which is framed by a red cross.

Such a difference between the Pareto point and the working point makes the overall plan, used to move to the destination invalid. In order to be able to compute a new plan an adaptation of the Pareto front towards the working point is conducted, as shown in Fig. 5. Based on these resulting values new Pareto fronts can be computed, used by the planner to create a feasible plan.

V. RELATED WORK

The multilevel planning approach presented in this paper is based on the assumption that the planning tasks are inherently hierarchical and can be separated into higher level and lower level tasks. No interleaving between the planning techniques is necessary; thus, they can be applied sequentially on their respective abstraction levels (beginning at the highest level). For systems where a strict separation of the planning tasks is not possible, Marthi et al. [15] proposed an approach called angelic hierarchical planning. Their approach provides the higher level planner with models that allow to make guarantees on the satisfiability of the lower level planning tasks. This prevents the system from having to backtrack to a higher abstraction level, which results in a significant speedup.

When researchers try to tie AI planning techniques with the software engineering domain, their techniques often rely on graph transformation systems. Estler and Wehrheim [16] developed a heuristic search planner along with a technique to learn domain-specific heuristics from modeling artifacts (among other things from a meta-model). These techniques are promising because of their intuitive representation and close association to model-based software engineering. However, up to today, they usually do not support time-consuming reconfigurations.

Similar to our approach for the generation of temporal plans, Tichy and Klöpper [17] presented an automatic translation of graph transformation rules into PDDL actions to plan self-adaptive behavior. The support for time-consuming reconfigurations was addressed only in terms of stereotypes; concurrency issues were not treated. Our temporal planning technique can be seen as an extension of their approach.

The use of Pareto optimal solutions is a common approach for planning in multi-objective applications. Hongfu et al. [18], e.g., solve the multi-objective problem of intelligent mission planning in dynamic environments by a combination of Pareto fronts, receding horizon control, fuzzy inference systems and expert knowledge. In contrast to the approach presented in this paper they select a Pareto point from the computed front, based on expert knowledge.

Klöpper et al. [19] use Pareto based planning in multi-agent mechatronic systems. In their system operation strategies exist, that correspond to Pareto optimal configurations. These operation strategies represent trade-offs between the system objectives and expected system state changes regarding limited resources, as e.g., energy and execution time. The resulting Pareto optimal configurations are used as input to the planning model, which is based on a state-action formalism. They also use a hybrid planning approach, combining local planning and reactive behavior for decision making in real-time.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a multilevel planning approach for self-optimizing mechatronic systems that adapt itself to environmental changes. Many other planning approaches do not consider environmental influences. A plan is often computed a priori and followed by the autonomous system. Changes of the environment, like newly detected obstacles, can then force a replanning. Nevertheless, most times it is assumed that parts of the environment, like weather, temperature, etc., have no influence to the system. There are several applications for which such an assumption does not hold. The presented RailCab system is such a system that is directly influenced, e.g., by drag changes which influences the energy consumption.

In our approach, Pareto optimal plans cannot be created a priory due to unpredictable environmental influences, like emerging headwind or temperature changes during movement. Such influences lead to changing parameter values that have to be taken into account. Therefore, the Pareto front that the initial plan is based on is adapted online towards a measured working point. After such an adaptation, the planner replans using the updated parameter values.

In addition, there are planning tasks on a higher abstraction level that are solved by an independent planning system. Plans for the higher level planning tasks involve reconfigurations of the system’s software architecture and influence parameters used by the lower level planner to compute Pareto optimal behavior. This higher level temporal planner allows to execute system reconfigurations in parallel. Its planning tasks are solved by translating them into a PDDL representation that can be handled by off-the-shelf planning systems.
Our combined approach is a first step towards a self-optimizing system that computes temporal reconfiguration plans, which change the software architecture of the system and solve conflictive objectives. Furthermore, it is able to adapt its control parameters to environmental changes like changing drag. In theory, it can be applied to several applications that need to take temporal properties and environmental changes into account.
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Abstract—Adaptive systems can change their internal structure in order to respond to changes in their environment. These changes can cause malfunctions if not applied correctly. Current test approaches do not cover every aspect of the reconfiguration sufficiently. In this paper, we present a novel approach for testing the reconfiguration process of adaptive systems with respect to structural changes. The approach presents testers with guidelines for choosing the appropriate test strategy for a certain aspect, such as order of reconfiguration, state transfer, and transaction handling, of the reconfiguration procedure.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Dynamically adaptive systems are a promising alternative to static systems when a system must modify its structure or behaviour due to changes in its executional context. Testing such systems, however, can be a challenging task since their structure and even their functionality may change at runtime — a test approach would have to take this into account. Current test- and verification approaches focus on the functionality and execution environment[4], the adaption policy[5][7], and automated evaluation of structural changes[3], but not on the reconfiguration itself on the executable system. Furthermore, some test approaches require complex (formal) models of the system in order to be applicable[6].

We have already illustrated how the visualisation and inspection of structural changes in adaptive systems can help to detect potential defects, and, at the same time, omit formal models[1]. However, other aspects, such as the state transfer from an object to its replacement, which are often interwoven with structural changes remained uncovered, too. We propose a novel approach to test the reconfiguration process of adaptive systems with respect to structural changes. The approach is designed as an additional test activity, hence it is a supplement and not a replacement for the aforementioned approaches.

In Section II, we propose a process model to test the reconfiguration procedure. Section III summarises our experience when we applied the test process on adaptive systems. Section IV completes with a conclusion and an overview of the future work.

II. TEST PROCESS MODEL

We propose a self-contained iterative test process model that addresses issues that may arise when structural changes are involved during the reconfiguration, such as replacing the instance of component X with an instance of component Y. The test process model is comprised of 6 iterations, each of which focuses on a specific aspect of the reconfiguration, such as the state transfer between a component and its replacement. Furthermore, the process model can be tailored to fit the system under test, i.e., iterations can be omitted if they focus on an aspect that is not supported in the system under test. Each iteration is further divided into three phases:

1) Preparation, in which workload, instrumentation probes, etc. will be prepared
2) Execution, in which the workload will be executed in order to collect data about the system’s behaviour
3) Evaluation, in which the obtained runtime data is evaluated

Breaking down an iteration into phases not only allows the reuse of information from other iterations, but also to split and dispatch the procedure to multiple roles. The Domain expert provides the workload (i.e., the input data) that is executed at runtime. The expert also evaluates the result of the processing and determines whether the system processes the data correctly. Developer and System Manager execute the workload on the instrumented system. The Architect evaluates the structural changes.

The separation into phases has been omitted for simplicity reasons in the following outlines of the iterations.

A. Iteration 1 — System Overview

Understanding the internal structure of a system is essential to estimate effects of changes in its structure. Design documents are often a valuable source of knowledge, but they are, however, not always very reliable for several reasons:

• Development and maintenance can cause the system’s structure to change over time. Changes in the source code are not always reflected in the design documents.
• The system has not been implemented as specified.
• etc.
Goal of Iteration 1 is to create a (virtually) complete runtime model of the system, which can later be used to select the actual components for further investigation. However, the iteration can be omitted if detailed and reliable knowledge of the system’s runtime composition is available.

Assignments to attributes, which hold references to other objects and their values, must be tracked in order to create a runtime model. Since design documents can be outdated, inconsistent, or incomplete, the attributes are best collected from the source code. Instrumentation probes must be created for each attribute to track changes. Furthermore, a representative workload must be prepared in order to execute the system’s functionality in different states/configurations, and to cause reconfigurations. An external trigger must be prepared if the reconfiguration is not induced by the workload itself.

The workload must be executed on the instrumented system. Depending on the approach that is used to implement the functionality, the workload might be required to run twice — before and after the reconfiguration — to track all utilised object-instances. Particularly components which utilise lazy loading would be incomplete otherwise.

Analysis of the collected information will not only unveil the object/component composition at runtime but also the order of changes during the reconfiguration. However, the vast amount of information may be overwhelming and may make further analysis more difficult since potentially lots of objects are displayed although they are not linked to the reconfiguration. Furthermore, the runtime behaviour of the system might be altered due to the instrumentation overhead, which may cause the system to change the reconfiguration strategy[2].

B. Iteration 2 — Structural Changes

The order of instructions required to perform a reconfiguration is usually flexible to some degree. Although all considered execution paths eventually lead to a valid composition or configuration, quality-of-service and system integrity might be affected by a particular strategy. A reconfiguration strategy which focuses on system integrity might passivate all components before changes are performed — this might result in a reduced quality-of-service since the system is either unavailable or operates in a gracefully degraded mode (for a longer period of time). A quality-of-service based approach might try to minimise the downtime by performing as many steps as possible parallel to normal operation, which may increase the risk of inconsistencies in the system’s data. The structural changes in the course of the reconfiguration are evaluated in Iteration 2.

Typically, only few components are affected by a reconfiguration. Tracing changes in such components can help in breaking up the complex system into partitions. The result of Iteration 1 can be used to eliminate unnecessary components, which results in a smaller set of probes to instrument the system. A component can be considered unnecessary, if it is neither involved in, nor affected by the reconfiguration.

The workload must fulfill the same requirements as in Iteration 1, and it can even be reused if Iteration 1 has been executed. It must then be executed on the instrumented system.

Analysis of the trace is best done using a graphical representation, such as a series of object diagrams[1]. In such an approach, the trace will be transformed into a series of object diagrams, at which each state, caused by a change in the structure, is expressed by a new object diagram. Developers and architects evaluate each diagram and decide whether the system passed through an illegal state. Unlike other methods, such as AMOEBA-RT[3], this approach does not require a formal model, such as a temporal logic model, to describe the system states.

C. Iteration 3 — Data Integrity

The system is in a transitional state during the reconfiguration. It can operate with either reduced or mixed functionality, be non-functional at all, or, in the worst case, in an inconsistent operational state. The approach used to achieve adaptability not only has a great influence on the observable behaviour, but also on system integrity and data integrity. Iteration 3 tests the data integrity in presence of a (increasing) load, such as incoming user requests.

The type of workload depends on the strategy used to achieve adaptability, and is distinguished between step load and ramp load. While ramp load slowly increases the workload on the system, step load suddenly puts a lot of pressure on the system, displayed in Figure 1. The system’s behaviour on step load can point to potential defects, if the system implements a load-based adaptation strategy[2]. Furthermore, if the system is designed to buffer user requests while it is reconfigured, then a step load-like increase of requests could cause the buffer to run out of space before the reconfiguration has been completed. To test the behaviour of the system under these conditions, the load must be sized accordingly.

The system should not show unexpected behaviour, such as crashes, or lost requests, that can be traced back to the reconfiguration. Furthermore, it is advisable to verify that all structural changes during the reconfiguration have been applied correctly in order to preclude the possibility that a faulty trigger prevented the reconfiguration. If a queue (or, in more general, a “buffer”) is used to buffer user requests, additional tests are required to ensure that it satisfies the following requirements:

- The queue/buffer must either be properly sized or be resizable in order to prevent the loss of user requests according to the quality requirements.
- The order of requests must be preserved, if not otherwise specified.
figure 1.

- All buffered requests must be processed after the reconfiguration has been completed, or actions have to be taken if the reconfiguration failed. The order of the execution must be equal to the order in which the requests were buffered, if not otherwise specified.
- New requests must be buffered until all previously received requests have been executed, if not otherwise specified.

D. Iteration 4 — State Transfer

A stateful component may be instructed to transfer its internal state to the replacement if it is about to be replaced. Iteration 4 checks whether the state of a component will be transferred correctly to its replacement, and, if necessary, type conversion is done in a way so that the replacement is fully operational. Furthermore, potential access violations due to the reconfiguration on concurrent systems can be checked.

A set of instrumentation probes should be prepared in order to monitor the runtime composition. If a component X is about to be replaced with Y, and both X and Y are instances of the same type, then the instrumentation facility must be able to distinguish them, e.g., by recording their memory addresses.

Furthermore, two workloads must be prepared. The first workload is applied on the system before the component is about to be replaced — the preload phase. It is responsible to set up the state of the instance of component X that must then be transferred to the replacement Y. The second workload must be executed either during or after the reconfiguration, depending on whether the system utilises concurrency.

On a purely single threaded system, the second workload is executed solely to verify that the new instance Y is fully operational and (optional required) conversion of the internal state has been successfully carried out.

On a multi threaded system, the second workload must be executed while the reconfiguration is running to test the following situations:
- The system must not alter the state of instance X once the state transfer has begun, i.e., user requests have to be stored in a buffer, if not otherwise specified.
- The system must be fully operational after the reconfiguration, i.e., the state transfer has been successfully carried out.

After the state transfer (of instance X) has been performed and workload 2 has been executed, the replacement (instance Y) should be comprised of the required data of instance X and of the new data. Depending on the type of system, this can manifest in the following situations:
- All data, e.g., items in a shopping trolley, have been added to the replacement.
- All data, e.g., GPS coordinates of a route, have been added to the replacement and the order has been preserved. In addition, all new data have been appended to the previous ones.
- A new state, e.g., a new random number, has been calculated correctly using the previous state of instance X.

E. Iteration 5 — Transaction Handling

The reconfiguration of a system can impact transaction capable components either directly, if the component is target of a reconfiguration, or indirectly, if the transaction capable component utilises a component that is part of the reconfiguration or vice versa. Iteration 5 checks the transaction handling during a reconfiguration.

The system specification should provide information about the observable behaviour when a reconfiguration is triggered while a transaction is running. It can most likely be narrowed down to the following two situations:

1) The reconfiguration must be delayed until the transaction has been finished. A finished transaction can be either successful or unsuccessful in which case rollback has to be performed.
2) The transaction must be aborted and a rollback must be performed to undo changes. Nevertheless, the reconfiguration must be delayed until the rollback has been completed to ensure data integrity.

The progress of a transaction is, however, of no interest, i.e., a component X must not be passivated (e.g., in order to replace it) even if its job is done. In case of a rollback, which can still occur if the last operation in the transaction fails, the component X might be needed again.

A set of instrumentation probes should be prepared in order to monitor the component composition. Also a workload must be prepared to utilise the system. Furthermore, the reconfiguration must be triggered while a transaction is running.
During the execution, a snapshot of the datasource that is about to be altered should be made to simplify the integrity check after the reconfiguration has been performed. The reconfiguration must not only be triggered while the workload is executing but also while a transaction is running.

The evaluation of the reconfiguration encompasses several steps. First, the system composition must be checked — the system must be in an operational state. This includes that no crashes or deadlocks occurred at runtime due to an incomplete system composition (e.g., crashes due to null pointer exceptions) or passivated components.

Depending on the specification of the system, the transaction must be either be rolled back or the reconfiguration must be delayed until the transaction has been finished. The latter includes a rollback, i.e., the system must not change its composition while a transaction is running.

In the last step, the data integrity must be evaluated. The data must either be unaltered (in case of a rollback) or fully updated.

F. Iteration 6 — Identity

It is in some cases important to know whether one or more components use the same instance of a component X or instances of the same type T, where X is an implementation or a subtype of T. Iteration 6 focuses on the identity of the instances.

A typical workload must be executed on an instrumented system. The instrumentation facility must be able to distinguish multiple instances of the same type. Common practice is to record the memory address of each instance. Developers then compare the utilised objects and determine whether the usage scenario is acceptable.

III. Evaluation

We have evaluated the test approach on three systems so far:

1) adaptive Tic-Tac-Toe: a version of the well known game Noughts and Crosses, which automatically adjusts the game level of the computer player in relation to the human player’s skills
2) an adaptive ERP system, which utilises a local cache if the connection to the off-site master ERP system is faulty. It automatically synchronises and utilises the off-site ERP as soon as it becomes available again
3) an Emergency Detection System, which can be used to monitor humans in an ambient assisted living scenario. The system utilises a variety of sensors, such as pulse sensors, fall sensors, etc. A new sensor will be utilised after it becomes available to the system and if the quality-of-service level can be improved by the new sensor

A. adaptive Tic-Tac-Toe

The only reconfigurable component in the program is the computer player, whose playing strategy (Easy, Medium, and Advanced) can be adjusted after each match according to the following predefined rules:

1) The game level shall be increased to the next higher level if the computer loses two consecutive matches. The game level remains unaltered if the highest game level has already been reached.
2) The game level shall be decreased to the next lower level if either
   a) two consecutive matches end with a draw, or
   b) the computer player wins two consecutive matches.

The game level remains unaltered if the lowest game level has already been reached.

Applicable iterations are:

• Iteration 2 to create an overview of the reconfiguration process and to track structural changes
• Iteration 6 for an overall view of the used instances

The structure of the game is rather simple since only the play strategy can be varied. In the course of tailoring, the remaining iterations have been removed for the following reasons:

• The structure of the computer player is simple; an complete overview is unnecessary
• The play strategy cannot be replaced while a match is running
• No state transfer among the game strategies is supported
• The game does not utilise transactions

Furthermore, the tracing of the program would deliver identical results for Iteration 2 and Iteration 6, which is why we reused the tracing results of Iteration 2 for further analysis in Iteration 6.

The evaluation of the trace unveiled abnormal behaviour whenever the human player repeatedly won matches in the game level Advanced. The computer player reconfigured itself even though it already utilised the Advanced strategy level, which contradicts the requirements. Also, we could observe a strange behaviour where the Advanced level was replaced with another instance of the same class, which does not change the behaviour of the computer player. Further examinations located the defect in the method which increases the game level. The method did not identify the level Advanced correctly. Traditional testing did not uncover the defect since Advanced is the highest level in the current version of the game. Furthermore, the game did not expose unusual behaviour to justify further investigations. However, the defect would have caused stagnancy in the level Advanced once further levels would have been added to the game.
B. ERP System

The class diagram in Figure 2 shows a simplified overview of the system. The CashRegisterController comprises a reference to an implementation of the ERP interface. This reference is subject to change if the master ERP is replaced with the cache, and vice versa.

![Figure 2. ERP class diagram (Key: UML class diagram)](image)

A full system trace in not required since the reconfigurable portion of the system is rather small. The current version does not allow a cash register system to operate while the system is being reconfigured, which is why Iteration 3 is not applicable. Neither is Iteration 5 since the system does not utilise transactional components beyond the database management system. Besides the reconfiguration process itself (Iteration 2) and the state transfer test (Iteration 4), the component identity (Iteration 6) is subject to test to ensure that the same master ERP system is used, i.e., the same server address and identical login credentials are used.

Two sets of data were prepared in order to test the state transfer. The first set was used to preload the system with information, which were stored in the master ERP’s database. The second data set was used to populate the ERPCache after the reconfiguration “master ERP to ERPCache”. That data was transferred to the master ERP once it became available again, which resulted in a combined set of data.

Two snapshots were created to gather the internal state of the master ERP — one before the first reconfiguration and one after the final reconfiguration. The analysis of the ERP-data did not unveil deviations from the expected data, i.e., the state transfer has been implemented correctly.

The tracing results of Iteration 2 were reused to check whether the master ERP was the same before the first reconfiguration (transition to the ERPCache) and after the second reconfiguration (transition back to the master ERP). The hash codes of the utilised master ERP instances were equal in both cases, i.e., the same ERP system was used.

C. Emergency Detection System

The Emergency Detection System (EDS) is a monitoring system, applicable for example in an ambient assisted living scenario. It constantly evaluates information which it acquires from several sources, such as blood pressure sensors, pulse sensors, and location sensors. If it detects a critical situation, it can execute a variety of protocols, e.g., notify emergency medical staff. A critical situation can be caused, for example, by a sudden change in vital signs, or by a fall of the monitored person. The system automatically selects a sensor configuration to offer the highest possible service quality. Furthermore, it reconfigures itself to utilise newly added sensors without service interruption.

If a new sensor is registered at the EDSManager, which is a centralised administration component to keep track of all available sensors, its contribution to the system is analysed. The system will be reconfigured to utilise the new sensor if the new sensor is considered valuable. A sensor is rated valuable if the EDS-evaluation-algorithm can create a sensor configuration that results in a higher quality-of-service, either by adding new kind of sensor, which was not available before (e.g., a fall sensor), or by replacing an existing sensor with a higher grade sensor (e.g., higher Safety Integrity Level (SIL)). The sensors are connected to a reimplementation of the IEDSHandler-interface. Each supported configuration is represented by its own implementation, i.e., an implementation that supports only a pulse sensor and a pressure sensor can be distinguished from an implementation that supports pulse sensor, pressure sensor, and a location sensor. Each IEDSHandler-implementation processes the sensor-signals and sets off the alarm if a critical situation is detected. This design offers flexibility since a new handler can be set up in the background. If it is fully constructed, the new handler replaces the old one without service interruption.

According to the system description, sensor signals are not processed while the handler is replaced, and historic data is not transferred either. Hence, Iteration 3 and Iteration 4 are not applicable. The system does not support transaction, which is why Iteration 5 is not applicable, too. The component identity (Iteration 6) is of interest to identify which sensors are utilised at a particular point in time.

The reconfiguration test had been divided into three stages:

1) The initial system configuration comprises a blood pressure sensor (SIL 2) and a pulse sensor (SIL 2)
2) A location sensor (SIL 1) is added — the system should integrate the location sensor.
3) A new pulse sensor (SIL 3) is added — the system should replace the previously used SIL 2 pulse sensor with the SIL 3 pulse sensor.

Starting from the initial configuration, the location sensor was added. The system incorporated the location sensor without service interruption. Then the new pulse sensor was added. The evaluation of the object diagrams showed that a new handler was created, which utilised the pressure sensor, the location sensor, and the new (SIL 3) pulse sensor.
The system went through a total of 33 states from startup to the final configuration. Analysis of the object diagrams showed that the integrity was not compromised at any time.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Structural changes may not be the only concern in an adaptive system when a reconfiguration is performed. In order to test state transfer, transaction handling, etc., a more rigorous testing strategy is necessary. In this paper, we presented an approach to test the reconfiguration procedure of adaptive systems with respect to structural changes having regard to the special properties, such as state transfer. The iterative process model can be tailored to fit the system under test. Furthermore, the process model is designed to be an additional test activity, not a replacement for other processes and therefore focuses on the reconfiguration only, i.e., component test, etc. remain unaffected.

There are extensions to this work, which have not been discussed yet. Quality requirements, such as maximum tolerable reconfiguration time, have not been included to the test process model, which is to be addressed in future work.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of adaptive hypermedia systems (AHS) is to adapt content, presentation and navigation of hypermedia to satisfy user’s needs and preferences. The fundamental principle of AHS is to observe user’s behavior, to build a user model reflecting all user’s characteristics, e.g., knowledge, preferences, or event history, and to customize the pages presented to the user based on these characteristics. The aim of our research is to provide a reference model of AHS and its implementation that would contribute to the facilitation of an AHS development process.

The Generic Ontological Model for Adaptive Web Environments (GOMAWE) [1] forms a theoretical basis for an application framework that should rapidly simplify and speed up the AHS development. This is achieved by reusable ready-to-use software components provided by the framework implementation and extensibility of the framework for further use cases and novel technologies.

The Adaptive System Framework (ASF) was built to help a software developer create adaptive web applications. ASF provides the most typical AHS components serving as building blocks for further development. ASF is based on the theoretical model and satisfies the following important requirements. To be generally applicable, the framework has to be split into components with independent responsibilities. To follow generally accepted solutions to common application problems, design patterns [2] should be extensively used. The implementation of the framework should be based on well-known and widely used application frameworks. In contrast to other frameworks focusing on the users’ collaboration [3] or adaptation process modeling [4], our framework aims at formalization of adaptive system architecture. Further, it focuses on targeting the problem of a storage layer abstraction, foundations of the data structures needed for a user modeling and providing a basic set of adaptation-oriented user interface components.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 1 deals with the description of AHS and the tasks to solve. In Section 2, a current state of the art of the discussed topic is being reviewed. In Section 3, an ASF framework is described in detail focusing on individual layers. In Section 4, both an evaluation method and application of the framework in a prototype implementation is discussed. Finally, the paper concludes by summarizing results of the research and indicates the directions of the future work; see Section 5.

II. RELATED RESEARCH

Hypermedia adaptation has become a topic of a researchers’ interest for almost 15 years. The researchers have been trying to formalize an adaptive system architecture, behavior and to line up with the existing web development standards. Since self-adaptive systems are complex, they require a special approach in the process of designing and developing such projects.

In the early stage of the AHS research, the model AHAM with its implementation AHA! [5] was the first widely used architecture of the adaptive systems. The AHAM domain model can be represented by single ontology, since it deals with the concepts and their mutual relations. However, it was not designed to deal with multiple ontologies. The AHA! system is built on the basis of outdated technologies, and the web user interface is not in compliance with modern web standards. Therefore, we offer the improvements which lie in building a novel framework based on up-to-date web technologies.

In the following text, we present a layout of already existing adaptation frameworks and libraries.

GRAPPLE (Generic Responsive Adaptive Personalized Learning Environment) [6] has been developed at the Eindhoven University of Technology, as a part of the FP7 project [7]. This system is focused on adaptive learning. It is integrated with existing learning systems (e.g., Blackboard [8] or Moodle [9]). The most important contribution of this project lies in integrating the adaptive delivery of the teaching materials for the course into a supported learning process.
Another project, specifically focused on adaptive learning, is the Adaptive eLearning Platform [10]. This system is the implementation of the Virtual Apparatus Framework, a content development paradigm modeled after the process of developing a teaching lab activity. The approach used in this project is tightly connected to the learning process and is based more on pedagogical principles than on software engineering.

A further promising project is also HyperAdapt [11]. In this project, a specialized approach utilizing an aspect-oriented programming is used. The authors place the adaptivity into separate modules called adaptation aspects. The aspects are not applied on a model level, but on XML documents.

One of the solutions intended to extend legacy web applications with adaptive behavior is the Adaptive Server Framework [12]. Compared to our solution, this project is focused on server-side components only. The design principle is to separate the implementation of adaptive behavior from the server application business logic. The coupling of components is ensured by a message-based communication.

A similar solution is the Rainbow project [13]. This project uses an architecture-based approach. The system adaptation is predefined by the architecture style of the system. The commonly used design principle is the principle of a modular architecture.

Another solution partially inspiring our design of GOMAWE is the MUSE semantic framework [14]. The framework is built on multidimensional ontological planes. The intersection between the planes allows the representation of semantic rules. A similar principle is used in GOMAWE, where a multidimensional matrix of rules is used to infer the information not explicitly stored in the user model.

In comparison with other solutions, our ASF project aims at supporting not only adaptive learning, but also adaptive hypermedia systems in general. The purpose of our project is to provide a reusable solution that could be used by the developers of adaptive applications. We formally described adaptive hypermedia within the GOMAWE model and designed the framework that will be described in detail in the following sections. The Adaptive System Framework is a solution for a simpler and rapid development of AHS.

III. FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE

The ASF architecture is generic. It defines an interface of various layers of the potential system, and therefore its implementation can be realized in multiple programming languages. Fig. 1 represents the description of ASF architecture based on our GOMAWE model. The ASF architecture consists of the layers replacing the GOMAWE Storage, Reasoning and UI interface layers. The main highlighted components of the core framework library define the fundamentals of the architecture. The default implementation is built on the selected persistence frameworks supporting relational database and triple stores. In our experiments the storage layer was based on various frameworks, e.g., JPA, Hibernate, Empire, or RDF Reactor. However, our framework can be extended by any other implementation of the storage interface. The extensions are indicated by the ‘...’ symbol in the diagram; see Fig. 1. The same situation is in case of algorithms performing the adaptation above the storage layer. Some algorithms are part of the framework, others can be added by the developer as an implementation of the reasoning interface.

The user interface is based on Java Server Faces (JSF) and is supported by a Primefaces components suite [15]. Our goal is to extend basic web components by the adaptation-specific extensions; see Fig. 1. We think that there are several adaptation techniques that the framework can provide “out of the box” allowing the developers to apply the adaptation without any need of additional work.

A. Data storage

One of the most important parts of every adaptive system is the user model. This is the repository, where information about the user is stored. This information is used in the adaptation process to filter information and personalize the presentation according to the user’s preferences.
We divided the user data into two parts – the user profile and user model. The user profile contains explicit user’s preferences. This data is corresponding to the “settings page” and is stored as key-value pairs. The key is usually a constant string defined by the developer of the application. The user model, on the other hand, stores the data observed while the application monitors the user. The information is always associated with a domain object and represents the user’s relation to the object, e.g., user’s knowledge of the topic, user’s preferences, or their past experience. The user model corresponds to the overlay over the application domain model.

The access to the user model and user’s profile is supported by an adaptation manager. The adaptation manager implementation is based both on the Singleton Design Pattern providing a manager instance and the Factory Method Design Pattern used for creating domain-specific model instances for an individual user.

In our design, the user model has a special architecture. Each attribute is assigned to one dimension. Dimensions can be custom-defined for each adaptive system. The dimension forms a group of related attributes. It can be visualized as a multidimensional matrix.

The multidimensional user model is formally described as follows:

**Definition 1 (Multidimensional User Model).** The Multidimensional User Model is a tuple $MUM = (D, A, V)$

$$r : A \rightarrow V \forall a \in A : r(a) \in V_a \land r(a) \in D,$$

where $D$ is a finite set of dimensions, $A$ is a finite set of attributes, each associated with a particular dimension, $V$ is a set of attribute values and $V_a$ is the domain of attribute $a$.

Another important part of the adaptive system storage is the rule repository. The rules can represent conditions defined by the author of the content of the application, e.g., by a teacher who prepares an adaptive course, or they can be generated by specialized adaptation algorithms. The rules assume that the user-model characteristics are associated with predefined dimensions. The dimensions can be used to filter the rules while the rules are being evaluated. This contributes to better performance and helps the designer of an adaptive algorithm to maintain the rules easier.

Both the domain and the user model can be represented by simple concepts and their relations. However, our solution was designed to use multiple lightweight ontologies. The use of ontologies was motivated by the requirements of the data semantics, data exchange and integration among applications, and as well, by the need to infer the information implicitly stored in the user model.

The adaptive process is executed above the storage layer and acts as a mediator between the raw data and the user.

### B. Adaptive behavior

One of the goals of the framework optimization is to make components of an adaptive system reusable and generally applicable. To achieve this requirement, we defined a general interface over any algorithm that will be used to perform the adaptation (Fig. 2).

The adaptation algorithms are further divided according to the “adaptation techniques taxonomy” (Fig. 3). A simplified version of the taxonomy is based on the taxonomy defined in [16]. Less important techniques currently not implemented by the framework were excluded from the original taxonomy. A content adaptation, link adaptation and link-group adaptation algorithms are specified in the framework.

![Figure 3. Simplified adaptation techniques taxonomy](image-url)
A content adaptation algorithm is an algorithm which is used to transparently transform the content of the domain concepts based on the user model. It can be used to substitute the elements of the domain concepts. For example, we can recognize various extents based on the user’s knowledge stereotypes (beginner, advanced, expert).

A link adaptation algorithm is intended for customizing a single link. On the other hand, the link-group adaptation algorithm assumes a collection of the links to serve as both input and result. The links can be adapted by sorting. The input collection is processed, and the order of the links is modified. A different approach is used for a link generation. In this case, the result is not dependent on the adaptation function input, since the data is retrieved from a repository. Other link adaptation strategies include a direct guidance, link annotation or adaptive link hiding.

There are two main types of the link adaptation algorithms in the framework:

- adaptation based on the current context, where the existing links can be sorted, filtered, etc.
- link generation, where the algorithm is responsible only for retrieving the input data. A default value can be provided to the adaptation function. It can be used in case when the user disables the adaptation, or if there is not sufficient input data to generate the links automatically.

In GOMAWE, the adaptation was designed as an extendable set of black box components that perform the adaptation based on the information stored in the user model. A framework implementation (Fig. 4) is realized as a Strategy Design Pattern [2]. The intent of the Strategy Design Pattern is, first, to define a family of algorithms, second, encapsulate each of them, and third, make them interchangeable. It enables the algorithm to vary independently of the clients that use it.

We can define an elementary adaptation as an adaptation function.

**Definition 2 (Adaptation Function).** An Adaptation Function $AF$ is a transformation between default and adapted hypermedia elements. A hypermedia element is considered as a portion of HTML code that is a part of the web page.

$$AF : e_d \rightarrow e_a,$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $e_d$ is the default element, and $e_a$ is the adapted element.

A generic group adaptation function usually takes a collection of default or initial values as an input, and returns an adapted collection of items of the same type. The particular algorithm is encapsulated inside the black box which is implemented as a class. Algorithm instances can be optionally parametrized before the actual adaptation is performed.

Another extension of the adaptation component will lie in the meta-adaptation support, where best-suited algorithms will be adaptively selected. For this purpose, the Strategy Design Pattern will be extended to the Adaptive Strategy Design Pattern [17]. The Adaptive Strategy Design Pattern defines a self-adaptive strategy. A single strategy referencing the best available concrete strategy is exposed to the client and the client is required only to provide an access to the environment information that can be used to choose the best strategy.

The data filtering in the user model is based on the conditions (Fig. 5). Condition classes follow the Composite Design Pattern [2]. The task of the Composite Design Pattern is to compose objects into tree-like structures to represent part-whole hierarchies. The Composite allows clients to treat individual objects and the compositions of objects uniformly. The conditions have multiple applications in the framework. The same hierarchy is used for evaluating the rules. The purpose of the condition is determined by a particular implementation of the abstract AdaptationCondition class.

The rules are defined on the intersections of the user model dimensions. The dimensions are used to limit the information space and to contribute to better evaluation performance. There are two ways of creating the rules in the data storage. The rules can be defined directly by the content designer, or they can be a product of an adaptation algorithm. The combination of these techniques can lead to interesting adaptive behavior. This will be the objective of our future research.

In the following sub-section, we will show an example of an adaptation algorithm that can be integrated into the system.
document ← currentWalk.get(currentWalk.size − 1)
for all userWalk in walks do
    newIndex ← currentWalk.getPosition(document)
    oldIndex ← userWalk.getPosition(document)
    \{compare a similarity of documents preceding the current one in the current and a stored walk\}
    while newIndex ≥ 0 ∧ oldIndex ≥ 0 do
        if currentWalkDoc ≠ userWalkDoc then
            break
        else
            increment quality and decrement indexes
        end if
    end while
    if quality > 0 then
        put into document-quality map
    end if
end for
sort document quality map by document quality
return set of documents sorted by quality

Example (Walking the document space).
To clarify a link adaptation, we will show how the adaptive link generation based on the similarity of navigating paths within the document space is supported by the framework.

Let us have a finite set \( D \) of the documents \( d \). A document walk is an ordered set \( W \), where \( W \subseteq P \). The document walk is always associated with the user and represents a navigation sequence of the user throughout the document set in a single session. Finding a similar sequence allows us to predict the next most suitable document for a current user based on other users’ behavior (Fig. 6).

The desired algorithm is classified as a link-group adaptation algorithm based on ASF (Fig. 2). In our case, it is a link generation algorithm.

Fig. 7 presents a sequence diagram describing typical steps of the adaptation algorithm sequencing. In our specific case, the user walk algorithm, first, requests the default values from the user model (in case of a link generation, this step is not required), and, second, it loads other user walks from the repository. Based on this data, a set of recommended subsequent documents is returned to the content generator.

C. User interface

The most user-oriented layer of the framework comprises the user interface components that are customized for the webpage adaptation. The components are based on the JSF and the Primefaces component suite. The components utilize JavaScript and AJAX to provide rich user experience. An added value to the commonly used web components is the tight coupling with adaptive behavior, user model and the adaptation engine.

An adaptive text output can be taken as an example of a simple component. In a common web component framework, we can find a text output component generating a text to the web page. The text content selection or customization must be done by the developer. In our framework, we want to provide intelligent web components tightly bound with the adaptation engine. The adaptive text component is able to provide various content adaptation techniques. The functionality of the component should be based on the configuration, selected algorithm and on the provided data storage for the data binding. Any of these parameters can be changed later, without any significant modifications to the web page logic and code.

IV. Prototype validation

The Adaptive System Framework was applied in the development of a learning course. We chose an adaptive learning environment since the adaptation is very often applied in this area. The university environment provides many opportunities to evaluate such an application in the courses and seminars. Our adaptive learning application was used in a C language programming course.

The implementation of the storage layer was based on JPA API and Hibernate implementation. MySQL Server database was used as a data storage. The choice of the
storage limited some benefits of the framework. However, as a prototype, it was sufficient enough to validate the framework architecture. At present, we are working on the future extensions of the adaptive application, where the ontologies representing an important feature of our design will be used. In the next version of the learning course, the data will be saved in a triple store and the integration features will be evaluated.

The centralized user model management is beneficial for the application development. Using the adaptation manager, the user profile and user model properties can be accessed from any component of the application.

The design of the application core based on the ASF framework consists of the following important steps:

1) Definition of the domain objects – in case of the learning application called learning objects and their relations
2) Definition of the user profile and user model attributes
3) Design of the adaptive algorithms for the desired behavior
4) Configuration of data sources
5) Binding the data results either to the application logic or directly to the adaptive UI components

The application was tested by 35 students, and the content was limited to one topic of one week of the semester. From the results of the log analysis, we could get interesting observations regarding the feedback from the students. In this phase, the feedback was limited to a preference screen only. While using an online course, 5 students (14%) tried to change the adaptation setting and 5 of them tried to reset the result statistics. More students were interested in personal settings, particularly, the visual theme of the application. 12 students (34%) changed the visual theme. From these results, we can conclude that a default setting of the adaptation is very important and that the adaptation based on automatic observations of the users should be extensively applied. An explicit feedback can be expected after the users become more friendly with the system and start customizing the system to be more comfortable to use.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The Adaptive System Framework can be regarded as a possible solution to an effective development of adaptive hypermedia systems. The proposed framework defines fundamental components and is based on a formal model. It provides various possibilities of its implementations and their further extensions. It leads to a simplified process of the development and, at the same time, does not limit the developer in customized extensions. The default framework implementation is based on both modern frameworks used for the development of the web applications and state-of-the-art technologies of the Semantic Web.

We have verified the framework by implementing a prototype of e-learning web application. In the future, we would like to extend the framework with more reusable adaptable JSF components based on the well-known adaptation techniques. Extending a set of implemented algorithms will enable use new methods of the personalization. The results will be thoroughly verified by the application of an adaptive web-based learning in real-class scenarios.
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Abstract—This paper describes a real-time, field programmable gate array (FPGA) implementation of Feedback Cancellation (FC) system to improve the intra-cabin communication among the driver and passengers, which is typically degraded by the noisy environment and by the distance in between them. The feedback canceller, used to reduce the acoustic coupling the loudspeaker and the microphone, is based on the continuously adaptive filtering technique, implementing the prediction error method (PEM) for closed loop system identification. The adaptive algorithm implements the modified least mean square algorithm (MLMS) while for the linear prediction a fix-order linear predictor has been selected. The implementation was done using Xilinx System Generator™ (XSG)
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I. INTRODUCTION

The acoustic feedback is a major problem of audio processing field, occurring whenever the sound is captured and reproduced in the same environment. The communication in vans and limousines between the passengers in the front and the rear is degraded due to the presence of the noise as well as the long distance between them [1]. This can be improved by using a speech reinforcement system. The simplest, one channel speech reinforcement system, picks-up the speech using a microphone, amplifies it and then plays it back to a loudspeaker. Due to the electro-acoustic coupling between loudspeakers and microphone, a closed-loop system is created. To avoid the instability (howling) of the system, a feedback canceller has to be used.

Different methods attempting to minimize the effect of acoustic feedback have been proposed in literature. They are broadly classified as feedforward suppression and feedback cancelation techniques. For the case of feedforward suppression technique, the use of notch-filter based howling suppression (NHS) represents a traditional and robust solution [1-3]. The main disadvantage of this method is that it is reactive: in order to identify and eliminate the oscillation frequencies the howling must firstly occur. A more promising solution is to use the adaptive feedback cancellation (AFC) method, which is based on the estimation of acoustic feedback path, belonging to the class of room modeling methods. As illustrated in the Fig. 1, the feedback canceller \( \hat{F}(q) \) produces an estimate \( \hat{y}(n) \) of the feedback signal \( f(n) \), obtained by filtering the loudspeaker signal \( x(n) \) with \( F(q) \), and subtracts it from the microphone signal \( d(n) \) so that ideally the clean speech signal \( s(n) \), amplified by a factor \( K \) and played back to the loudspeaker. Depending on the quality of the feedback path estimation, the feedback is almost eliminated. The most robust method to eliminate it is based on the closed loop identification theory [4] - [5]. The direct method for closed loop identification [5], named prediction-error-method (PEM) is a promising proactive solution for AFC. Prediction error for AFC (PEMAFC) algorithms has been deeply analyzed in context hearing aids applications [6-10]. Also, recently the PEMAFC method has been tested in the car scenario case [11-12]. In this paper we propose a FPGA implementation of the PEMAFC algorithm in Xilinx System Generator™, based on the configuration from [8-9] using a fix model of input signal.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II is dedicated to the description of the PEMAFC algorithm implemented on FPGA. The Section III covers the FPGA implementation aspects. In Section IV the experiments as well as the results are reported. Section V presents the conclusions of the work.

II. PREDICTION ERROR METHOD FOR AFC SYSTEM

The notation from [8] has been adopted: \( q^{-1} \) denotes the unitary delay, so that \( q^{-1} u(n) = u(n-1) \). A discrete-time filter with filter length \( L \) is represented as a polynomial \( F(q) \) in \( q \), i.e.,

![Figure 1. Adaptive Feedback cancellation structure](https://example.com/figure1.png)
\[ F(q) = f_0 + f_1 q^{-1} + \cdots + f_{L-1} q^{-L+1}, \]

or by its vector \( \mathbf{x} = [f_0, f_1, \ldots, f_{L-1}]^T \), so that the filtering operation consists of applying the polynomial to the input sequence:

\[ F(q)x(n) = \mathbf{f}^T \mathbf{x}(n), \]

with \( \mathbf{x}(n) = [x(n), x(n-1), \ldots, x(n-L+1)]^T \).

As proposed in the [6], [7] and reiterated in [8], the direct method of the closed-loop identification of feedback path \( F(q) \) and the desired signal model \( H(q) \) is presented in Fig. 2. The main assumption of this method starts from the fact that the desired signal \( d(n) \) can be modeled as a \( H(q)w(n) \), where \( w(n) \) is the white noise signal and the \( H(q) \) is the desired signal model, which is inversely stable \( (A(q) = H^{-1}(q)) \). In such case the bias in the feedback path estimation can be eliminated by decorrelating the signal of the adaptive algorithm by passing them through \( A(q) \). In case of PEM, the feedback path \( F(q) \) and the desired signal model \( H(q) \) are estimated by minimizing the energy of so-called prediction error \( e_p(n) \):

\[ e_p(n) = \hat{H}^{-1}(q)(d(n) - \hat{F}(q)x(n)), \]

i.e.,

\[ J(\hat{f}(n)) = E\{|\hat{H}^{-1}(q)(d(n) - \hat{F}(q)x(n))|^2\} \]

\[ = E\{|d_p(n) - \hat{F}(T(n)x_p(n))|^2\}. \]

Minimizing (4) generates:

\[ \hat{f}(n) = E\{x_p(n)x_p^T(n)\}^{-1}E\{x_p(n)d_p(n)\}. \]

Writing \( d_p(n) \) as:

\[ d_p(n) = \hat{H}^{-1}(q)s(n) + F(q)x(n). \]

When \( H(q) = \hat{H}(q) \),

\[ d_p(n) = w(n) + F(q)x(n), \]

and the speech signal \( s(n) \) is converted to a white noise signal \( w(n) \), resulting an unbiased feedback path estimate. From (4) it can be observed that minimizing \( J(\hat{f}(n)) \) is equivalent with performing an adaptive filtering on the decorrelated (pre-whitened) signals \( \{d_p(n), x_p(n)\} \) or equivalently on \( \{e_p(n), x_p(n)\} \).

Both fixed and adaptive estimates of the desired signal model \( H(q) \) have been considered in literature [9]. Since our attention is focused on the FPGA implementation, in this paper we choose the fixed model, representing the averaging of speech spectrum, defined by:

\[ H(q) = \frac{1}{1 - \alpha q^{-1}}, \quad |\alpha| < 1 \]

The adaptive filtering algorithm selected to perform these minimization is the Modified LMS (MLMS) [13], which is particularly suited for adaptive systems whose performance suffers from the presence of strong target signals (such as speech) that exhibit large fluctuations in short-time power levels. The sum version of this algorithm has been selected, with the following formula for updating the filter coefficients:

\[ w(n+1) = w(n) + e(n)x(n)f[x(n), e(n)], \]

\[ f[x(n), e(n)] = \mu(n) = \frac{\bar{\mu}}{L(\hat{\sigma}^2(n) + \hat{\sigma}^2_x(n)) + \epsilon}, \]

where \( L \) is the length of the filter, \( \bar{\mu} \) is an adaptation constant and \( \hat{\sigma}^2_x \) and \( \hat{\sigma}^2 \) are the power estimates of the error respectively of the reference signal. They can be obtained as follow:

\[ \hat{\sigma}^2_x(n) = \lambda \hat{\sigma}^2_x(n-1) + (1-\lambda)e^2(n), x^2(n), \]

where \( \lambda \) is a weighting factor chosen as \( \lambda = 1/(KL) \), with \( K>1 \). A summary of the PEMAFC algorithm is described in the Table 1.

**TABLE I.** TIME-DOMAIN PEMAFC ALGORITHM FOR THE FIXED ORDER LP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initialization:</th>
<th>( L, \epsilon, \bar{\mu}, \lambda, \hat{f}(0) = 0, \quad e(0) = 0 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Computation:</td>
<td>for each input sample ( x(n), n = 1, 2, \ldots )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( e(n) = d(n) - \hat{f}^T(n)x(n) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( x(n) = Ke(n-D) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-filter ( e(n) ) and ( x(n) ) with ( A(q) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( e_p(n) = e(n) - \alpha e(n-1), \quad x_p(n) = x(n) - \alpha x(n-1) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimate the power of pre-filtered signals</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \hat{\sigma}^2(n) = \lambda \hat{\sigma}^2(n-1) + (1-\lambda)e^2_p(n) + x^2_p(n) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Update the coefficients</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( \hat{f}(n+1) = \hat{f}(n) + \frac{\bar{\mu}}{L\hat{\sigma}^2_x + \epsilon} e_p(n)x_p(n) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>End</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. FPGA IMPLEMENTATION

This section describes the adaptation of the PEMAFC algorithm on a realizable hardware platform suitable for automotive environment. Considering the PEMAFC based Feedback Cancellers a subcomponent of a speech reinforcement system including a noise cancellation component as well as a voice activity detector, the target platform must be cost effective with a relatively high performance DSP. The Xilinx Automotive (XA) Spartan®-6 families of FPGA was used [14].

A. Design Process

The PEMAFC algorithm was originally developed as MATLAB scripts using high precision floating-point arithmetic. The SoNoScout NVH Binaural recording and analysis system 653A and Sound Level Meter 2250L were also used. A one-to-one conversion to an equivalent FPGA implementation cannot be directly or easily implemented with reasonable resource utilization. Also, the precision of data in the FPGA implementation is limited to a fixed number of bits (fixed-point representation) which results in the addition of quantization errors to the system.

The first step of the implementation consists of identifying the parts of the algorithm, which became the main blocks of the hardware. A fixed point version of these blocks has been implemented using Fixed-Point Toolbox™ in Matlab® [15] and then compared to the floating point version.

Following the Matlab fixed point validation, a Xilinx System Generator™ (XSG) [16] model was developed. Each block has been individually validated by passing the data to/from Matlab workspace as well as using the “scope” block in the model by connecting the signal of interest to it. Once the XSG model has been created it has been validated against Matlab implementation. Finally, the design has been synthesized using the Xilinx ISE 13.4 design suite and run on the FPGA target in the “hardware-in-the-loop co-simulation”.

B. The Hardware Implementation

The implementation of the PEMAFC algorithm is done on a Spartan® FPGA, i.e., the XC6SLX45[15]. The system clock frequency is approximately 100 MHz and the sampling frequency is 16 kHz; consequently, there are approximately 6250 clock periods available between two successive samples.

The flow of the algorithm is described in Fig.3. In the first phase, the output of the adaptive MAC filter y(n) is generated and the error signal e(n) is computed. In the second phase a fixed order pre-whitening of error signal e(n) and its delayed and amplified version x(n) is realized based on (8). A power estimate (10) of both decorrelated error and reference signals is generated in the third step. In the fourth step the algorithm’s step size is computed based on the previously power estimated values (9). The last phase is dedicated updating the adaptative filter’s coefficients based on their past values, decorrelated reference and error signals xfo(n) respectively efo(n) and the previously computed step size. The FPGA implementation of the PEMAFC algorithm requires a few RAM memory blocks, as follows.

IV. RESOURCE USAGE AND SIMULATION RESULTS

The functional simulations have been done using FPGA target in the hardware-in-the-loop co-simulation mode as in the Fig.4. The real signal was read from Matlab workspace and it was either a voice signal with an additive white Gaussian noise (SNR=30dB) or an auto-regressive noise generated by passing a white Gaussian noise through a 10 order AR system.

The sampling frequency was 16kHz and the adaptive algorithm parameters used are: L = 256 (the same length as feedback path); fix step size $\frac{1}{2}$; regularization factor $\mu = 2$.
The performance measure was the normalized misalignment (in dB), defined as $20 \log_{10} \|f - \hat{f}(n)\|_2 / \|f\|_2$, where $f$ is the true impulse response of the feedback path and $\|*\|_2$ denotes the $l_2$ norm. The effect of the quantization error on the AFC performance is shown in Fig. 5.

Table II shows the resource requirement of the FPGA implementation as reported by the Xilinx ISE Foundation.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a sequential time based, PEMAFC algorithm is implemented on FPGA using Xilinx System Generator. Comparable results with infinite precision version have been obtained. Resource analysis shows the design uses only 15% of the total available general logic resources making possible an integration with other in-car sub-systems on a single FPGA. The implementation of adaptive estimate of signal model will be considered in the future work.
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Table II. Resource Utilization for PEMAFC Algorithm with Fixed LP Order.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available Resources (total)</th>
<th>Used Resources</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slices (6822)</td>
<td>896 (15%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFs (54,576)</td>
<td>3100 (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-LUTs (27288)</td>
<td>2895 (10%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMB8B (323)</td>
<td>3 (1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSP48A1s (58)</td>
<td>4 (6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abstract—Since the advent of Pervasive Computing, the execution of user daily routines in an adaptive way has been a widely pursued challenge. Its achievement would not only reduce the tasks that users must perform every day, but it would also perform them in a more convenient way while optimizing natural resource consumption. In this work, we meet this challenge by providing a software infrastructure. It allows users’ routines to be automated in a non-intrusive way by taking into account users’ automation desires and demands. We demonstrate this by performing a case-study based evaluation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent decades, computers have become more and more common in many items such as ovens, refrigerators, coffee makers, mobile phones, tablets, etc. This proliferation of technology brings the building of smart environments closer to becoming a reality. Smart environments provide services to control the items that are used in our daily activities [1]. For instance, there are pervasive services for controlling lights, air conditioner and heating, windows, coffee makers, etc.

One of the final goals of developing smart environments is to automate user daily routines by using these services. A routine is a set of tasks characterized by habitual repetition in similar contexts. For instance, a typical routine could be the following. Every working day at 8 o’clock, Bob’s alarm clock goes off. Bob wakes up, switches the lights on and stops the alarm. Then, to take a shower, Bob turns on the bathroom heating if it is cold. Finally, after getting dressed, Bob goes to the kitchen and makes a coffee for breakfast.

Due to the fact that people are creatures of habit, we perform numerous daily routines such as the one presented above. Several works, such as [2][3][4][5], have dealt with performing these routines on the users’ behalf; however, their solutions may lead to intrusive systems that automate tasks that users do not necessarily want automated. In this work, we present a software infrastructure capable of automating users routines in a non-intrusive way. Due to the complexity of human behaviour, user participation is necessary in order to avoid intrusiveness when attempting to fulfill user demands. For this reason, the infrastructure that we propose makes use of models during runtime. These models allow routines to be represented by using high-level concepts that are close to user knowledge. This helps users to understand the routines to be automated and to participate in their design. By simply interpreting the models at runtime, the infrastructure can automate the routines as described.

With this infrastructure, we could make users’ lives easier and provide them with a higher quality of life: they would not have to waste their time or worry about the tasks that could be automated (e.g., Bob will never oversleep in the morning because the alarm clock is set automatically). In addition, these tasks could be performed more efficiently and in a more convenient way for users since tasks can be analyzed before being automated using the models (e.g., heating could be turned on 10 minutes early so that the bathroom is already hot when Bob takes a shower; instead of the alarm clock going off, Bob’s preferred radio channel could be used). Moreover, routines could self-adapt according to context (e.g., blinds could be raised if it is a sunny day instead of switching lights on) and could help to reduce natural resource consumption by applying the advice provided by experts on controlling lighting, heating and air conditioning, taps, and so on (e.g., all lights could be automatically switched off when the inhabitants leave home; blinds could be lowered in summer when nobody is at home so that it is not so hot when the inhabitants arrive).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the related work. Section III explains essential requirements for routine automation. Section IV presents the software infrastructure that automates routines in a context-adaptive way. Section V validates the approach using a case study based evaluation. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

Related work can be subdivided into machine-learning approaches, context-aware rule-based approaches, end-user centered approaches, and task-oriented computing.

Machine-learning approaches have attempted to deal with the automation of user routines by automatically inferring them from past user actions [2][3]. These approaches have done excellent work by automatically learning from user behaviour; however, they have some drawbacks. They may be intrusive for users because they do not usually take into account users’ desires (e.g., the repeated execution of an action does not imply that the user wants this automation). Also, they...
reproduce the actions that users have frequently executed in the past and in the same manner that they were executed. This prevents user tasks from being carried out in a more efficient and convenient way and does not allow tasks to be automated if they were not performed by users (e.g., closing windows when users are not at home and it starts to rain).

Context-aware rule-based approaches have made great advances in introducing context into software systems. To automate user tasks, they program rules that trigger the sequential execution of actions when a certain context event is produced [4][5]. However, although context information is taken into account, these works do not usually consider the personal desires of each user; therefore, they may still be annoying. Furthermore, these techniques are only appropriate for automating relatively simple tasks [6]; hence, they usually require large numbers of rules. If we also consider that these rules have to be manually programmed [6], the understanding and maintenance of the system may become very difficult.

End-user centered approaches provide alternatives for end-users to program their environments [7][8]. Most of these approaches are focused on end-user programming by presenting particular UIs and languages. These approaches generally provide better user control. However, they have limited capacities to help end-users build the automations. Therefore, they are only appropriate for developing simple tasks commonly described in the literature, such as controlling lights or doorbells.

Task-oriented computing uses task modelling to facilitate the interaction of users with the system. These systems have proven that task modelling is effective in several fields such as user interface modelling [9], assisting end-users in the execution of tasks [10], etc. These works show the growing usage of task modelling and its remarkable results and possibilities to model system behaviour. However, none of these works attempt to automate adaptive daily routines. Hence, they neither provide enough expressiveness to specify adaptive routines nor enough accuracy to allow their subsequent automation.

III. REQUIREMENTS FOR ROUTINE AUTOMATION

The users’ tasks automation is a delicate matter. The execution of an undesired task will be intrusive for users, and may bother them, interfere in their goals, or even be dangerous; all of which would eventually cause the loss of user acceptance of the system. For instance, consider that the outside door and the security system have been programmed so that the door is automatically locked and the security system is automatically activated when the inhabitants leave home. This can be useful because they will not have to do these tasks anymore, but it can also be a burden if the inhabitants are absent-minded: they will have to unlock the outside door and deactivate the alarm every time they forget something. To prevent these intrusive situations, the following aspects are required:

- **The routines must be automated according to the users’ desires and demands.** This is essential so that the routines to be automated are those that users want and are automated the way they want them to be. Due to the technical context, and the imprecise and ambiguous nature of human behaviour, it is very difficult for a system to sense or infer this information. Therefore, the participation of the users is necessary in order to fulfill their automation desires and demands [11].

- **The routines must be adaptive to context.** Context information is essential to be able to execute the routines in the opportune situation. For instance, in the routine used as the example, it would be intrusive if the bathroom heating is switched on when the temperature is high or if the radio is turned on anytime. Therefore, routines must be described in a context-adaptive way (e.g., the bathroom heating must be automatically switched on at 7:50 on working days only if the temperature is low, and the radio must be turned on 10 minutes later).

- **Routine adaptation must be facilitated at runtime.** Some routines might never change in user life; however, most of them will. Users’ behaviour usually changes over time and the automated routines need to be adapted to these changes. Otherwise, the system may become useless and intrusive. Since these types of changes cannot be anticipated at design time, the automation of routines must be performed in such a way that their adaptation after system deployment is facilitated at runtime.

IV. THE SOFTWARE INFRASTRUCTURE

A smart environment is developed to provide pervasive services that serve people in their everyday life. These services are in charge of interacting with physical devices in order to change the state of the environment and to sense context. On top of these services, we develop a software infrastructure (see Figure 1) that is designed to properly automate user routines satisfying the requirements explained in the previous section:

- To facilitate user participation, the software infrastructure makes use of design models at runtime. It provides a task model that describes the routines by using concepts of a high-level of abstraction that are close to the domain and to user knowledge (concepts such as task, preference, location, etc.). This helps end-users to participate in the routine description since it allows them to focus on the main concepts (the abstractions) without being confused by low-level details [12].

- To execute the described routines in a context-adaptive way, the task model describes each routine as a coordination of pervasive services that are performed in the opportune context, i.e., in a context-adaptive way. In addition, in order to be aware of the current context and to be able to automate the routines accordingly, the software infrastructure provides a context manager. It dynamically manages the context changes produced at runtime by using a context repository.

- To automate the described routines in such a way that their adaptation after system deployment is facilitated, the software infrastructure has an automation engine that directly interprets the task model at runtime. The model is machine-processable and precise enough to provide the infrastructure with all the information needed to execute
the routines. Therefore, when a context change is detected by the context manager, it informs the engine. The engine then reads the routine information from the task model and executes the corresponding pervasive services according to context. With this strategy, the task model is the only representation of the routines to be automated. This allows the routines to be adapted by simply updating the model. As soon as it is changed to adapt the routines, the changes are also taken into account by the engine.

Thus, the infrastructure provides the following main components (see Figure 1): the context-adaptive task model, which describes each routine as a context-adaptive coordination of pervasive services; the context manager, which is in charge of monitoring context changes at runtime, updating the context repository accordingly, and informing the automation engine about the changes; and the automation engine, which is in charge of automating the routines in the opportune context by interpreting the models.

A. The Software Infrastructure in Execution

The software infrastructure executes the routines as described in the task model. This model allows the routines to be described precisely and at a high level of abstraction. As an example, Figure 2 shows the modelling of the routine used in the introduction (the WakingUp routine). The root task of the hierarchy represents the routine and is associated to a context situation, which indicates the context conditions whose fulfilment starts the execution of the routine (WorkingDay=true \(\text{AND}\ CurrentTime=7:50\)). The root task is broken down into simpler tasks (\(\text{turn on bathroom heating} \), \(\text{turn on the radio} \), \(\text{illuminate the room} \) and \(\text{make coffee} \)). An intermediate task must be broken down until the leaf tasks can be executed by an available pervasive service. Each leaf task must be related to a pervasive service that can carry out the task. For instance, the \(\text{turn on the radio} \) task is associated to a pervasive service that interacts with the radio to turn it on. This relation is established by simply indicating the service identifier.

If the tasks of the same parent are related to each other, they are carried out in a sequential order according to the indicated temporal relationships. These relationships may depend on context. Thus, in the example, the heating is turned on first; ten minutes later, the radio is turned on and the room is illuminated; and finally, a coffee is made when the user enters the kitchen.

A task can have a context precondition (represented between brackets), which defines the context conditions that must be fulfilled so that the task is performed (e.g., the \(\text{turn on bathroom heating} \) task is only executed if the temperature is low). If the tasks of the same parent are not related to each other, only the first task whose context precondition is satisfied is executed; e.g., to illuminate the room, if the outside brightness is low, lights will be switched on; otherwise, blinds will be raised.

To automate the routines as described in the task model, the software infrastructure performs the following steps (see Figure 3):

1) Detecting context changes: A context change is physically detected by a sensor, which is controlled by a pervasive service in the smart environment. The context manager monitors all these services to check context changes. For instance, the context manager monitors the Clock service to detect the time changes. When a change is detected (e.g., it is 7:50 a.m.), the manager updates the current context in the context repository and notifies the engine about this change.

2) Checking context situations: After receiving the notification of a context change, the engine analyzes the context situations of the routines specified in the Task Model to check if any of them depend on the context change. Then, by making use of the context manager, the engine checks if any of those context situations are
1. Detecting context changes
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OutsideBrightness=High
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CurrentTime=7:50

2. update context
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3. Executing the routine tasks
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Fig. 3. A possible execution of the WakingUp routine

B. Implementation Details

To describe the task model, we have developed a graphical editor using the Eclipse platform, and the EMF and GMF plugins. By using this editor, the model can be graphically edited as shown in Figure 2. These descriptions are stored in XMI (XML Metadata Interchange), which is machine-interpretable at runtime. The context repository is represented as an OWL (Web Ontology Language) ontological model. OWL is an ontology markup language W3C standard that greatly facilitates runtime interpretation and reasoning.

The context manager and the automation engine are implemented in Java/OSGi technology and are run in an OSGi server together with the pervasive services. Note that the infrastructure is decoupled from the service implementation since we only need to indicate a service identifier.

Using OSGi, the context manager can listen to the changes produced in the services to detect context changes and can also inform the engine when a change is detected. To execute a task, the engine searches for the pervasive service associated to the task in the OSGi server by using its service registry. Then, the engine executes the corresponding service by using the Java Reflection capabilities.

To manage the task model at runtime, the engine uses the EMF Model Query plugin that allows a system to work with any model by querying its structure at runtime. To manage the context repository at runtime, the context manager uses the OWL API 2.1.1, which provides facilities for creating, examining, and modifying an OWL model; and the Pellet reasoner 1.5.2., which allows the OWL model to be queried.

More technical details can be found in [13].

V. VALIDATION OF THE PROPOSAL

In order to validate the presented software infrastructure, we have applied a case-study based evaluation by following the research methodology practices provided in [14].

The purpose of the evaluation was to validate that our software infrastructure supports the execution of adaptive routines and only automates the routines that users want and in the way they want them. To validate this, we evaluated the following research questions according to the requirements presented in Section III:
1) Does the infrastructure facilitate user participation to take into account user automation desires and demands?
2) Does the infrastructure correctly automate the routines in a context-adaptive way?
3) Does the infrastructure allow routines to be adapted by changing the task model at runtime?

We now summarize the results of this evaluation. More details can be found in [13]. Also, we have recorded several videos that show the software infrastructure in execution. They can be found at http://pros.upv.es/art.

A. User Participation

We designed and developed 14 case studies in the smart home domain, covering different set of inhabitants (families, couples and single people). We selected smart homes because this a is fertile ground for offering products and services to improve people' lives. Specifically, the overall purpose of the developed case studies was to make inhabitants' lives more efficient and comfortable and to save energy consumption. A total of 18 subjects between 26 and 57 years old participated as the clients of the case studies (8 female and 10 male). Ten of them had a strong background in computer science, while the rest only had basic computer knowledge.

We identified from 6 to 12 routines to be automated in each case study resulting in a total of 97 routines. It took us between 40 and 90 minutes to specify the routines of each case study using the task model. We then briefly taught the subjects about the main components of the task model notation and evaluated their comprehension to determine if the task model facilitated user participation. To do this, we used a short semi-structured interview in which we asked the subjects questions to make them reason about the task model. For instance, some of these questions were: how many tasks will be executed in this routine?; when will this routine be executed?; when will this task be executed?

We found that 14 of the 18 subjects understood the routines specified in the task model perfectly. The other 4 users, those with little mathematics and computer skills, understood the structure of the model (task hierarchy and task relationships) very well; however, they had difficulty knowing what the used context conditions meant. To solve this problem, we added a new view in the task model editor to show these conditions in natural language. For instance, instead of showing [OutsideBrightness=low] switch lights on in the model, we show: if the outside brightness is low, switch lights on, or instead of showing >> [UserPresence = Kitchen] >>, we show when you arrive to the kitchen.

After checking the subjects' comprehension of the model, we explained the specified routines to them. We found that the task model is very useful in discussing and validating the routines to be automated. If something was not specified the way the users wanted it to be automated, we refined the model to fulfill their requirements. We repeated this process until the users agreed with the specification. This allowed us to describe the routines by taking into account the automation desires and demands of the users.

B. Context-Adaptive Routine Automation

Once the task models were validated, we put the system into operation to automate the described routines. We used a scale environment with real devices (see http://pros.upv.es/art) to represent the Smart Home. This execution environment was made up of a PC and a network of KNX devices connected to the PC by a USB port. An Equinox distribution (which is the OSGi implementation of Eclipse) was run in the PC. The software infrastructure together with the pervasive services required to execute the leaf tasks of the routines (a total of 26 services) were installed and started in Equinox.

By using JUnit tests, we validated that the routines were correctly automated in a context-adaptive way. Specifically, the following aspects were validated:

- All the routines were triggered only when its context situation was fulfilled.
- When a routine was executed, all the required services were executed in the correct order and in the correct context conditions.

The proposed validation consisted in: (1) simulating the fulfillment of specific context conditions in order to trigger the execution of several routines, and (2) checking that all the services that must be executed were registered by the context manager in the correct order, respecting the corresponding temporal relationships between the tasks.

We performed this process in an iterative way, which allowed us to detect and solve some mistakes. For instance, we realized that the routines dependent on time, made the system enter into a loop. This was because the system updated the routines was minutes. Thus, the context situation of these routines was continuously fulfilled until a minute went by. To solve this problem without overloading the system, we updated the context manager to update time every minute.

C. Routine Adaptation after System Deployment

We validated that the routines could be easily evolved by changing the task model at runtime. Specifically, we changed the task model to perform the following types of adaptation: delete routines; modify routines by changing their context situation and their tasks (task order, context preconditions, temporal relationships, etc.); and add new routines.

After each adaptation, we simulated the fulfillment of the context situations of the routines and applied the JUnit tests again to check that the routines were correctly executed according to the performed evolution. For instance, we modified the WakingUp routine. We changed the second task in order to wake Bob up with relaxing music; we removed the lighting task, and added a new task so that the system informed Bob about the weather when he was in the kitchen. Figure 4 shows these modifications in the task model and the execution trace of the WakingUp routine before and after evolving it.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented and evaluated a software infrastructure that achieves the automation of adaptive daily
routines. These routines are represented in high-level abstraction context-adaptive models that are directly interpreted at runtime. This considerably facilitates the further adaptation of the routines by changing the models (i.e., at the modelling level) at runtime, which is one of the top challenges in software evolution research [15]. As soon as the models are changed to adapt the routines, the changes are also taken into account by the automation engine.

Further work will be dedicated to extending the approach with machine-learning algorithms in order to provide more automation in the requirements capture and the routine adaptation after system deployment. When the system is running, the context manager stores the user actions in the context repository. Machine-learning algorithms can use this information to detect new routines or changes in the ones already specified and adapt the models accordingly.
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Abstract—SpiNNaker is a biologically-inspired massively-parallel computer design that will contain over a million processors, distributed over more than 60,000 chips. The system bootstrap must discover how they are connected for the machine to enter a usable state. In this paper we describe a set of algorithms for discovering missing or malfunctioning inter-chip links, assigning unique identifiers to each chip, and building point-to-point network routing tables. All of the algorithms have been simulated, and will be implemented into SpiNNaker after further investigation. Our goal is to design an autonomic bootstrap stage that can operate on arbitrary machine geometries.
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I. INTRODUCTION

SpiNNaker [1] is a biologically-inspired massively-parallel computer that will contain over a million processors, distributed across more than sixty-thousand Multi-Processor System-on-Chip (MPSoC) devices. The flagship application for this machine is to model large neural-networks containing biologically-realistic numbers of neurons and synapses in biological real-time [2]. Each MPSoC contains 18 ARM processors with the intention of using 16 for simulation, one as a monitor processor that manages communications for the chip, and one as a spare for reliability purposes.

The network fabric of SpiNNaker follows a globally asynchronous, locally synchronous (GALS) methodology which allows each processor to exist in its own clock domain [3]. Inside each MPSoC, an asynchronous network-on-chip (NoC) connects all of the processors to the router. These routers communicate with each other using six inter-chip ports which have also been inspired by NoC designs. Both networks use m-of-n codes to provide reliable, low-latency, self-timed communications using compact transmit/receive logic.

Four routing methods, each optimised for a specific task, operate in parallel throughout the machine [4]. MC (multicast) traffic is used to carry address-event representation (AER) simulation data in a one-to-many fashion inspired by neural connectivity patterns; FR (fixed-route) packets are a specialisation of this, where the source-addressed routing has been sacrificed in favour of a larger payload. P2P (point-to-point) packets carry command and system information between two chips of the machine in a one-to-one mapping. Finally, NN (nearest-neighbour) packets provide a one-to-one link between a chip and any one of its six immediate neighbours.

An ideal SpiNNaker network is an isotropic 3D torus with extra diagonal links to facilitate triangular routing around problematic links. Due to the scale of the final machine, there can be no guarantee that all processors and chips will be functional on start-up. Assigning labels and routes statically is therefore not viable, nor can any assumptions be made about the regularity of the structure of the machine.

Other MPSoCs avoid this issue by taking more self-contained approach, acting as either master- or co-processors. In the Centip3De [5] MPSoC, a 3D NoC is used to maintain cache-coherency throughout the chip so that all 64 ARM Cortex-M3 processors can communicate using shared memory. A similar approach has been used by Intel in their prototype data-center-on-a-die, which reserves a small region of shared memory as a message-passing buffer that allows the 48 Pentium-class IA-32 processors to communicate [6]. TILE64™ [7] uses several software-controlled networks (one also being software-routed) to connect a regular grid of 64 VLIW processors to the system RAM, on-chip peripherals, and each other. PCI-express and Ethernet controllers provide the inter-chip communications instead of allowing the processor network to bridge chip boundaries as it does in SpiNNaker.

These devices either assign processor labels statically or are structured such that they can be derived at runtime. Similarly, conventional cluster machines assembled from commodity computer hardware may make use of the vendor-assigned MAC address of the network interface card as a machine label. Higher level protocols, such as the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), can be used to automatically assign system-wide labels from a central source.

SpiNNaker chips are, nominally, identical and hence there is no equivalent of a MAC address available. It follows that only NN packets may be used during the system boot because the higher-level networks require both chip labels and at least partial knowledge of the machine geometry. In this paper we present a set of algorithms that will discover missing/malfunctioning inter-chip links, assign each chip a unique label, and then build the P2P tables. All of these algorithms have been prototyped in simulations that mimic the distributed interrupt-driven nature of SpiNNaker.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows: in Section II
we introduce the bootstrap algorithms that eventually lead to a constructed P2P table on each chip; Section III briefly describes some early-stage work towards building the MC tables; and Section IV concludes with a summary of this paper and introduces planned future work.

II. BOOTSTRAPPING ALGORITHMS

The SpiNNaker machine does not power up with any implied knowledge of its structure and must discover this as part of the bootstrap procedure. Each chip has an integrated ROM that stores a small boot program capable of initialising the NN routing mechanism and the Ethernet controller if there is an active connection. All cores enter the wait-for-interrupt (WFI) state once these resources are ready, and may only process interrupts from these sub-systems.

System software, which must be loaded into the machine from an external host, is then distributed to all chips using a flood-fill mechanism [8]. Existing algorithms for providing each SpiNNaker chip with a unique label and building the point-to-point tables are semi-automatic and require prior knowledge. The algorithms presented in this paper aim to remove this constraint and hence provide a more autonomic self-discovering bootstrap process that may be applied to arbitrary machine geometries.

A. The α-ping

Malfunctioning links are not detected during the initial flood-fill process primarily due to the small size of the boot ROM. After control is passed from the boot-loader to the system software, higher-level detection algorithms may be applied to the machine to detect faults. Completion of the flood-fill cannot easily be detected without making assumptions about the machine geometry. We propose the α-ping as a process that will be incorporated into the system software and then executed after an appropriate time-out to allow for completion of the flood-fill.

Two tokens are passed between the monitor processors of adjacent chips—the request token, αR, and the acknowledgement token, αA. Each chip labels all local ports as undefined immediately after executing the system software. The host machine starts the process by injecting αR into the Ethernet-connected chip. αR is then broadcast to all neighbouring chips and every local port is assigned the requested label. Chips respond to incoming αR with αA and label the appropriate port as active; further αR are broadcast to all other unlabelled ports and the requested label will be attached as before. After a predetermined chip-local time-out (for the same reasons as with the flood-fill) all ports that are still labelled requested are assumed to have malfunctioned and will hence be inactive.

B. Assigning Chip Labels

Each chip of the SpiNNaker machine must be assigned a unique identifier so that P2P routes can be established. The existing method assumes a grid topology and requires extents in X and Y to be specified a priori by the operator [9]. A chip will be assigned a label from a predecessor (which is an Ethernet-connected host in the case of the root chip) and then geometric assumptions and simple arithmetic \((x \mod X)\) and \((y \mod Y)\) are used to calculate the labels for the surrounding chips. Two clear pros of this method are that a) chip labels are entirely deterministic so there cannot be any conflicts during the set-up; and b) it will operate as a wave front of parallel computation emanating from the root chip. However, the geometric assumptions constrain the SpiNNaker machine to a grid which may not always be an appropriate geometry.

A solution is to build a spanning tree with its root at the Ethernet-connected chip. The generated tree structure may be derived from an arbitrary connected graph and provides a simple method for building hierarchical barrier, scatter and gather constructs common in parallel computing. Chips can also be uniquely labelled as part of the traversal process that builds the tree.

The SpiNNaker programming model is based on events (i.e., hardware interrupts) that are triggered either by a regular timer tick or by a packet arrival. Deriving the spanning tree must be performed within SpiNNaker and can only make use of NN packets to raise events on neighbouring chips. Only the monitor processors can take part in this process, and the algorithm must be defined on a per-node basis rather than on the machine-graph as a whole.

An interrupt-driven breadth-first search (BFS) is used because it should extract a wide, shallow tree from the SpiNNaker grid. This is desirable as it allows a large volume of the barrier, scatter and gather communication to occur in parallel. A sequential BFS is presently used because it ensures that labels are generated contiguously and will therefore be unique across the machine as illustrated by Figure 1.

1) General Algorithm Description: A node is represented as a finite-state machine and will be in one of the following states during the algorithm: IDLE, LABELLED, PARENT, or BARRIER. All nodes begin in the IDLE state and enter the BARRIER state once the tree has been successfully built. Query-events, \(Q(L)\), and reply-events, \(R(L, A)\), are used to transmit labels, \(L\), between parent and child nodes and to report the number of nodes affected by an operation, \(A\).

For a given node, \(V\), in the IDLE state, a label will be attached upon the reception of an event, \(Q(L)\), containing the new label value to use. \(V\) will then emit a reply-event, \(R(L, 1)\), to the originator of \(Q\) to report that the label has been accepted (i.e., \(A = 1\) because \(V\) was the only node affected by \(Q\)). \(V\) will then advance to the LABELLED state and hence a parent-child relationship has been established.

A node in the LABELLED state will receive an event, \(Q(L)\), after the parent, \(V_P\), has finished labelling its neighbour nodes. \(L\) will be the first value that may be used as a label. \(V\) will iterate over all neighbouring nodes (except \(V_P\)) sending \(Q(L+n)\) where \(n\) is initialised to 0 and incremented for each \(R(L+n, 1)\) reply. Neighbours that already have been assigned a label will respond with \(R(L+n, 0)\) and hence \(n\) will not be incremented. This process will continue until all neighbours of \(V\) have been visited, causing \(V\) to respond to \(V_P\) with...
Fig. 1. Input graph and resulting tree for the proposed event-driven breadth-first algorithm.

\(R(L + n, n)\) before entering the PARENT state. Using Figure 1 as an example and assuming that node 0 is in the LABELLED state (i.e., the host machine has assigned it a label of 0), it will pass \(Q(1)\) to one of its neighbours which will then respond with \(R(1, 1)\) to indicate that the label, 1, has been accepted. If the target neighbour already has a label, the reply will instead be \(R(1, 0)\) because the label has not been accepted. The next neighbour receives \(Q(2)\) and will reply with \(R(2, 1)\), and so on until all neighbours have been labelled.

Once in this state, \(V\) performs similar behaviour but instead computes a running total of affected nodes, \(n_T\), which is first initialised to 0 and then increased by \(n_R\) for each reply event \(R(L + n_T + n_R, n_R)\) from a child node. \(V\) will respond to its parent, \(V_P\), with \(R(L + n_T, n_T)\) after all child nodes have been visited. Following from the previous example, node 0 would respond to its parent (the host, in this case) with \(R(3, 3)\) because \(L = 3\) was the highest label assigned to a neighbour and \(A = 3\) nodes were affected.

A node may, at any time, receive a barrier event, \(B(L)\), which immediately causes the node to perform the following actions: 1) store \(L\) as the number of nodes in the machine graph, 2) propagate \(B(L)\) to all child nodes, and 3) transition into the BARRIER state. No BFS events will be processed in this state, hence this marks the completion of the algorithm.

2) Duty of the Root Node: The description in the previous section is valid for all nodes of the graph and of the derived tree, but the root node is required to behave slightly differently. Its parent is the host of the simulation and will not be part of the machine graph (an Ethernet-connected PC is the host of a SpiNNaker-based simulation). The host will issue \(Q(0)\) to a node \(V_R\) of the target system to start the algorithm. \(V_R\) will assert itself as the root node of the machine because \(L = 0\).

\(V_R\) will progress through the states in the same manner as any other node except that it does not require the permission of its parent to raise new events. It therefore issues new events, calculating appropriate values for \(L\), and computes a running total of the number of affected nodes, \(A_R\), for each pass. When \(A_R = 0\), all nodes of the machine graph have been assigned a unique label and have progressed through all the required states, which triggers \(V_R\) to perform the following:

- \(B(L_{\text{max}})\) is issued to all child nodes of \(V_R\);
- \(R(L_{\text{max}}, 0)\) is issued to the host of the simulation;
- \(V_R\) enters the BARRIER state.

Following the running example one final time with node 0 having labelled its neighbouring nodes and entered the PARENT state, a random child is chosen (node 3 in the case of Figure 1) and issued with \(Q(4)\). Node 3 follows the same procedure as before by labelling its neighbours 4, 5 and 6. Once complete, node 3 replies to node 0 with \(R(6, 3)\) because \(L = 6\) is the highest label used and \(A = 3\) nodes were affected. Next, node 1 is randomly chosen and issued \(Q(7)\); \(R(1, 5)\) is raised in response after each neighbour has been visited. Finally node 2 is issued \(Q(12)\) and responds with \(R(12, 1)\). Node 0 can now calculate the total number of affected nodes for this pass as \(A_R = 3 + 5 + 1 = 9\). As \(A_R \neq 0\), a random child node is passed \(Q(13)\) and the process continues until nodes 1, 2, and 3 all respond with \(R(L_{\text{max}}, 0)\), which causes node 0 to complete the actions described above. Figure 1a shows a random graph that has been used as a machine model for this algorithm. Each node represents a SpiNNaker chip and each edge is a nearest-neighbour (NN) connection. Figure 1b is the tree structure that has been built.

C. P2P Table Generation

Building the P2P routing tables currently uses the same machine geometry assumptions as the labelling process [9].
and must be replaced to use the BFS-assigned chip labels.

Assuming that all nodes of an arbitrary connected graph (i.e., all chips of a SpiNNaker machine) are in the BARRIER state, a node, \( V_i \), transmits its label, \( i \), to all neighbouring nodes including those that are not child nodes. A receiving node, \( V_k \), with network ports \( E(V_k) \) links the incoming port, \( E_j \in E(V_k) \), to \( V_k \) by setting the \( i \)th entry of its routing table accordingly (i.e., \( P_k[i] = E_j \)). The message is then forwarded through all ports other than \( E_j \) to continue the process.

This bootstrap stage begins with the root node broadcasting its own label, 0, to its neighbours after all graph nodes have entered the BARRIER state. Nodes receiving label messages for the first time update their P2P table, propagate the message to all neighbours except the source, and then broadcast their own label. If a P2P table entry is already present then the node will not broadcast further messages. A wave front of these messages will propagate across the graph until all nodes have a complete P2P table, which will contain \( L \) entries as reported by the \( B(L) \) message of the labelling stage.

A second barrier condition is required to conclude the bootstrap. Messages may now be routed between any two nodes of the machine graph dynamically by following the appropriate ports mapped in the P2P tables.

III. MAPPING PROBLEM GRAPHS TO MACHINE GEOMETRIES

A SpiNNaker application is represented as a connected graph that describes how data flows through a set of behaviours. Mapping these problem graphs onto the machine is essentially a combination of assignment and path-finding problems. SpiNNaker is optimised for simulating large-scale neural networks in biological real-time, and hence existing methods exploit the hierarchy of these problem graphs to simplify allocation and routing [10][11].

These assumptions do not hold for general-purpose purposes because there can be no guarantee of the structure of the problem graph. We are developing a physically-inspired approach that treats each node of the graph as a charged particle contained within a volume. The field interactions between nodes will distribute them evenly across the machine geometry. Additional forces acting in place of the edges will keep heavily connected areas local. Graph drawing and chip-layout algorithms have served as two key inspirations.

Our goal is to produce an algorithm that can be solved locally at each node without requiring any global knowledge of the machine or problem graphs. This cannot be included in the bootstrap because the application may change during runtime. An ongoing supervisory process may be able to adjust node and edge weights (i.e., their field contributions) to facilitate dynamic load balancing without requiring global knowledge.

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented a brief review of bootstrapping algorithms that we are developing for use on the SpiNNaker massively parallel computer. A breadth-first search based on node-local information and event driven interactions is used to assign unique labels to nodes (chips) and to support a barrier tree structure. At present, all algorithms have been tested in a simulation environment that accurately mimics the NN network. The BFS is sequential to guarantee unique labels across the machine but this leads to a computational complexity of \( O(n) \). This is somewhat wasteful of the massively parallel resources of SpiNNaker, and further work will be conducted to parallelise this algorithm as much as is practicable.

Section III presents an idea we aim to develop that will allow arbitrary problem graphs to be mapped onto arbitrary machine geometries using only locally available knowledge. Our longer term goal is to couple these algorithms to design a system capable of reacting to system-level changes (such as a processor or chip malfunctioning) without using global knowledge or a central overseer. Additionally, they will allow a problem graph to be streamed into SpiNNaker and the allocation of problem nodes to cores, and the derivation of network routes, will be an automatic process.
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Abstract—To achieve success, it is becoming increasingly clear that modern video games must be adaptive in nature — malleable and able to reshape to the needs, expectations, and preferences of the player. Failure to adapt results in a game that is too inflexible, rigid, and pre-defined; one that is simply ineffective, particularly for a large and diverse player population. Developing and supporting adaptive games, however, introduces many challenges. In this paper, we describe a set of software design patterns for enabling adaptability in video games to address these challenges. We also demonstrate the benefits of our pattern-based approach, in terms of software quality factors and process improvements, through our experience of applying it to a number of video games for enabling a particular type of adaptivity, auto dynamic difficulty.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Building rich and dynamic video games is surprisingly complex [1], so much of the existing research and development in this area has led to the creation of games that are largely deterministic in nature. What occurs in these worlds and how this is presented to the player is for the most part fixed, and quite unable to adequately react to the interactions of the player [2,3]. While interesting in their own ways, these games are often too inflexible and rigid to be able to effectively meet the needs and expectations of a large and diverse player population [2,4,5,6], especially as these needs and expectations change as players mature, refine their skills, and form new experiences [7]. In the end, this leads to a loss of engagement, a break of immersion, and an overall disappointing player experience [2,8,9]. The result is a game that is unsuccessful critically and commercially.

As work in this area continues, it is becoming increasingly clear that games must be adaptive in nature — malleable and able to reshape to the needs, expectations, and preferences of the player [2,3]. Adaptive systems are designed to excel at situations that cannot be completely or singularly modeled prior to development, and so they must be able satisfy requirements that arise only after they are put in use; this is very much the case in games. Nearly every aspect of a game can be made adaptive in this way: the game world (structural elements, composition); the population of the world (the agents or characters in the world); any narrative elements (story, history, or backstory); gameplay (challenges, obstacles); the presentation of the game to the player (visuals, music, sound); and so on. In being adaptive, games can provide more compelling, engaging, immersive, and perhaps personalized or customized experiences to their player, leading to a significantly better outcome for the player, and far more success for the game in the end [2,4,5,6,8,9,10].

Previous attempts at adaptivity can be characterized as ad hoc from a software engineering perspective; lacking rigor, structure, and reusability, with custom solutions per game, which is not acceptable [11,12]. There is a critical need for reusable software infrastructure to enable the construction of adaptive games [11,12]. Addressing this problem is the broad goal of our research. While this is a difficult goal to achieve [2,13], both from theoretical and practical perspectives, we have found success in this area by leveraging software design patterns [14].

In particular, we study adaptivity in games through an exploration of a particular problem in this space, that of auto dynamic difficulty. In this case, adaptations are focused on adjusting game difficulty to match the expertise of the player. According to the theory of flow or optimal experience [15], players who lack the skill to suitably deal with the challenges they face will feel anxiety or frustration in their experience, while players whose skills are excessive for the challenges faced will feel boredom or receive no sense of accomplishment from their experience. A game that is properly balanced, on the other hand, will be much better received by the player [16]. A single difficulty level has little chance of addressing the needs of a broad audience. Multiple static difficulty levels in games also fail in this context, as they expect the players to judge their ability themselves appropriately before playing the game and also try to classify them in broad clusters [11,12]. An adaptive game supporting auto dynamic difficulty circumvents these problems to deliver a more satisfying experience to players by providing per-player skill-appropriate challenge.

In this paper, we discuss our general approach to adaptive games and demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by examining auto dynamic difficulty, extending our previous work in this area [11,12]. To do so, we leverage the benefits of software design patterns, derived from self-adaptive system literature [17], to construct an adaptive system for video games that is reusable, portable, flexible, and maintainable.
II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, adaptive video games and auto dynamic difficulty have received notable attention from numerous researchers. In the subsections below, we review key work in this area and discuss the research gap that remains.

A. Adaptive Game Systems

The study of adaptive systems in a broader sense is not new. Unfortunately, it is difficult to directly apply adaptive systems work from other domains to video games [11,12]. Games do more than deliver functionality as in other software systems; there is a larger emphasis on engagement, immersion, and experience, as well as greater demands on interactivity and real-time performance and presence. These factors require careful consideration often not required in other domains. Furthermore, adaptations in games can go beyond the tuning found in most other domains; there can also be creative or generative aspects to adaptivity. There exists a separation of logic or processing and content in games; while both can be tuned, the content aspect can be altered in fundamentally different ways that fall outside of traditional approaches to adaptive systems. Consequently, there is a need to study adaptivity in the context of games. To date, efforts in doing so have been rather scant, with the work of Charles et al. [5] one of the few examples. Unfortunately, attempts in this area tend not to leverage progress from the adaptive systems literature, and so are typically too narrow, overly focused, and lack rigor from a software engineering perspective.

That said, while not studying adaptivity in games directly, many researchers studying other issues in this space have created work that has been adaptive, at least to a certain degree. This includes work on agent and story adaptation [18,19,20,21,22,23], varying the structure of the game world [10,24,25,26], and difficulty adjustment, as discussed at length in the next section. Unfortunately, this work is also quite ad hoc and cannot be readily generalized or reused for other purposes.

B. Auto Dynamic Difficulty

There have been numerous attempts made towards providing auto dynamic difficulty in video games over the years. In this section, we highlight several of these works.

Bailey and Katchabaw [16] developed an experimental testbed based on Epic’s Unreal engine that can be used to implement and study auto dynamic difficulty in games. A number of mini-game gameplay scenarios were developed in the test-bed and these were used in preliminary experiments.

Rani et al. [27] suggested a method to use real time feedback, by measuring the anxiety level of the player using wearable biofeedback sensors, to modify game difficulty. They conducted an experiment on a Pong-like game to show that physiological feedback-based difficulty levels were more effective than performance feedback to provide an appropriate level of challenge. Physiological signals data were collected from 15 participants each spending 6 hours in cognitive tasks (i.e., anagram and Pong tasks) and these were analyzed offline to train the system.

Hunicke [28] used a probabilistic model to design adaptability in a first person shooter (FPS) game based on the Half Life SDK. They used the game in an experiment on 20 subjects and found that adaptive adjustment increased the player’s performance (i.e., the mean number of deaths decreased from 6.4 to 4 in the first 15 minutes of play) and that players did not notice the adjustments.

Hao et al. [29] proposed a Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) based algorithm for auto dynamic difficulty to generate intelligence of Non Player Characters (NPCs). Because of the computational intensiveness of the approach, they also provided an alternative based on artificial neural networks (ANN) created from the MCTS. They also tested the feasibility of their approach using Pac-Man.

Hocine and Gouaïch [30] described an adaptive approach for pointing tasks in therapeutic games. They introduced a motivation model based on job satisfaction and activation theory to adapt task difficulty. They also conducted preliminary validation through a control experiment on eight healthy participants using a Wii balance board game.

C. Research Gap

It is clear from surveying the literature that a structured, formalized study of adaptivity for video games is needed to continue advancing the state of the art in this area. Indeed, games could benefit greatly by having an infrastructure of frameworks, patterns, libraries, and support tools to enable adaptivity, as is the focus of this paper. In doing so, developers can focus on creating their games and choosing the adaptations desired, leaving the implementation of these adaptations to the provided infrastructure.

Research on auto dynamic difficulty in games focuses on tool building (including frameworks, algorithms, and so on) and empirical studies, but they all use an ad hoc approach from a software engineering perspective. Thus, in this paper, we discuss a software design patterns based approach for enabling adaptivity in games, and explore the application of this approach to auto dynamic difficulty in particular.

III. DESIGN PATTERNS FOR ADAPTIVE GAMES

In this section, we overview our collection of four design patterns for enabling adaptivity in video games. These patterns were derived from the self-adaptive system literature [17], and specialized and refined for games in particular. For further details, the reader is encouraged to refer to [11] for elaborated discussion and examples.

A. Sensor Factory

The sensor factory pattern is used to provide a systematic way of collecting data on a game and its players while satisfying resource constraints, and provide those data to the rest of the adaptive system. Sensor (please see Figure 1) is an abstract class that encapsulates the periodical collection and notification mechanism. A concrete sensor realizes the Sensor and defines specific data collection and calculations. The SensorFactory class uses the “factory method” pattern.
to provide a unified way of creating any sensors. It takes the sensorName and the object to be monitored as input and creates the sensor. Before creating a sensor, the SensorFactory checks in the Registry data structure to see whether the sensor has already been created. If created, the SensorFactory just returns that sensor instead of creating a new one. Otherwise, it verifies with a ResourceManager whether a new sensor can be created without violating any resource constraints.

B. Adaptation Detector

With the help of the sensor factory pattern, the AdaptationDetector (please see Figure 2) deploys a number of sensors in the game and attaches observers to each sensor. Observer encapsulates the data collected from sensor, the unit of data (i.e., the degree of precision necessary for each particular type of sensor data), and whether the data is up-to-date or not. AdaptationDetector periodically compares the updated values found from Observers with specific Threshold values with the help of the ThresholdAnalyzer. Each Threshold contains one or more boundary values as well as the type of the boundary (e.g., less than, greater than, not equal to, etc.). Once the ThresholdAnalyzer indicates a situation when adaptation might be needed, the AdaptationDetector creates a Trigger with the information that the rest of the adaptation process might need.

C. Case Based Reasoning

While the adaptation detector determines the situation when an adjustment is required by creating a Trigger, case based reasoning (please see Figure 3) formulates the Decision that contains the adjustment plan. The

InferenceEngine has two data structures: the TriggerPool and the FixedRules. FixedRules contains a number of Rules. Each Rule is a combination of a Trigger and a Decision. The Triggers created by the adaptation detector are stored in the TriggerPool. To address the triggers in the sequence they were raised in, the TriggerPool should be a FIFO data structure. The FixedRules data structure should support search functionality so that when the InferenceEngine takes a Trigger from the TriggerPool, it can scan through the Rules held by FixedRules and find a Decision that appropriately responds to the Trigger.

D. Game Reconfiguration

Once the adaptive system detects that an adjustment is necessary, and decides what and how to adjust the various game components, it is the task of the game reconfiguration pattern (please see Figure 4) to facilitate smooth execution of the decision. The AdaptationDriver receives a Decision selected by the InferenceEngine (please see case based reasoning in previous subsection) and executes it with the help of the Driver. Driver implements the algorithm to make any attribute change in an object that implements the State interface (i.e., that the object can be in ACTIVE, BEING_ACTIVE, BEING_INACTIVE or INACTIVE states, and outside objects can request state changes). As the name suggests, in the active state, the object shows its usual behaviour whereas in the inactive state, the object stops its regular tasks and is open to changes.
The Driver takes the object to be reconfigured (default object used if not specified), the attribute path (i.e., the attribute that needs to be changed, specified according to a predefined protocol such as object oriented dot notation) and the changed attribute value as inputs. The Driver requests the object that needs to be reconfigured to be inactive and waits for the inactivation. When the object becomes inactive, it reconfigures the object as specified. After that, it requests the object to be active and informs the AdaptationDriver when the object becomes active. The GameState maintains a RequestBuffer data structure to temporarily store the inputs received during the inactive state of the game. (If the reconfiguration is done efficiently, however, it should be completed within a single tick of the main game loop, and this buffering should be largely unnecessary.) The GameState overrides Game’s event handling methods and game loop to implement the State interface.

**E. Integration of Design Patterns**

In [31], Salehie and Tahvildari described integration of four generic steps for an adaptation process namely monitoring, detecting, deciding, and acting. The four design patterns discussed in previous sections work on the same process flow. In this Section, we briefly re-discuss how they work together to create a complete adaptive system (please see Figure 5). The sensor factory pattern uses Sensors to collect data from the game so that the player’s state and the game’s state can be measured. The adaptation detector pattern observes Sensor data using Observers. When the adaptation detector finds situations where the game needs to be adjusted, because either the player or the game is in a sub-optimal state, it creates Triggers with appropriate additional information. Case based reasoning is then notified about required adjustments by means of Triggers. It finds appropriate Decisions associated with the Triggers and passes them to the adaptation driver. The adaptation driver applies the changes specified by each Decision to the game, to adjust the functioning of the game accordingly, with the help of the Driver. The adaptation driver also makes sure that the change process is transparent to the player. In this way, all four design patterns work together to create a complete adaptive system for a particular game.

**F. Enabling Auto Dynamic Difficulty**

When used together, these software design patterns are sufficient to implement a wide range of adaptivity in gameplay. To demonstrate their use, we explore the particular adaptation of game challenge delivered to the player in the form of auto dynamic difficulty.

In this application, Sensors would be used to collect data from the game to assess the player’s perceived level of difficulty. As above, the adaptation detector pattern observes Sensor data using Observers. When the adaptation detector finds situations where difficulty needs to be adjusted, because the game is currently too easy or too hard for the player, it creates Triggers with appropriate additional information. This information details the in-game activity that gave rise to the Triggers, provides more information on the player’s state, and includes anything else needed to assist in formulating a Decision or carrying out reconfiguration. These Triggers are passed to case based reasoning, which in turn finds appropriate Decisions to bring game difficulty back in line with player skill and expertise. These Decisions are then passed to the adaptation driver, which applies the changes specified by each Decision to the game, to adjust the difficulty of the game appropriately, with the help of the Driver. In doing so, the situation is corrected, and game difficulty is tuned according to the needs of the player.

**IV. OVERVIEW OF STUDIED GAMES AND ADAPTATIONS**

The software design patterns in Section III have been implemented as a Java framework that can be used to enable adaptivity in games. As there is nothing Java-specific to our patterns, bringing this framework to other platforms with other language bindings is part of on-going work.

To date, we have used three very different games developed in Java for studying our approach to adaptivity, with a focus on auto dynamic difficulty. In our earlier work ([11,12]), two casual prototypical games were used. The first game is a variant of Pac-Man and was developed specifically for the purposes of our research. The second game, TileGame, is a slightly modified version of a platform game described in [32]. Even though we were successful in using our approach in these two games, the code for these games was either written by ourselves or well documented and simple enough to be easily understood and reshaped accordingly. Thus, recently we have selected a commercially successful sandbox game – Minecraft [33] to extend our study. Minecraft is commercially available for several platforms, but we focus on the desktop version also developed in Java. In the subsections below, we briefly describe each of the games and examples of adaptions that were implemented using our framework.

**A. Pac-Man**

In this game, the player controls Pac-Man in a maze (please see Figure 6). There are pellets, power pellets, and 4 ghosts in the maze. Pac-Man has 6 lives. Usually, ghosts are in a predator mode and touching them will cause the loss of one of Pac-Man’s lives. When Pac-Man eats a power-pellet, it becomes the predator for a certain amount of time. When Pac-Man is in this predator mode and eats a ghost, the ghost will go back to the center of the maze and will stay there for a certain amount of time. Eating pellets gives points to Pac-Man. The player tries to eat all the pellets in the maze without losing all of Pac-Man’s lives. The player is
motivated to chase the ghosts while in predator mode, as that will benefit them by keeping the ghosts away from the maze for a time, allowing Pac-Man to eat pellets more freely. Ghosts only change direction when they reach intersections in the maze, while Pac-Man can change direction at any time. A ghost’s vision is limited to a certain number of cells in the maze. Ghosts chase the player if they can see them. If the ghosts do not see Pac-Man, they try to roam the cells with pellets, as Pac-Man needs to eventually visit those areas to collect the pellets. If the ghosts do not see either Pac-Man or pellets, they move in a random fashion.

B. TileGame

The level structure and gameplay of this game is similar to the popular Super Mario game series. In this game, the player controls the player character in a platform world (please see Figure 7). There are three levels, each having different tile based maps. Each level is more difficult and lengthier than the previous level, but has more points to give the player a sense of progress and accomplishment.

C. Minecraft

Minecraft [33] is an exceptionally popular sandbox game that allows players to explore, gather resources, combat, craft and build constructions out of textured cubes in a procedurally generated 3D world. The terrain of the game world, consisting of plains, mountains, forests, caves, and waterways, are composed of rough 3D objects (primarily cubes) representing different materials (for example dirt, stone, tree trunks, water, and so on) and arranged in a fixed grid pattern. Players can break (please see Figure 8) and collect these material blocks and craft these blocks to form other blocks (for example, furnaces, bricks, and stairs) and items (for example sticks, axes, and buckets). Players can place collected or crafted blocks and items elsewhere to build structures. The world is divided into biomes (such as deserts, jungles, and snow fields). The time in the game goes through a day-night cycle every 20 real time minutes.
There are various NPCs known as mobs (including animals, villagers, and hostile creatures). Non hostile animals (such as cows, pigs, chickens, and so on) spawn during the daytime and can be hunted for food and crafting materials. Hostile mobs (such as spiders, zombies, and creepers, a Minecraft-unique creature) spawn during nighttime and in dark areas. There are two primary game modes: creative and survival. In creative mode, players have access to unlimited resources, and are not affected by hunger or environmental or mob damage. On the other hand, in survival mode, players need to collect resources (and craft them) and have both a health bar and a hunger bar that must be managed to stay alive and continue playing. The game also features single player and multiplayer options. For this research, we focused on the single player option played in survival mode.

While Minecraft is not open-source, its source code can be readily obtained through the use of a toolchain [34], provided by an active and extensive modding community that decompiles the game back to its source code. The creators of Minecraft accept this practice while an official modding interface is under development.

D. Adaptations Implemented

In Table I, we provide examples of different adaptations that we have implemented in the above games. The first column shows the name of the game. The next three columns show the details of the adaptations implemented. Please note that these columns: metrics for sensors, attributes for modification, and adaptation scenarios also represent the questions: when to adapt, what to adapt, and how to adapt respectively, which is part of the methodology for eliciting essential requirements for adaptive software [31].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Game</th>
<th>Metrics for Sensors</th>
<th>Attributes for Modification</th>
<th>Adaptation Scenarios</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pac-Man</td>
<td>Total score, Number of times player dies</td>
<td>Ghost’s speed, the ghost’s vision length, duration of Pac-Man’s predator mode, and so on</td>
<td>Modify ghost’s speed, duration of Pac-Man’s predator mode and so on based on how the average score per life compared to specific thresholds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TileGame</td>
<td>Current level number, Total score, Number of times player dies</td>
<td>Load different versions of the map where default objects and enemies are placed in slightly different positions</td>
<td>Load different versions of the map when the player character goes to the next level or in the next loading of the same level (such as when the player character dies) based on score and lives lost in last level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minecraft</td>
<td>Which day in game, Number of times player dies</td>
<td>Display hints about collecting resources and building shelters</td>
<td>If the player is continuously dying during the first night, give the player some hints to progress through the game to make it easier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of items of particular materials in player’s inventory</td>
<td>Hardness of those particular items</td>
<td>Modify the hardness of a particular resource in the game world as the player’s inventory of that particular item changes, making it easier or harder to collect the resource.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Many adaptations that we have implemented focus primarily on tuning attributes of the game (please see Pac-Man and Minecraft examples in Table I), while others focus on content modifications (please see the TileGame example of usage of different versions of maps in Table I).

V. DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the benefits of using a software design pattern approach for implementing adaptivity in video games.

A. Reusable Source Code

Reusability refers to the degree to which existing code can be reused in new applications. Since design patterns provide a reusable solution, it is expected that reusable source code can be created for such solutions as well. In [12], we reported an empirical investigation involving source code analysis of the Pac-Man and TileGame games. In that study, we experienced 77.52% and 79.68% code reusability in Pac-Man and TileGame respectively while implementing the adaptive systems using our software design patterns. Recently, we have extended this study to the popular commercial game Minecraft [33] and found comparable results. In Figure 9, we show a summary of these studies, identifying reusable and application-specific logical Source Lines of Code (SLOC). As we can see, 600 SLOC (74.26% in Minecraft; 79.68% in TileGame; and 77.52% in Pac-Man) of the adaptive system remained unchanged across all three games.

Reusability of source code reduces implementation time and increases the probability that prior testing has eliminated defects.

B. Repeatable Process

In our design pattern-based approach, since the high level structure of the solution is already known, it is possible to create a step-by-step method for developing adaptive video games. From our experience in implementing adaptivity into Pac-Man and TileGame [11,12], we formalized such a process and applied it to the Minecraft game. In Table II, we provide a generalized description of the process to incorporate the concepts of adaptive gameplay discussed in the previous section.

Figure 9. Source code reusability found in adaptive games developed using our design patterns
A well-defined process for adaptivity is important for industrial adoption as it enables progress tracking, planning, and automation. Furthermore, it allows developers to focus more on gameplay design and adaptive logic design, rather than implementation details. Unlike ad hoc approaches, a well-defined process is repeatable with consistent results across various games. Our study on three different games using the process described above is a primary validation of consistent repeatability of the process. Since the process is defined in a step-by-step method with specific artifacts expected as outputs from each step (please see the third column in Table II), it will be possible to define specific metrics to estimate project size and later measure progress as the project moves forward.

C. Impact on Quality Factors

In [12], we examined how different software quality factors are impacted by the usage of our design patterns. We have already discussed the impact on reusability in subsection A, and so we briefly discuss the impact on other quality factors below.

Integrability: Integrability refers to the ability to make the separately developed components of a system work correctly together. As we can see in Figure 5, the integration points among the design patterns and with the game are clearly defined. Because of these clearly defined integration points, the four design patterns can be integrated with each other and a game rather easily.

Portability: Portability is the ability of a system to run under different computing environments. A framework- or middleware-based approach for creating a self-adaptive system is usually specific to a particular programming language and or platform, whereas a design pattern-based approach is highly portable across different platforms and programming languages [17]. These design patterns were derived from the self-adaptive system literature in the context of adaptivity in video games, with a particular focus on auto dynamic difficulty. This indicates the portability of these design patterns across domains. Also, in our research, we managed to port them (as a solution) from one game to another within the platform (Java). This indicates portability across systems on the same platform. In the future, we plan to examine the portability of these design patterns across platforms as well.

Maintainability: Maintainability refers to the ease of the future maintenance of the system. As discussed earlier, different parts of the design patterns have specific concerns (e.g., Sensors will collect data, Drivers will make changes to the game, and so on), and so the resulting source code will have high traceability and maintainability. Furthermore, as the use of these design patterns provides source code reusability (please see Figure 9), this will increase the probability that prior testing has eliminated defects while being used in a new game.

D. Automation

Using our approach, it is possible to implement tools that will guide developers through the process of enabling adaptivity in their games. We are currently designing a semi-automatic tool to help developers to easily integrate a game into the tool and then identify metrics for sensors, brainstorm adaptation scenarios, identify attributes to adjust in the game, maintain traceability between these artifacts, and so on. The benefits of such semi-automatic tools include reducing development effort and defects, standardization, ease of progress tracking, and improving maintainability.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Adaptivity is becoming increasingly essential to modern video games. Previous attempts at adaptivity in games can be characterized as ad hoc from a software engineering perspective; lacking rigor, structure, and reusability, with custom solutions per game. There is a critical need for software frameworks, patterns, libraries, and tools to enable adaptive systems for games. Thus, in this paper, we leverage the benefits of software design patterns to construct a framework for adaptive games. Based on studies of three different games, including the large commercial game Minecraft, we discussed how the usage of these software design patterns results in a reusable approach both in terms of source code and process and improves a number of other quality aspects.

There are many possible directions for future work in this area. We plan to extend our work, enabling auto dynamic difficulty in additional games, exploring other forms of adaptivity, and bringing our framework to other platforms. While our approach is designed to be generalizable, and work to date supports this, further work is necessary to fully assess this and identify limitations to our approach. To further assess the effectiveness and efficiency of our approach, we will conduct extensive user testing and performance testing. Since a key goal of adaptivity in games is an improved player experience, this user testing is essential. Lastly, to assist developers, we will continue developing semi-automatic and automatic tools to enable adaptivity with minimal effort on their part.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, a plethora of data from the most diverse sources is collected and stored [1]. Data mining is one of the fields that aim to transform this information into useful knowledge. Among the main problems faced in this field, may be cited the data scalability and dimensionality, as well as its complexity, heterogeneity and quality (noise and outliers). Therefore, the analysis of databases requires careful interpretation of the results obtained with the mathematical models and the visualization techniques applied [2]. Visualization consists of the conversion of the data attributes into a visual structure, so as to observe its characteristics and properties [3].

The self-organizing maps (SOM) [4] are artificial neural networks widely used in the data mining field, mainly due to the mapping of a high dimensional input space (data space) to an output space of lower dimensionality (fixed grid of neurons), while preserving data topology. In this sense, the SOM network is a nonlinear generalization of principal component analysis [5]. It is used for clustering as well as for visualization. The U-matrix [6] is a well-known visualization technique associated with the SOM network. Its main issue concerns its resolution when applied to decreasing map sizes, i.e. on small maps the visualization is compromised, while on large maps the definition of clusters becomes increasingly clear in data sets where distance metrics are relevant.

Recently, gravitational-based clustering algorithms have been used to perform the clustering task [7]-[9]. These algorithms are hierarchical and agglomerative, i.e. they progressively define clusters from a database given a similarity metric, while forming a tree structure: in its base, each pattern is a cluster, and, at the top, there is only one cluster.

This paper focuses on improving the U-matrix visualization through the application of an algorithm based on the gravitational principles on the SOM neurons, as a way of increasing inter-cluster distances and decreasing intra-cluster distances. More specifically, the objective is to determine an updating rule for the weights associated with the SOM neurons, in order to perform a post-processing and provide a visualization in which separation between clusters is sharper.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II provides general considerations of the SOM network, while Section III discusses some of its well-known visualization techniques. In Section IV, a brief description of some gravitational algorithms is provided. In Section V, the proposed method is defined, and, in Section VI, the data sets used in the experiments are concisely described. The simulation results and discussions are presented in Section VII. In Section VIII, some conclusions are drawn.

II. SELF-ORGANIZING MAPS

Self-organizing maps consist of a set of topologically ordered neurons situated in a static lattice (output space). The neuron grid can be either rectangular or hexagonal, differing in the number of immediate neighbors – four or six respectively. In general, the network grids are 1-D or 2-D. Although higher dimensionalities are possible, they generally are not used, since visualization becomes more difficult or not even feasible. Each neuron has an associated weight vector in the data space (input space), so a projection from a higher to a lower dimensional space is obtained. The SOM network can be seen as an adaptive vector quantization algorithm. The learning process involved is unsupervised and encloses the following three principles: competition, cooperation and adaptation. For each pattern presented to the network, the neurons compete with each other, so that a winner (best matching unit - BMU) is defined as the one with the minimum Euclidean distance to this pattern:

$$||x_i - w_i|| < ||x_i - w_l|| \quad \forall l \neq i$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \(||\cdot||\) is the Euclidean norm, \(w \in \mathbb{R}^d\) is a weight.
vector ($w_i$ is the BMU, $x_i \in \mathbb{R}^d$ is a pattern from the data set, and $d$ is the dimension of the data space. However, not only the winner neuron, but its neighborhood also participates in the learning process. The adaptation rule is given by (2) [4]
\[
\begin{align*}
    w_j(t + 1) &= w_j(t) + \eta(t) h_{ij}(t) [x_i - w_j(t)] \\
    \eta(t) &= \frac{1}{1 + \frac{t}{\tau}}
\end{align*}
\]
where $t$ is time, $w_j(t)$ is the weight vector associated with the $j$th neuron, $x_i$ is the $i$th pattern from the data set presented to the network, $\eta(t)$ is the learning rate, $h_{ij}(t)$ is the neighborhood kernel. The neighborhood kernel (which is centered on the BMU and is usually Gaussian) and the learning rate must be monotonically decreasing as the training algorithm progresses [4].

During the training stage, the SOM network behaves as an elastic net that molds itself to the intrinsic shape formed by the patterns. The neuron’s placement reflects the data set density distribution: the number of neurons in a certain region, what is known as the magnification factor.

The quality of a given trained SOM can be measured by the following figures of merit: the quantization error (3) [4] and the topographic error (4) [10],
\[
\begin{align*}
    q_e &= \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \|x_k - w_{BMU}^{x_k}\| \\
    t_e &= \frac{1}{N} \sum_{k=1}^{N} f(x_k)
\end{align*}
\]
where $N$ is the number of patterns of the data set, $x_k$ is the $k$th pattern from the data set, $w_{BMU}^{x_k}$ is the BMU of the pattern $x_k$. The function $f(x_k)$ is equal to zero if the first and second BMU of the pattern $x_k$ are adjacent. Otherwise the function $f(x_k)$ is equal to one.

The quantization error discloses the network resolution, while the topographic error depicts when there is a divergence between the neighborhood of neurons in the input and output spaces. An extensive discussion of topology in neural networks based on vector encoding can be found in [11].

III. VISUALIZATION TECHNIQUES

In order to suitably view clusters in a given trained SOM network, visualization techniques must be applied. That is, a post-processing stage using its prototypes is needed so as to infer characteristics of the dataset. Typically, visualization techniques take into account not more than one metric within its definition, for example, distances between prototypes, as the U-matrix, component planes [12], component gradients matrix [13], or pattern density, as in the hit histogram, P-matrix [14], CONNvis [15] and Smoothed Data Histogram (SDH) [16]. There are methods that take into consideration both distance among prototypes and pattern density associated with them, such as the CONNDISTvis [17] and the U*-matrix [18].

The U-matrix is one of the most popular visualization techniques, and consists of a matrix whose positions are filled with the Euclidean distances between the neurons in the data space. Consider that a map has a rectangular grid of size $a \times b$, then the U-matrix has the size $(2a - 1) \times (2b - 1)$. The relative positions of the neurons themselves in the matrix are obtained by a function $f$ of the neighboring distances in the grid, where generally $f$ is a mean or a median function of neighboring values. The Euclidean distances in the U-matrix can be calculated on the basis of all attributes or specific ones with the use of masks. The particular case where a U-matrix is calculated for each attribute of data form the component planes.

The P-matrix aims to estimate the probability density of the data [19]-[20]. It has a structure that is the same size as the map grid. In the P-matrix, the value at the position related to the neuron $w_i$ consists of the number of patterns inside a hypersphere of radius $r$ centered on that neuron. The radius is a fixed parameter for all neurons and is called Pareto radius. The U*-matrix is an enhanced visualization method that is generated by using information provided by both the U-matrix and the P-matrix. It has the same size of the latter. Its value $U^*$ for the relative position of each neuron $w_i$ in the grid is obtained by (5) [18]
\[
U^*(w_i) = U(w_i) \left[ \frac{P(w_i) - P}{P - P_{\text{max}}} + 1 \right]
\]
where $P(w_i)$ and $U(w_i)$ are the values of the P-matrix and U-matrix associated with the neuron $w_i$, $P$ and $P_{\text{max}}$ are the mean and maximum values of the P-matrix, respectively.

IV. GRAVITATIONAL CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS

The gravitational algorithm and its application to the clustering task were first proposed by Wright [21] and rely on the law of universal gravitation. It may be classified as an agglomerative hierarchical algorithm, as it begins with a set of $N$ objects and ends with only one. However, contrary to classic hierarchical agglomerative algorithms where patterns are static, in the gravitational algorithm all patterns are considered as mobile particles subjected to the gravitational fields of one another. The results obtained using such method can be seen as a dendrogram. The strength of a given cluster structure is greater the larger the interval of time during which the system remains in that clustering state.

A variant of the clustering algorithm was proposed by Gomez et al. [7], in order to automatically determine the number of clusters, remove noise and generate prototypes representing the database. This approach differs from the latter in the sense that the particles are always considered with unitary mass (as opposed to the original algorithm where the mass changes when there is a mergence), and the stopping criterion is the number of iteration. The algorithm is very sensitive to the gravitational constant and its decay function, which may lead to a generation of only one cluster or none at all. According to the model, the particles move as described in (6)-(7) [7].
\[ x(t + 1) = x(t) + \left( \frac{G}{\|d(x(t), y(t))\|} \right) d(x(t), y(t)) \] 
\[ d(x(t), y(t)) = y(t) - x(t) \]

where \( G \) is the gravitational constant that decreases monotonically over time, \( x \) and \( y \) are patterns randomly chosen from the dataset, and \( \|\| \) is the Euclidean norm. Particles are merged when separated by a minimum distance which is an input parameter.

It is also stated that a good performance of the algorithm does not necessarily need the entire database to be used, which thereby opens the possibility to use vector quantization techniques, such as the SOM network, before its application. Therefore, recently, a gravitational clustering of the SOM (gSOM) [8] based on the work of Gomez et al. [7] was proposed. It consists of two steps: in the first phase, a SOM network is trained with the data set. In the second phase, the interpolating neurons, that is, those neurons that are not associated with any pattern are eliminated, as well as their connections. The gravitational algorithm is then applied to the remaining neurons.

Each time a random pair of objects is selected, according to predefined probability functions, the gravitational algorithm is applied. The stopping criterion can be either the number of iterations or the maximum number of clusters to be found. The gSOM has also been used in a clustering ensemble [9], in which the different partitions obtained, due to its stochastic nature, are analyzed in a consensus function in order to define the final partition. Other variants of the gravitational algorithms and applications were proposed in the literature, such as [22]-[23].

V. PROPOSED APPROACH

The proposed method, the k-gSOM algorithm, is concerned with distance information between close neurons on the map as well as pattern density in their vicinity. It is assumed that due to the attraction exerted by the patterns to the neurons in the network, the overwhelming majority of neurons are located in high density places, while a minority make the connection between these groups (interpolating neurons). The proposed method relates to the work of Ilic and Dobnikar [8], consisting of two stages: in the first stage, a SOM network is trained using its standard algorithm, and, in the second stage, the proposed method is applied to the network neurons.

The technique is based on gravitational principle and on a hit histogram variant. It is a gravitational clustering algorithm as the neurons are subjected to attraction forces of one another, and they all tend to gather at the same position when time becomes sufficiently large. The information of pattern density and distance among close neurons is used to adapt their weights and collapse them in order to obtain an improved U-matrix visualization.

The hit histogram consists of an accumulation array of the same size as the map, where each bin is associated with the position of a neuron in the SOM grid. The hit histogram depicts the number of patterns that each neuron is the BMU. As opposed to the U-matrix, the information provided by a hit histogram is more useful when dealing with small sized maps, in which the pattern to neuron ratio is usually greater than 1. Otherwise, due to the dissolution phenomenon, the matrix associated with the hit histogram becomes very sparse, which impedes the proper display of the data characteristics. The P-matrix and SDH are examples of visualization techniques that surpass this issue by using hyperspheres with Pareto radius and considering more than one BMU for each pattern, respectively. In this work, the values of the hit histogram consist of how many patterns are within a hypersphere centered on each neuron. The radius of the hypersphere is regarded as the minimum for which all the neurons have at least one associated pattern. By doing this the division by zero in (9) is avoided (the neuron masses are associated with the hit histogram) as there are no neurons without a pattern associated.

Therefore, a neuron \( w_j \) at time \( t \) will be moved according to the attraction forces among its \( k_j \) neighbors \( w_i \). The pairwise force between neurons \( w_j \) and \( w_i \) is related to their proximity in the input space and the ratio of patterns shared by their associated hyperspheres. The overall number of neighbors \( k_j \) depends on whether \( w_j \) is in a denser region or not. The direction and magnitude of the movement is given by the resultant of all the attraction forces between \( w_j \) and its neighbors. The movement will occur until the stopping criterion is reached, which is the number of iterations. The equations governing the adaptation are as follows

\[ w_j(t + 1) = w_j(t) + \Delta w_j(t) \]
\[ \Delta w_j(t) = \frac{1}{m_j(t)k_j(t)} \sum_{i=1}^{k_j(t)} \left[ \frac{[1 + JG_{i,j}(t)][1 - d_{i,j}(t)]}{p_{i,j}(t)} \right] \times \left[ w_i(t) - w_j(t) \right] \]
\[ k_j(t) = k_{max}(t)H_j(t) \]
\[ d_{i,j}(t) = \|w_i(t) - w_j(t)\| \]

where \( w_j \) is the \( j \)th neuron, \( k_j \) is the effective number of neighbors of neuron \( w_j \). The parameter \( k_j \) is proportional to the pattern density where \( w_j \) is located, and its maximum possible value is predetermined at time \( t \) as \( k_{max} \). The \( \|\| \) is the Euclidean norm, \( m_j \) is the mass of the neuron \( w_j \) and corresponds to the number of patterns inside the hypersphere centered on \( w_j \) at time \( t \). The distance \( d_{i,j} \) is normalized in the interval [0; 1] regarding all pairwise distances between neurons, and also negated in (9) so as to be transformed from a dissimilarity to a similarity measure.

The parameter \( JG_{i,j} \) is the Jaccard coefficient [24] defined by the ratio of the intersection and union cardinalities of the sets containing the patterns covered by the hyperspheres of the neurons \( w_j \) and \( w_i \) at time \( t \).
where $|\cdot|$ is the set cardinality, $S_i$ and $S_j$ are the number of patterns inside the hyperspheres centered on the neurons $\mathbf{w}_i$ and $\mathbf{w}_j$, respectively. The parameter $p_{i,j}$ is defined as

$$p_{i,j}(t) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{q=1}^{n} m_q, & \text{if } d_{i,j}(t) > \alpha \\ 1, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(13)

where $m_q$ corresponds to the mass of one of the $n$ neurons whose distance to $\mathbf{w}_j$ is less or equal to the parameter $\alpha$ at time $t$ (Fig. 1). The attraction force is penalized by the parameter $p_{i,j}$ if a neuron $\mathbf{w}_i$ is very far regarding a close group of neurons around $\mathbf{w}_j$ that is defined by $\alpha$. Thus, a neuron $\mathbf{w}_i$ cannot attract a single neuron from within this group, but in fact, the whole group, thereby diminishing the attraction force and compensating $k_j$ if it is overly estimated.

The attraction among a decreasing number of neighboring neurons in the input space is considered as the algorithm progresses. For each neuron $\mathbf{w}_j$, at each iteration, the effective number of neighbors is a fraction of $k_{max}$ that is proportional to the density of patterns in the region that the neuron is currently situated: $H_j$ is the value of the hit histogram generated at time $t$ and associated with neuron $\mathbf{w}_j$. The values of $H_j$ are normalized in the range $[0,1]$ so $k_j$ is a nonzero percentage of $k_{max}$. By doing this we prevent that neurons in small clusters have the same neighborhood size as neurons in large clusters, and therefore reducing the influence of the latter over the first. The role of the parameter $\alpha$ consists of defining the minimum distance for which a set of neurons should be considered as a group. It relates to the minimum distance of mergence in the traditional gravitational algorithms. However, in the proposed method neurons are not merged nor eliminated: the number of neurons is constant throughout the algorithm steps, there is only an update to their position in the input space.

The Jaccard coefficient is included so as to add a second term of attraction between neuron $\mathbf{w}_j$ and a given neighbor $\mathbf{w}_i$: if they have patterns in common while considering a given hypersphere, they should be brought together proportionally to the intersection divided by the overall patterns associated with them. At each iteration of the algorithm, the pairwise distances between all prototypes are calculated, as well as the hypersphere radius, the neuron masses, the Jaccard coefficients and the effective number of neighbors for each neuron, before using their respective values in (9). The parameters $J_{C_{i,j}}, m_j$ and $k_j$ are ultimately dependent on the radius of the hypersphere, which is calculated at each iteration of the algorithm. The attraction among a decreasing number of neighboring neurons in the input space is considered since $k_{max}$ is monotonically decreasing while the algorithm progresses, as well as the parameter $\alpha$. In this work, both $k_{max}$ and $\alpha$ were set to decrease linearly with time $t$ according to (14)-(15)

$$k_{max}(t) = (k_0 - k_f) \left(1 - \frac{t}{T}\right) + k_f$$

(14)

$$\alpha(t) = (\alpha_0 - \alpha_f) \left(1 - \frac{t}{T}\right) + \alpha_f$$

(15)

where $T$ is the total number of iterations, $\alpha_0$ and $\alpha_f$ are the initial and final values of $\alpha$, respectively. The parameters $k_0$ and $k_f$ are the initial and final values of $k_{max}$, respectively.

The summary of the algorithm is presented in Table I:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I. k-GSOM ALGORITHM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Initialize $k_{max}$ and $\alpha$ as well as their decreasing functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Determine the hypersphere radius, calculate the masses of each neuron and generate the normalized hit histogram $H$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Calculate and normalize the pairwise distance between all neurons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. For each prototype $\mathbf{w}_j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Find $k_j$ nearest neighbors by multiplying the current $k_{max}$ by the value of $H_j$ in the position associated to $\mathbf{w}_j$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Calculate $\Delta w_j$. If a neuron $\mathbf{w}_i$ is not close enough to $\mathbf{w}<em>j$ (distance defined by the parameter $\alpha$), their attraction is penalized by dividing it by $p</em>{i,j}$.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Update $\mathbf{w}_j$ (sequential algorithm).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. If the stopping criterion was not met, return to step 2.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. DATA SETS

The proposed method was applied to the following synthetic data sets from the Fundamental Clustering Problem Suite [25]: Hepta and Tetra. Another artificial dataset consisting of two Gaussian clusters mixed with noise was considered. The Wine data set [26] was also used in the experiments. All datasets were normalized in the hypercube $[0;1]^d$ as a pre-processing stage. The Tetra data set consists of 400 patterns that form four very close clusters in $\mathbb{R}^d$ so that density information is more relevant than distance among prototypes. The Hepta data set consists of 212 patterns that form seven well defined clusters in $\mathbb{R}^3$, each
one with different variances. The Noisy Gaussian data set consists of two Gaussian clusters with 400 patterns and 100 patterns that represent noise. The Wine data set is a real world database that consists of 178 patterns that forms three clusters in a 13 dimensional space. All previously mentioned data sets are depicted in Fig.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiments were carried out with SOM networks whose grid sizes were all 10x10, and were trained in the first stage using the SOM Toolbox [27]. For the second stage, the initial value of $k_{\text{max}}$ was set to 80% of the total number of neurons and it was decreased linearly over the iterations until it reaches 1. The parameter $\alpha$ was also decreased linearly over the iterations from $10^{-1}$ to $10^{-3}$.

The SOM network trained with the Noisy Gaussian dataset is depicted in Fig. 3, along with the distances to the closest pattern to each neuron. The maximum pairwise distance between a neuron and its closest pattern is then used as the hypersphere radius; therefore the least populated hypersphere will have 1 pattern. This information is used in order to generate the hit histogram and to calculate the Jaccard coefficient (Fig. 4). The steps of the algorithm shown in Figs. 3 and 4 are repeated continuously. The movement of neurons as the proposed algorithm progresses is depicted in Fig. 5. After 250 iterations, the final placement of the neurons is depicted in Fig. 6, as well as the values over time for: the hypersphere radius, the parameters $k_{\text{max}}$ and $\alpha$. The effective neighbor number for each neuron at each iteration is shown in Fig. 7.

It is perceptible in Fig. 6(d) that the radius tends to a permanent regime, that is, after a certain number of iterations it remains in a specific value with small fluctuations. Therefore, the computational cost may be reduced by setting the stop criterion as the sum of the radii differences between one iteration to the next: if it remains within a certain range $\epsilon$ for a fixed number of iterations then the algorithm stops. In Fig. 8, the trained SOM network and the best results of the proposed algorithm are shown. They were obtained for the Tetra, Hepta, Noisy Gaussian, and Wine data sets after 85, 125, 250 and 190 iterations, respectively. The Fig. 9 (a) and (b) depict the U-matrix and the U*-matrix (generated using the SOMVIS Package) obtained from the original SOM, respectively. In Fig. 9 (c) the U-matrix of the SOM network resulting from the application of the proposed method is shown.

As depicted in Fig. 9, the borders of the clusters are visually sharper than the original U-matrix and the U*-matrix. Albeit the final positions of the neurons do not correspond to the positions of the clusters’ centroids (phenomenon resulting from the gravitational effect) a repositioning may be achieved by relating the neurons that converged to a centroid to their original map positions in the input space.

In order to measure the performance of the method, first the MBSAS [28] was applied so as to obtain the centroids resulting from the neurons’ movement. The radius parameter was set to $a_{\epsilon}$. The number of centroids found and the prototypes they represent were stored and separated into

Figure 2. (a) Elements of the Noisy Gaussian data set. (b) Elements of the Hepta data set. (c) Elements of the Tetra data set. (d) Elements of the Wine data set using a 2-D PCA (principal component analysis) projection. Each class in each data set is depicted in a specific color.

Figure 3. (a) The red and yellow dots correspond to the Noisy Gaussian data set patterns and the SOM neurons, respectively. The blue lines indicate which is the closest pattern to each neuron. (b) Stem plot regarding the Euclidean distances of the closest pattern to each neuron.

Figure 4. (a) The red and black dots correspond to the data set patterns and neurons, respectively. The yellow dot is a neuron which is the center of its correspondent hypersphere, which is depicted as the blue circle. All patterns inside this circle are linked to the neuron by blue lines. (b) Stem plot of the number of patterns in the hyperspheres. (c) Hit histogram generated with the number of patterns inside the hyperspheres. (d) The red and black dots correspond to the data set patterns and neurons, respectively. The green dots are the intersection between the circles around two neighboring neurons. (b) Stem plot of the number of patterns in the intersection of neurons $w_i$ and $w_j$. (f) Jaccard coefficient matrix whose values are calculated among neurons that are 4-neighbor on the lattice (output space).
Figure 5. Positions of the neurons at epochs 5 to 30. The neurons are gathering in the densest regions of the Noisy Gaussian data set.

Figure 6. (a) The red and black dots corresponds to the initial and final positions of the neurons, respectively. The evolution of each parameter over time is shown in: (b) maximum possible number of neighbors (c) maximum distance for which neurons are considered as belonging to the same group (d) hypersphere radius for a given neuron.

Figure 7. (a) Matrix plot of the effective number of neighbors for each neuron over time (b) Surface plot of ‘a’. Neurons in regions with fewer patterns are seen as streaks or valleys, as it is expected. The effective number of neighbors is a fraction of \( k_{\text{max}} \) that is proportional to the density of the region the neuron is located.

classes, that is, which neurons converged to each position (see the representative colors depicted in Fig. 8). Then a cross tabulation was performed with the datasets’ man given groundtruth so as to appropriately compare the classes. The classification accuracies were then calculated (see Table II) in order to evaluate the partitions visible in the new U-matrix. The classification accuracy is defined as (16) [29]

\[
\text{Clas acc} = \frac{\text{# correct classified patterns}}{\text{# patterns}}
\]  
(16)

Figure 8. Neurons of the 10x10 SOM network trained with the Tetra (a.1), Hepta (b.1) and Noisy Gaussian (a.1) data sets. Neurons resulting from the application of the proposed method in ‘a.1’, ‘b.1’ and ‘c.1’ are depicted in (a.2), (b.2) and (c.2), respectively. Neurons with the same color in the plots with indexes ‘1’ converged to the same point in their associated plots with indexes ‘2’.

Figure 9. U-matrix (a) and U*-matrix (b) of the 10x10 trained self-organizing maps. U-matrix (c) of the SOM network whose neurons result from the application of the proposed method in ‘a.1’, ‘b.1’ and ‘c.1’ are depicted in (a.1), ‘b.1’ and ‘c.1’ are depicted in (a.2), (b.2) and (c.2), respectively. Neurons with the same color in the plots with indexes ‘1’ converged to the same point in their associated plots with indexes ‘2’.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data set</th>
<th>Number of centroids found</th>
<th>Classification accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tetra</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.9775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepta</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noisy Gaussian</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wine</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.9719</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE SUMMARY
The proposed algorithm is dependent of the iteration number, since the quantity of neighbors was defined as a function of it. In the experiments no universal value for the iteration number was suitable for all datasets as it affects the parameters \( k_{\text{max}} \) and \( \alpha \), and therefore, it must be set for each database.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A gravitational approach for enhancing the cluster visualization through the U-matrix technique was presented. It takes advantage of the U-matrix increasingly higher resolution while using larger SOM grid sizes and the neurons concentration achieved with the gravitational algorithm. The main concern is to define the neighborhood size and number of iterations as they directly influence the quality of the final map. The experiment parameters were kept equal for all data sets, except for the number of iterations. As the latter becomes larger, the neurons tend to converge to the same point, as it is expected from a gravitational algorithm. In all cases, the proposed approach was able to provide an improved visualization of the clusters using the U-matrix that was generated with the repositioned neurons.

The final result of the proposed algorithm does not represent the real position of the cluster centers due to the tendency of all particles to collapse at the same point, however as the interest consists primarily in visualizing and defining the number of clusters, it is not considered an issue, as the geometry relations are preserved and the visualizations obtained are sharper while remaining coherent.

Future works will focus on an heuristic for automatic selection of the total number of iterations, the parameters \( k_{\text{max}} \) and \( \alpha \), as well as their decreasing functions based on information from the data and SOM network, in order to achieve a suitable combination regarding the tradeoff between results and the computational cost.
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Abstract—The development of self-optimizing software systems usually requires developers to apply optimization techniques manually, which is time consuming and prone to error. The application of model-driven software development combined with models at runtime takes this burden from developers by generating optimization problems using model transformations. In this paper, we present two such approaches applying integer linear programming and pseudo-boolean optimization. Furthermore, we provide a scalability analysis of both approaches showing their feasibility for pipeline applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The future of software systems is predicted to be characterized by ubiquitous, interconnected software components, running on several heterogeneous resources that are subject to frequent changes and optimize themselves w.r.t. their non-functional behavior [1], [2]. In this paper, we address a particular problem of such self-optimizing software systems: the burden of developers to apply optimization techniques manually, which is time consuming and prone to error. We propose to generate optimization problems from models, being more natural to the developers. Thus, we propose the application of model-driven software development, especially model transformations, and the models at runtime paradigm [3] to develop self-optimizing software systems.

We present two approaches: an Integer Linear Programming (ILP)-based and a Pseudo-Boolean Optimization (PBO) [4]-based solution. Both techniques belong to combinatorial optimization [5]. They are suited, because the system configurations, amongst which the best is searched, are combinations of decisions (e.g., which implementation to choose). We compare both approaches and evaluate them w.r.t. scalability, showing their applicability despite their high complexity.

The core contributions of this paper are:

- A runtime optimization approach using ILP.
- A runtime optimization approach using PBO.
- A scalability analysis of both approaches.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. II a model-driven architecture for self-optimizing software systems is presented being the basis for both the ILP-based solution discussed in in Sect. III and the PBO-based solution discussed in Sect. IV. The scalability of both approaches is examined in Sect. V. Finally, in Sect. VI we outline related work and conclude the paper in Sect. VII.

II. A CONTRACT-BASED ARCHITECTURE FOR SELF-OPTIMIZING SYSTEMS

To design and model self-optimizing systems, we developed the non-functional property (NFP)-aware Cool Component Model (CCM) [6] and the Quality Contract Language (QCL) [7]. The CCM provides concepts to model hierarchical system architectures, covering both software components and hardware resources, because most NFPs base on the software's interaction with hardware resources (e.g., execution time and energy consumption). QCL provides concepts to express dependencies between CCM components based on NFPs. This implies dependencies between software components as well as software and hardware components. In the following, we introduce CCM and QCL, by means of a video application scenario.

A. Capturing Software and Hardware Components

The CCM distinguishes between modeling the system structure of hardware resource types, software components and variants of both. In the scope of this paper, variants of resource types are concrete hardware resources; variants of software components are concrete implementations. The system structure defines how a system looks like and, thus, represents type declarations for specific variants. For instance, consider the upper part of Figure 1 showing the types for a video application. It consists of three software components, namely a Player, a Decoder and a DataProvider. Each component may have one or more port types representing interfaces of the component. Port types can be used to connect different components. A set of connected components describes a software system.

Concrete implementations of software components (cf. Figure 1) have to correspond to their type. In the given example two variants of Players, the VLC (Video LAN Client) and Quicktime (QT) implementation exist.
For Decoders, a free (Free) and a commercial (Com.) implementation are available. Finally, theDataProvider is implemented as a local file reader (File) and a remote URL reader (URL).

To capture types available in the hardware landscape, resource types are specified. The upper part of Figure 2 defines resource types, on which our video application shall be executed. The Infrastructure consist of one or more Servers, whereas each server contains one or more CPUs, network interfaces (Net), RAM chips and hard disks (HDD). For reasons of simplicity, we omit port types of resource types in the given example.

For each component type (software and hardware), NFPs can be defined. For instance, the Player type defines a property framerate in fps (frames per second) whereas the HDD type defines a property used (disk space) in GByte.

The lower part of Figure 2 shows a hardware instantiation of the resource type system mentioned above. It consists of two servers with specific resources according to the definitions at the type level. NFPs defined at type level, are available at variant level with concrete values. Each resource variant can provide behavior models to further specify its NFPs (e.g., the correlation of energy consumption and CPU utilization).

B. Specification of QCL contracts

QCL is used to define dependencies between CCM components as contracts, specified for each variant. Therefore, a QCL contract represents a specific view on a variant regarding its dependencies to other types. A contract defines one or more modes, whereas each mode independently (from other modes) defines dependencies to other components. Software components can depend on other software components as well as hardware resources, whereas resources can depend on other hardware resources only. Each dependency relates to a component type and defines bounds for required values of NFPs at runtime. In addition to property requirement constraints, provided NFPs are specified as well.

Figure 3 shows a contract for the VLC video player as a concrete implementation of the VideoPlayer component. As defined, the player can be used in two modes: high-

and lowQuality. For highQuality the contract specifies requirements for a CPU and a Net device. The CPU needs to be utilized at most to 50% and to have a frequency of at least 2GHz. The Net device has to offer at least a 10 MBit/s bandwidth. Furthermore, another component is required—a Decoder. Any implementation of this type, which is able to provide a data rate of at least 50 KB/s can be used. Finally, the contract defines that in the highQuality mode a minimum framerate of 25 fps and a resolution of 1080p is provided.

To determine the hardware requirements, microbenchmarks written by the component developer, evaluating the non-functional properties of interest, are used. A more detailed discussion on how to create these contracts has been published in [8].

In summary, a system modeled with CCM and QCL is highly variable in terms of multiple implementations of component types, multiple quality modes per implementation and, according to resource requirements of each quality mode, multiple possible mappings of implementations to hardware resources.

III. SELF-OPTIMIZATION WITH ILP

The central task of self-optimizing systems is to determine optimal system configurations. In this section, a model-based approach using an exact optimization technique called ILP is shown. In contrast to many existing approaches to self-optimization, the presented approach does not require the developer to apply the optimization technique itself, but generates the formulation of the optimization problem using the existing development artifacts. In this work, a system configuration denotes a set of software component implementations deployed on component-containers, which run on servers (or, more general, computing entities). Thus, the optimization problem is, which implementations of which component types need to be mapped onto which containers in order to reach the optimal trade off between user satisfaction and execution costs.

To solve this problem, a variety of information is re-
quired. Namely, variant models of hard- and software representing the currently running system, structure models of hard- and software representing the architecture of the system, QCL contracts characterizing the non-functional behavior of the software and a user request with the user’s Quality of Service (QoS) demands.

As ILP is a mathematical formalism with its own language, a transformation from the structure and variant models as well as the contracts and the request to ILP is required. Figure 4 depicts the general approach of this ILP generation, which can be characterized as a model-to-text transformation in terms of Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [9].

On the left upper side of Figure 4, the structure of the optimization problem formulated as an ILP is shown. An ILP comprises a set of objective functions, a set of decision variables and a set of constraints (as highlighted by the dashed lines). The objective functions depend on the user request (declaring objectives important for the user, e.g., response time) and on the variant (i.e., runtime) model. Decision variables depend on QoS contracts and variant models, too. Finally, the constraints of the ILP depend on all available input information. In the following, the generation of decision variables, objective functions and constraints is discussed in more detail.

A. The Rational of Decision Variables

In this work, the decision variables directly follow the characterization of system configurations: they denote which implementation is to be run in which quality mode on which container. They encompass a selection problem (i.e., which implementations to select) and a mapping problem (i.e., to which container the selected implementations shall be mapped). This information is comprised by the name of the variable separated by hashtags, whereas the type of the decision variables is of boolean nature (meaning each of these variables being solved having the type of the decision variables is of boolean nature). The prefix b# is meant to highlight the boolean type of this variable.

\[ b\#\text{implementation}\#\text{mode}\#\text{container} \in \mathbb{B} \quad (1) \]

Additional variables express the resource utilization and resulting NFP values implied by a certain implementation (as specified in QCL contracts). These variables have a real value (i.e., are in \( \mathbb{R} \)) and have the prefix u# for utilization. The naming of these variables fully qualifies an NFP of a certain resource of a component container (i.e., server). As resources are hierarchically structured, subresources, subsubresources, etc. can be specified. For example, a resource CPU1 can comprises the subresources Core1, Core2 and so on. Equations 2 and 3 denote the general forms of these variables.

\[ u\#\text{container}\#\text{resource}\#\text{subres.}...\#\text{NFP} \in \mathbb{R} \quad (2) \]

\[ \text{implementation}\#\text{NFP} \in \mathbb{R} \quad (3) \]

Solving an ILP working on these variables, leads to an assignment of values, representing the optimal system configuration. Thus, the solution provides information about the optimal selection of implementations, modes, their mapping to containers and additional information on the resulting NFPs of the participating components.

B. Generation of Objective Functions

All objective functions in the context of this work, base on assessment functions of system configurations. That is, an objective function assesses system configurations in terms of the respective objective (e.g., energy, performance or reliability) and aims to determine that configuration, which is assessed to be minimal or maximal w.r.t. the current objective.

A straightforward objective function based on the variables explained in the previous subsection is resource minimization as shown in Equation 4. However, this objective function does not consider the interplay between selected components instances there, required and provided NFPs and the available resources. Thus, constraints are used to restrict the ILP to correct solutions. Anyhow, the objective function of Equation 4 does not lead to the intended result (i.e., minimum resource consumption), because the units and the semantics of each resource usage variable are not considered. For example, the formula does not differentiate between utilizing 10 MB of main memory in contrast to utilizing 10 MB of hard disk drive (HDD) space.

\[ \min : \sum u\#\text{container}\#\text{res.}\#\text{subres.}...\#\text{NFP} \quad (4) \]

A practical solution towards more sophisticated objective functions is the application of utility theory to map each variable to a utility expressed as a real value between zero and one. In the case of resource usage the utility functions can reflect the difference between using space of main memory and an HDD by putting the requested amount of space in relation to the totally available space. The general form of objective functions according to utility theory is shown in Equation 5. The objective is to maximize the overall utility.

\[ \max : \sum \text{utility(var}_{\text{decision}}) \quad (5) \]

An even more sophisticated objective is the combination of the previous two types of objectives (i.e., cost minimization and utility maximization): efficiency maximization. The general form of this type of objective is depicted in Equation 6.

\[ \max : \eta(\text{var}_{\text{decision}}) = \frac{\text{utility(\text{var}_{\text{decision}})}}{\text{cost(\text{var}_{\text{decision}})}} \quad (6) \]

Finally, an important aspect of objective functions in the context of reconfigurable systems is the need to consider the reconfiguration and decision making itself.
This is, because both processes require time and resources and, thus, effect the objective functions. Hence, a general objective function should look as depicted in Equation 7, which aims for maximum efficiency. Notably, the costs implied by reconfiguration and decision making need to be assessed w.r.t. the quality of interest for the respective objective function.

\[
\max : \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{util_i}{cost_i} + \frac{util_{reconf} + util_{decide}}{cost_{reconf} + cost_{decide}} \quad (7)
\]

The assessment of \(cost_{reconf}\) as well as \(cost_{decide}\) (and the negative utilities) is a non-trivial task, which has to be investigated for each NFP individually. A closer discussion exceeds the scope of this paper.

C. Constraint Generation

As mentioned above, the ILP must be constrained by a set of constraints to allow the computation of sensible solutions only. In general, three classes of constraints are generated in the presented ILP approach: constraints negotiating software NFPs, constraints negotiating resource requirements, and architectural constraints. In the following each class is explained in more detail.

**Software NFP Negotiation:** The negotiation of software NFPs covers the interdependencies between NFPs of different software components expressed by their provisions and requirements in QCL contracts. The selection of an implementation of a software component type in a certain quality mode induces a set of NFP provisions (by the implementation) and requirements (to other components). To determine an optimal selection includes to find a balance between provided NFPs and required NFPs across all required components to fulfill the user’s request. This problem is reflected in the ILP by two types of constraint clauses, which are generated for each NFP. First, NFP provisions are expressed as equality constraints as depicted in Equation 8. Depending on the assignment of the decision variables, the available amount of the respective NFP results.

\[
NFP_i = \sum_{a=1}^{c} prov_a \times b \#impl_a \#mode_b \#container \quad (8)
\]

Second, the NFP requirements implied by selecting a certain implementation in a quality mode are expressed as inequality constraint as depicted in Equation 9. Notably, the relation between \(NFP_i\) and the aggregated NFP requirements is only "less or equal", if the respective NFP is of ascending order. For example, the NFP memory is of ascending order, whereas the NFP response time is of descending order. Thus, for response time, the inequality is of "greater or equal than" type.

\[
NFP_i \leq \sum_{a=1}^{c} req_a \times b \#impl_a \#mode_b \#container \quad (9)
\]
Resource Negotiation: Besides NFPs provided and required by implementation, the selection of implementations implies resource requirements, too. In contrast to software NFPs, the provision of resources is fixed by the available hardware. Similar to software NFP negotiation, two types of constraints are generated for resource negotiation. First, the provision of resources as depicted in Equation 10. The provided property naturally needs to be greater or equal than zero and less or equal than the maximum offered by the resource. In addition, the granularity of the resource can be restricted. For example, the amount of disk space can only be utilized in blocks of a certain size (e.g., 4KB). In the constraints of Equation 10, the terms maximum and granularity are replaced by the respective concrete values. The term \( x \) remains a free variable, which is to be found by the solver of the optimization problem. The restriction of \( x \) to be a multiple of granularity.

\[
\text{ResourceProperty}_{i} \geq 0 \quad (10)
\]

\[
\text{ResourceProperty}_{i} \leq \text{max} 
\]

\[
\text{ResourceProperty}_{i} = \text{granularity} \times x \quad x \in \mathbb{B}
\]

The second type of constraint covers the resource requirements by selecting an implementation. The resulting constraint is depicted in Equation 11.

\[
\sum \text{req}_{a} \times b \# \text{impl}_{a} \# \text{mode}_{b} \# \text{container} \leq (11)
\]

For each resource property, constraints of these types are generated, whereby the search for valid assignments to the decision variables is further restricted.

Architectural Constraints: Finally, constraints based on the knowledge about the software’s architecture and the requested software component are translated into constraints of the ILP. The simplest possible constraint of this type is the necessity to select exactly one implementation of a component type whose port is requested by the user. The corresponding constraint is depicted in Equation 12.

\[
\sum b \# \text{impl}_{a} \# \text{mode}_{b} \# \text{container} = 1 \quad (12)
\]

For all modes \( b \) of all implementations available for the component type \( T \), the sum of the corresponding decision variables needs to be exactly one. This constraint suffices, if no other component types exist or the requested component type does not use any other component type. If another component type is used, the need to select an implementation of this type needs to be expressed, too. In the general case, constraints have to be generated, which express that the selection of an implementation of component type \( T_1 \) implies the need to select an implementation of type \( T_2 \). Equation 13 depicts this kind of constraint.

\[
\sum b \# \text{impl}_{a} \# \text{mode}_{b} \# \text{container} = 1 \quad (13)
\]

The above described three types of constraints, restricting the possible assignments to the decision variables, so only valid configurations are investigated for their optimality. In addition, corresponding to the decisions, values are assigned to the resource usage and NFP variables. In the next section we describe a lean variant of this approach, which avoids the use of resource and NFP variables.

IV. Self-Optimization with PBO

The key aspect of the configuration problem expressed for the ILP-based solution presented above, is denoted by boolean decision variables, encompassing the decision to select certain implementations and their mapping to certain resources. The remaining variables used in the ILP-based solution comprise resource usage and resulting NFP values. In this section, the ability to omit non-boolean variables is shown. The intended goal is to apply more efficient solving techniques to the generated optimization problems, which leverage on the restriction to use boolean variables only. Due to the exclusive use of boolean variables in an ILP a special type of ILP results: a 0-1 ILP. This type of ILP can be handled by PBO, which applies techniques used to solve satisfiability problems in propositional logics (e.g., DPLL [10]). These techniques have polynomial complexity, whereas algorithms used to solve ILPs (e.g., simplex) have exponential complexity. Hence, we investigate PBO for self-optimization.

A. Reformulation of the Configuration Problem in PBO

To apply techniques of PBO to the configuration problem to be generated, all non-boolean variables from the ILP solution need to be expressed in a different way. Namely, a new way to express resource negotiation, NFP negotiation including user requirements and the objective function is required. Notably, the architectural constraints defined for the ILP solution can remain unchanged, because they only refer to decision variables. In the following, a solution for each of the constraints subject to adjustment is given.

Resource Negotiation without Usage Variables: The expression of resource negotiation in ILP with usage variables has been shown in the previous section. All these constraints, except for the granularity restriction, can be expressed by a single PBO constraint, which implicitly represents the respective resource property (i.e., \( \text{ResourceProperty}_{i} \)) as shown in Equation 14. The term \( \text{req}_{a} \) denotes the implied resource requirements by the respective implementation \( a \) in the specified mode \( b \) on a given container \( c \).
\[ \sum \text{req}_a^b * b \# \text{impl}_a \# \text{mode}_b \# \text{container}_c \leq \text{max} \quad (14) \]

NFP negotiation: Alongside with the restriction of resource usage, the dependencies between offered and required NFPs has to be expressed by constraints. In the ILP solution, explicit variables for each NFP have been used to connect separate constraints for their provisions and requirements. The same principle, as for resource usage negotiation, can be applied for NFP negotiation, too. Namely, the implicit expression of each NFP variable. Thus, for PBO, the provision and requirement constraints are merged into a single constraint which implicitly represents the possible expressions of the NFP. For the generation of these constraints the user request needs to be considered, too. This can be accomplished by incorporating the respective NFP requirements expressed by the user in his request as minimum value of the respective NFP. The resulting constraint is shown in Equation 15.

\[ \sum (\text{req}_\text{user} + \text{req}_a^b * b \# \text{impl}_a \# \text{mode}_b \# \text{container}_c) \leq \sum \text{prov}_a^b * b \# \text{impl}_a \# \text{mode}_b \# \text{container}_c \quad (15) \]

Reformulation of Objective Function: The objective function in PBO can only rely on decision variables, because only these variables exist. In contrast, the ILP solution allowed for the application of resource usage and NFP variables. Thus, the minimization or maximization of resource usage and NFPs cannot be directly expressed in PBO. The general form of the objective function in PBO is shown in Equation 16.

\[ \min : \sum \text{weight} * b \# \text{impl}_a \# \text{mode}_b \# \text{container}_c \quad (16) \]

Thus, the major issue to generate meaningful objective functions in PBO is the computation of the weight constants for each decision variable. This weight has to express the impact the decision represented by the decision variable on the overall objective.

V. Evaluation

The above described approach, applying generated ILP- or PBO-based optimization for self-adaptive systems, is not likely to scale. This is, because solving an ILP or PBO is known to be an NP-hard problem, where the processing time required by the solver grows exponentially with number of decision variables of the ILP/PBO. In the following, we show how ILP/PBO generation and solving perform and that both approaches are feasible for typical pipes-and-filter applications. We compare the performance of both approaches, showing that the ILP solution outperforms the PBO solution.

A. Generation of Test Systems for Empirical Evaluation

To empirically evaluate the performance of the approaches, a set of test systems has been generated. As the ILP/PBO generation relies on the models of the system only (and not the system itself), it is possible to evaluate the approaches against a variety of system types without the need for their physical presence. Thus, we developed a parameterizable system generator, which is capable of generating models as usually derived by the runtime environment. This includes hard- and software structure models, hardware and software variant models and QoS contracts.

The generator is configured with several parameters:

- Number of servers \( S \),
- Number of resources per server \( N_{res} \),
- Number of properties per resource \( N_{resProp} \),
- Number of component types, \( C \),
- Maximum depth of dependency chains \( \delta \),
- Number of NFPs defined per component type \( N_{nfp} \),
- Number of implementations per component type \( N_{impl} \),
- Number of modes per implementation \( N_{mode} \),
- Number of hardware requirements per mode,
- Number of NFPs required per software dependency per mode and
- Number of provided NFPs per mode.

Note that it is impossible to generate systems leading to worst case execution times of the solver as the solvers internally use heuristics. But, for proper evaluation results using generated systems, each generated system should allow at least one valid configuration. Randomly generating NFP provisions and requirements obviously leads to infeasible systems in most cases. To ensure the existence of at least one feasible system configuration, a random request is generated, which serves as reference request for which a feasible system configuration is to be ensured. The process of system generation keeps track of how the random request transforms between dependent software component types. For the directly requested component type at least one (randomly chosen) quality mode \( Q_1 \) is selected to fulfill the request. Then, for all dependent component types at least one quality mode is chosen to fulfill the requirements of \( Q_1 \). The same process is performed for all dependent types of the dependent types and so on. The generated user request to ensure feasibility is reused later as test request for evaluation.

B. Measurements for Pipe-and-Filter Style Systems

The pipes-and-filter architectural style is common across many data processing applications. For example, in early detection of Alzheimer’s disease, magnetic resonance tomography (MRT) pictures are processed by a
pipes-and-filter architecture comprising data preparation, Alzheimer’s indicator search and data postprocessing. Another example is audio processing as performed, e.g., by auphonic (http://auphonic.com/), where audio files are processed by a chain of processing steps. In general, the pipes-and-filter style is characterized by a chain of component types. There are \( n \) component types, where the first component type requires the second, which in turn requires the third component type and so on. For this architectural style the parameter \( n \), denoting the number of component types or the depth of the chain is of interest. In addition, the number of containers \( c \) is to be considered, because the number of possible configurations grows exponentially with the number of available containers. Thus, a test system in pipes-and-filter style is characterized as an \( n \times c \) system having \( n \) component types and \( c \) containers.

For the server landscape, we assume each server (i.e., container) to have one central processing unit (CPU), one random access memory (RAM) module, on HDD and a network device. Each software component type has one provided and one required port type, except the last component type in the chain, which only has a provided port type. Moreover, each software component type has two NFPs and two implementations, having two modes, which each have four resource requirements, two software requirements and two provisions.

To assess pipes-and-filter type applications, all variants of \( C \times S \) systems for \( C = [2..100] \) and \( S = [2..100] \) have been generated and the generation and solving time of the respective ILPs and PBO formulations has been measured. For each generated system, two measurements were taken. First, the time required to generate the respective ILP or PBO problem. Second, the time required to solve the problem using a standard solver. For the ILP solution the solver \( \text{LP Solve} \) [11] (version 5.5.20) has been used. For PBO the \( \text{OBPDB} \) [12] solver (v. 1.1.3) has been used. All measurements were taken on a DELL Alienware X51 desktop PC running Windows 7 64bit and containing a solid state disk, 8 GB DDR1600 RAM and an Intel Core i7-2600 CPU running at 3.4 GHz having 4 physical cores and 8 virtual cores by hyperthreading.

Analysis of the ILP Solution: Figure 5(a) shows a boxplot of the ILP generation time and Figure 6 depicts this generation time in relation to the number of software components. The median generation time is 156 ms and 75% of all ILPs were generated in at most 260 ms. The longest generation took 2028 ms. Notably, the 99%-quantile is 489 ms, meaning that in 99% of all cases, the maximum generation time is less or equal to 468 ms. A natural hypothesis is that the number of components and servers correlates to the generation time; which indeed exists: 

\[
T_{\text{gen}}(C) = 0.0291C^2 + 1.4429C + 5.3851
\]

with an \( R^2 \) of 0.8956.

Figure 5(b) depicts a boxplot of the ILP solving time. It reveals the random nature of worst and best case runtime of ILP solving, depicted by the vast amount of outliers. For only 121 out of 9801 generated ILPs the solver was not able to return any solution within two minutes for all measurements taken (i.e., in 1.2% of all cases). Please note, that the solving time had an upper limit at 2 minutes, as for a some ILPs the solving time can increase to multiple hours or even days, which is the worst case, where the complete problem space has to be explored. Surprisingly, the median solving time is only 478.5 ms. Thus, half of the ILPs could be solved in less than a second. The third quantile (i.e., 75%-quantile) is at 26.58 s. 79% of all ILPs were solved in less than a minute. Notably, if the (manually configured) timeout of two minutes was reached, the ILP solver returned the best solution found so far.

In the following, a closer investigation of the solving time is presented. The aim is to investigate if and how
the system parameters correlate with the solving time of the generated ILP. The hypothesis is, that there is a correlation between the number of component types and the solving time. Figure 7 depicts this correlation. On each axis a boxplot of the corresponding variable is shown to highlight the high density of solutions in low solving times. An interesting conclusion from this figure is, that the predictability of solving time decreases at approximately 25 component types. Most ILPs are solved in a few seconds, though the more component types, the more likely are longer solving times.

The correlation between the number of component types and the solving time for scenarios is statistically poor. The linear regression has an adjusted $R^2$ of only 0.4286. Exponential regression (i.e., $T_{\text{solve}} = f(\text{Components}) = a \cdot e^x$) reveals a residual standard error of $1.911 \cdot 10^{13}$. Thus, there is no statistically significant correlation between the number of components and the solving time. The reason is the random nature of ILP solving, i.e., solving random ILPs can randomly lead to worst and best case situations.

Analysis of the PBO in Comparison to the ILP Solution: The same measurements have been done for the PBO solution. Figure 8 depicts the PBO generation and solving times. In addition, Figure 9 depicts the generation time in relation to the number of components. Please note that for the PBO solution only systems with up to 30 component types have been measured, because the approach does not scale beyond this number of component types.

In comparison to the ILP solution, the generation of PBOs looks comparably performant at a first glance. ILPs for systems of up to 100 component types are generated in up to 2 seconds. PBOs for systems of only up to 30 component types require up to 2 s, too. But, whilst the median for ILP generation was at 156 ms, for PBO generation it is at 31 ms. Also for the 99%-quantile, the ILP solution looks worse than the PBO solution, as for ILP the 99%-quantile is at 468 ms, whereas for PBO it is at 94 ms.
But, because for the PBO solution only systems of up to 30 component types have been used, the ILP generation times for up to 100 components cannot be used as a reference. An investigation of ILP generation for systems of up to 30 component types reveals a median of 32 ms and a 99%-quantile of 78 ms. Thus, PBO generation is even slower than ILP generation, although less constraints and less variables have to be generated. The reason for the better performance of ILP generation is the required program format for the applied solvers. The ILP solution can use long variables names to encode information (i.e., the decision variables encode their meaning in their name), whereas the PBO solution has to use enumerated variables (i.e., $x_n$). In consequence, the PBO generation has to handle the mapping of decision variables to their short versions, which consumes time and, hence, leads to the measured performance loss.

An investigation of the solving time of the PBO solution reveals surprising results. The rational for using PBO instead of ILP was the hypothesis that PBO performs better in many cases as it has polynomial complexity only. But, for the optimization problem discussed in this paper it apparently does not as Figure 10 depicts. The solving time has been limited to two minutes, too. But, in contrast to the ILP solution, the PBO solver does not deliver a suboptimal solution if the timeout is reached. Starting at 15 component types (compared to 25 in the ILP solution) the predictability of the solving time drastically decreases. Most interesting is the lack of fast solutions starting at 25 component types. In comparison, the ILP solution was able to deliver solutions in a few milliseconds even for systems with more than 80 component types. Moreover, the number of determined solutions in a timeframe of less than 2 minutes significantly reduces starting already at 20 component types. For example, the measurements taken for 28 component types and 2 to 100 servers (i.e., 99 measurements) only lead to 4 solutions. For the remaining 95 systems the PBO solver could not find a configuration. For this reason, only measurements for up to 30 component types have been collected.

The measurements of the solving time indeed benchmark the used solver. Unfortunately, for PBO only one solver could be investigated, because all other solvers do not support the specification of equalities with variables on both sides of the equation. Therefore, OPBDP [12] was the only publicly available, working solver which could be investigated.

Thus, in conclusion, the PBO solution performs much worse than the ILP solution for the optimization problem at hand. This is because, in the average case the algorithms used to solve ILPs perform better than those used for PBO. Whereas the ILP solution is feasible for systems of up to 100 component types, the PBO solution can handle at most 25 component types. The generation of ILPs is below 437 ms for up to 100 component types and PBO generation takes less than 100 ms in 99% of all cases for systems of up to 30 component types. Solving of ILPs is below 500 ms in 50% of all cases and below 27 s in 75% of all cases. PBO solving is below 2.6 s in 50% of all cases, but reaches the timeout of 2 minutes already in 70% of all cases. Most notably, the PBO solution is not able to find configurations starting already at 25 component types in most of the cases, whereas the ILP solution is able to determine configurations even for 100 component types. Figure 11 depicts the percentage of solutions found by the ILP and PBO approach in correlation with the number of component types. The execution time of the ILP solution is predictable up to 25 component types, whereas the execution time of the PBO solution only up to 15 component types.

The reason for the decreasing predictability in the ILP solution is the growing span between best and worst case execution time of the solver. The best case execution time grows linearly with the number of variables, whereas the
worst case execution time grows exponentially. Both curves are very near to each other in the beginning, but depart more and more (exponentially) from each other the bigger the systems are. Notably, the numbers presented above are specific to the machine used for measurements. Thus, also the number of component types where predictability starts to worsen has to be determined for each machine.

VI. Related Work

The application of model-driven software development to self-adaptive systems has been studied by various groups throughout the last years.

In [13], Zeller et al. address the problem of determining a valid mapping of software components to electronic control units (ECU) by SAT solving and simulated annealing. The solving techniques do not guarantee optimality, but ensure the determination of a valid system configuration. The SAT problem is generated from the system’s models. Zeller et al. evaluated their approach and showed that the runtime of their SAT solving approach is below 4s for 40 ECUs, 60 Sensors, 60 Actuators and 2000 Functions. For less than 1600 functions SAT solving takes less than 2 seconds. The biggest setup evaluated by Zeller et al. comprised 100 ECUs, 120 Sensors, 120 Actuators, 2500 Functions and took 18 seconds [13].

Another approach using model-driven software development for self-adaptive systems has been developed in the DIVA research project and presented in [14], where Fleurey and Solberg introduce a quality grading framework for software variants. The developer rates available implementations in different quality dimensions (e.g., energy or performance) using a model-based framework. To identify valid system configurations these models are transformed to Alloy [15]. Unfortunately, no empirical study of the approach’s scalability has been published.

In contrast to the approaches presented in this paper, the previously discussed approaches do not search for optimal configurations, the constraints of the optimization problem are not generated, the notion of contracts is not utilized and only the mapping [13] or the selection problem [14] is considered, respectively.

VII. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose the application of model-driven software engineering and generation of optimization problems to automatically compute optimal system configurations for self-adaptive software systems. We presented two approaches, an ILP-based and a PBO-based solution. The rational for investigating the applicability of PBO was the hypothesis that PBO could perform better than ILP for the investigated optimization problem. However, based on a large set of systems to be optimized, our scalability analysis rejected this hypothesis and revealed the feasibility of the ILP solution for systems of up to 100 component types to be distributed on 100 servers. As typical data processing applications like audio processing usually comprise a few tens of processing steps, the ILP-based approach has been shown to be applicable. For future work, we plan to investigate the feasibility and scalability of further optimization techniques.
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Abstract—Self-adaptive software reconfigures automatically at run-time to environment changes in order to fulfill its specified goals. Thereby, the system runs in a control loop which includes monitoring, analysis, adaptation planning, and execution. To assure functional correctness and non-functional adequacy, testing is required. When defining test cases, the control loop’s tasks have to be validated as well as the adapted system behavior that spans a much more complex decision space than in static software. To reduce the complexity for testers, models can be employed and later be used to generate test cases automatically—an approach called Model-based Testing. Thereby, a test modeler has to specify test models expressing the system’s externally perceivable behavior. In this paper, we perform a Failure Mode and Effects Analysis on a generic perspective on self-adaptive software to figure out the additional requirements to be coped with in test modeling.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Self-adaptive software (SAS) reconfigures automatically at run-time according to sensed environment changes. Thus, it is able to effectively and efficiently fulfill its specified goals in the changed conditions. SAS runs in a control loop that frequently operates four tasks: monitoring, analysis, planning, and execution (MAPE, [1]).

Quality assurance for SAS includes validation or verification of the control loop’s tasks. While, for instance, run-time self-testing of SAS was researched (e.g., in [2]), there still is a lack of black box testing approaches. However, such concepts are or will be required by the software industry, e.g., due to the need for certification. Systems are delivered and left to the customer and have to be reliable and evaluated in advance as far as possible under the respective project conditions. Hence, not only fault-tolerance but also fault-prevention is desirable.

The crucial challenge of SAS black box testing [3, p. 17] is to handle its complexity. The behavioral decision space is extensively expanded due to the impact of adaptation on adapted system structures and interacting running processes. A further problem is error propagation: errors produced in one component can be transformed into errors which manifest in other components [4] and—due to the looped control flow—as a permanent inner system state. Thus, manifold information have to be considered by testers, injected into the tested system, monitored, and evaluated for determination of behavioral correctness. In consequence, manual test case definition for an SAS is mostly hard to manage for test engineers.

In constructive phases of SAS engineering, this complexity is dealt with by using models. Modeling takes advantage of abstraction and convention (i.e., implicit information) to hide details from designers. For testing, an equivalent concept was developed: in model-based testing (MBT, [5]) the system under test’s (SUT) interfaces are structurally and behaviorally modeled and later test cases are automatically generated. For limitation and measurement of actually tested parts of the behavioral space, a test coverage criterion can be specified. Due to the focus on the SUT’s interface, MBT is a black box approach.

As we previously constructed test models for run-time variable mobile systems [6], we are now focusing on generalization of our experience and provide reasonable test models for SAS. A prerequisite for the application of MBT methods is to gather the following information:

1) Scenarios, how failures can occur, have to be found such that the progress of system validation be can estimated, effort predicted, and testers are aware of the potential complexity of their task.
2) Properties that failures can comprise have to be identified to provide meaningful verdicts.
3) Potential error propagation has to be investigated to identify causal chains.

While the above points fit on arbitrary system types, it becomes necessary to find more specific test modeling requirements for SAS. To bypass the intuitive formulation of these requirements we decided to perform a systematic analysis of critical failure properties and scenarios based on Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA, [7]), which was developed to investigate potential failures in systems. The results of its analytic methods provide a solid foundation for our formulation of MBT requirements.

The contribution of this paper is twofold:

1) Failure analysis: We analyze which properties failures in adaptive systems can encompass and which scenarios may occur by performing a FMEA-based investigation process.
2) Requirements identification: We derive requirements for test models based on the discovered failure scenarios. The result is a reasonable foundation for test research concerning adaptive systems.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: We start with related work in Section II. In Section III, we perform our FMEA-based investigation for SAS and in Section IV, we state the resulting modeling requirements. We finish in Section V and outline future work.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we present related approaches concerning testing adaptive systems from the perspectives of different research directions. On the one hand, Self-adaptive Software (SAS) [3] and Models@run-time (MRT) communities have to be considered as sources of adaptation concepts; on the other hand Dynamic Software Product Lines (DSPLs) [8] are an intersecting approach based on means like variability.
management and features. Furthermore, context-adaptivity has been a long-term research field. In all these directions, several testing methods were established. In the following, we concentrate on approaches with models which can help to build up a reasonable information base for testing and on those which propose fitting coverage concepts.

A conceptional discussion on challenges concerning verification and validation of SAS was done in [3]. The authors proposed to focus on adaptive requirement engineering and runtime validation to assure adaptive software’s quality. However, they also constructed an abstract model of adaptive software’s states consisting of an inner system state plus a mode or phase. The latter ones describe in which variation/adaptation a system works. Each transition concerning either mode or state changes the overall configuration of the system and hast to maintain certain local or global properties. It is also discussed that a steady model as behavioral specification is insufficient such that the configurations have to conform to a dynamic selection of associated models. While these proposals are general enough to abstract from specific self-adaptive systems, several problems remain. Due to the enormous complexity in the behavioral space of adaptive software, an exact limitation of possible transitions to such which are correct and relevant for testing is a very hard task. In consequence, a much more expressive and usable model should be applied in test modeling.

Another approach by Munoz and Baudry is presented in [9]. The authors formalize context and variant models and generate sequences of context instances by using Artificial Shake Table Testing (ASTT). Thus, an adequate set of dynamic environment changes can be simulated. The case study’s adaptation is designed by so-called policies, which also serve as an oracle (i.e., a mapping between inputs and outputs) in testing. Hence, with this approach testers are able to validate the correctness of the adaptation decision and to produce a sequence of re-configurations. While being a reasonable and basic approach to testing adaptive software, it lacks the means to deal with the discussed interaction challenge due to its exclusive consideration of environment changes.

An advanced research framework for adaptive software is provided by the DIVA project. DiVA had impact on both SAS and DSPL research. It also includes a methodology for testing [10][11]. DiVA’s validation process is split into two phases: (1) The early validation is based on design time models (adaptation logic and context model) and executed as a simulation. A main focus in DiVA’s test method is to generate reasonable context instances and associate “partial” solutions (using a test oracle), which can be used to find a set of valid configurations. The following coverage criteria are named: Simple (test each value of a variable), pair-wise (test each two-wise combination of variable values), dependency-based (reduce effect through constraints on variable values) and compound (composition of all). (2) Additionally, an operational validation method is proposed that also deals with context changes/transitions. Therefore, DiVA uses Multi-dimensional Covering Arrays (MDCA) including a temporal dimension. These describe multiple context instances that are scheduled as test sequences and provide a means for the definition of coverage criteria on sequences of adaptations. There are also fitness functions that help to minimize the test cases while sustaining a good coverage. While DiVA contributes many ideas for testing, it still does not consider interactions with the application’s control flow.

Besides approaches from the DSPL and SAS research field, other work focuses on context-awareness and test data generation from context models [12][13]. For instance, Wang et al. construct in [13] control flow graphs of context changes and associate them by using point of high impact (Context-Aware Program Points, CAPPs) with the core control flow. They also provide three context-adequacy criteria. However, the proposed models of this approach are not extensive enough to express the behavior such that additional test coding is required.

### III. Failure Analysis

In this section, we analyze relevant failure characteristics and scenarios. For this purpose, we use Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) [7]. FMEA is used in engineering of safety-critical systems to find relevant failure sources. The method was first applied for electrical and mechanical systems and later extended for the usage in software engineering [14][15]. Based on these experiences, our analysis is separated into three steps:

1. identification of SAS-specific failure dimensions and properties (presented as Failure Domain Model)
2. investigation of SAS-specific failure scenarios
3. visualization of error propagation among the found scenarios as Fault Dependency Graph

Step (3) is not an actual part of FMEA, but usually a Fault Tree analysis (FTA) [16] is performed to visualize the scenarios’ dependencies. As our system runs a control loop, we customize the analysis process in this step by constructing a fault dependency graph instead.

#### A. A Common Process of Self-adaptation: MAPE-K

Before starting the analysis, a level of detail has to be specified to have a fix abstraction perspective on SAS and a well-defined system boundary. FMEA is designed to be run against an existing architecture, which we cannot assume to be widely similar in all existing or future developed SAS. Hence, we leave the strict understanding of FMEA by analyzing the MAPE-K process as common concept of minimal necessary data flows with the means of this investigation method. As seen in the previous section, there are several intersecting research directions coping with self-adaptivity. They have in common that the process of information gathering and utilization can be described in a known schema, mostly referred to as the MAPE-K (Monitor/Analyze/Plan/Execute–Know ledge) [1] control loop.

As illustrated in Figure 1, this process consists of four tasks to be fulfilled by any self-adaptive system framework. The system monitors a certain data source such as a sensor. The captured information is then forwarded to the analysis part where the system reasons about the necessity of adaptation. After these first two process tasks the system is able to determine if an adaption should be performed.

In the subsequent plan section, an adaptation plan is generated and later applied in the following execute task. Effectors may also manipulate external entities. The control
cycle is re-run from this point periodically such that a self-adaptive system always has an optimal state (according to the supposed utility or goal function, and available knowledge) to fulfill its task. Analysis, planning, and execution interact through data organized as a central knowledge model.

MAPE-K encompasses the adaptation according to environment changes such as context, user input and system utilization. The sources of processed information can be abstracted by leaving out the concrete objects sensors and effectors work on. Hence, we use MAPE-K as common view point on SAS architectures.

B. Step 1) Failure Domain Model (FDM)

In this section, we provide a set of properties that failures in adaptive systems can comprise. As there are several classes of adaptive software [17], we cannot assume that each property is reasonable in every concrete system. Furthermore, we exclude failures which originate in sensors and effectors to create a fixed boundary around the software’s scope.

Each of an SAS’ components provides a service (i.e., a perceivable behavior) through its interface. In the system’s specification an expected behavior is defined. According to [4], a failure is an event of service deviation from this expectation. An error is the inconsistent part of the total system state (internal state plus perceivable external state) which leads to this failure. The cause of an error is a fault. Error propagation occurs if a failure causes a fault in another component.

The result is the fault-error-failure causal chain as presented in the FDM in Figure 2. Each concept has up to three variable dimensions. Although, in [4] several dimensions are listed, here we limit our investigation on those which are relevant to a development-independent tester who is not in charge of repairing the system. In consequence, concerning faults, the only relevant property is their persistence which may either be permanent or transient. For instance, intent or objective play no role when testers uncover and report defects. While persistence is a rather general dimension, this classification has an extended significance due to the cyclic nature of SAS. The source of a fault can be in one of the control loop’s tasks and, additionally, originate in the system’s knowledge. The latter case produces a cyclic propagation: If a failure manifests in the system’s knowledge model, it may have harmful influence on future decisions such that the failure becomes a fault in following cycles.

For errors we propose the dimensions type and localization. Types may be one of three: The caused error either manifests as an inconsistency in (1) the knowledge representation of the perceived environment does not reflect its physical nature, (2) the model itself (e.g., it violates the model’s constraints), or (3) as incorrect intermediate state in the computation process (process-related). Furthermore, errors can localize either locally or globally in the potentially distributed SAS.

Concerning failures, [4] distinguishes between content and timing (early/late) correctness. In contrast, an SAS’ goal definition may aim on other non-functional properties like energy-usage. Thus, we alter the original distinction to qualitative (the system performs non-optimal) or functional (incorrect system behavior). Furthermore, failures in SAS can either manifest internally or externally (e.g., by using the effectors). The last dimension comprises the event-driven nature of the system. The sensed and analyzed information may lead to un-intentional (false-positive), missed (false-negative), or semantically wrong adaptation attempts.

This FDM is a valuable source when classifying failures in concrete adaptive systems. It describes abstract properties of failures that can be instantiated for real world systems. Verdicts (the classification of test results, for instance Pass, Fail or Inconclusive) can be parameterized by these information.

C. Step 2) Failure Scenarios

After defining all dimensions of failures, it is required to identify scenarios of failure occurrence in adaptive software. We cannot give a general method of prioritization, as usually done in FMEA. For testing one of these scenarios, this strongly depends on domain specific conditions. As only general valuation standard, criticality can serve. In this case, according to [17], each adaptation operation can be either harmless, mission-critical, or safety-critical.

We decompose the MAPE-K control loop in five components: Monitor, Analyzer, Executor, Planner and Scheduler. The latter two are separated to enable the consideration of interaction between adaptation and running processes. After the Analyzer found that the system has to be adapted, the Planner decides how the adaptation is...
processed. The Scheduler has the task to fill an Action queue (however it may be implemented in concrete systems) by arranging system process actions with adaptation actions. An adaptive system designer has to be aware of how he maintains consistency either through an actual implemented scheduler component or a transaction-like behavior. This issue also breaks the straight MAPE-K data flow because a scheduler requires information about the system actions (retrieved from the Executor) and composes them with adaptation intents.

All components are considered as black boxes. Components are connected by data flow edges (black arrows). Additionally, the process contains Sensors, Effectors and the central knowledge Models. The latter one contains information about the system structure adaptation logic and further knowledge relevant for adaptation decisions. Sensors and Effectors communicate with the external world (e.g., other systems or the physical reality).

Based on this structure, we list our found failure scenarios in Table I. It comprises Failure Identifier (FID), Component Identifier (CID), Fault, Error, Failure, and a Propagation column. All FIDs can be found in the architecture visualization in Figure 3 as well. In the following, each scenario is described in detail.

SENS: The first scenario comprises test input received from the Sensors and misinterpreted by the Monitor component (i.e., it does not produce corresponding events or produces events without being indicated by sensor inputs). For instance, a context reasoner could output an physically causeless temperature change due to a poorly designed inference rule.

TRIG: An event produced by Monitor does not or unintentionally lead to a corresponding adaptation initiation or to a wrong one. Unintended initiations let the situation appear (cf. appearance dimension of failures in the FDM, Figure 2) as if an adaptation is necessary. TRIG may also be caused by a propagated failure from SENS or EVENT in integration testing. Here an example is a wrong implemented adaptation rule condition.

PRE: Though the set of operated Models contains information which (according to the adaptation logic) either leads to a specific adaptation or prohibits one, the Analyzer decides differently. At this point, potential failures in the adaptation logic itself have to be considered—either due to a wrong specification or adaptation (cf. POST scenario below). For instance, consider a recorded sound level which is taken into account while reasoning about rising a sound output of the system itself. If the recorded information is erroneous, non-intended adaptions may be initiated. Such failures can also be observed while testing the Analyzer.

Both TRIG and PRE scenarios may interact, because we did not decompose the analyzer in more detailed components. Hence, these scenarios have to be tested together as both data sources are required for each test case and just a probabilistic estimation can be stated which one is actually defective.

ADAPT: The adaptation initiation may again be of false-positive, wrong or missing appearance. Like TRIG and PRE, this scenario relies on the assumption that the adaptation logic is correct. Such an scenario may occur if the adaptation reasoning mechanism misses to execute a rule’s adaptation directive.

PLAN: The Analyzer determines if an adaptation is required but not how to perform it. This task is operated in the planning phase. A Planner reasons over the variability and the current system state. Its output have to be a correct adaptation plan that can be applied in the system and leads to a consistent state. The PLAN scenario encompasses that the compiled plan is incorrect, e.g., its order.

SCHED: Reconfiguration actions potentially interact with the system’s control flow. Such problems arise because variability cannot be completely orthogonal to the system’s inner behavior. For instance, if the system is a database, there could be a potential conflict when adapting to a situation where a speedup is required by deactivating the transaction feature in exactly the same time period when running a transaction. We get an active SCHED scenario if the compiled action sequence of the Scheduler is inconsistent.

The Executor is a complex interpretation engine that produces multiple outputs and thus, has multiple potential failure scenarios. All Executor-related scenarios may also be the outcome of a propagated SCHED failure.

RECONF: The reconfiguration may run into a failure itself. If any reconfiguration mechanism fails without being recognized, the actual system structure is out of synchronization with its model representation. Here failures can be constituted that can be of both types: functional or qualitative (cf. FDM).

POST: On the other hand, the Model’s part that represents the reconfigured systems may be inconsistent after the execution because a model manipulation was performed erroneously by the Executor. For instance if for further adaptation decisions knowledge about past ones is required, a missed recording causes problems. POST can have complex consequences because the manipulated model is assumed to be correct in PRE and PLAN. Hence, POST may propagate faults to these two scenarios. Additionally, this scenario can also be a “starting point” failure because its semantics also resemble a defective Model at the system’s start-up.

EFFECT: Another output of the Executor can be actions that have to be run in external systems by physical Effectors. If actions are not generated correctly and forwarded to the effectors (e.g., due to corrupt drivers), the representation of these externals lose synchronization with potential internal model representations. As the Sensors may perceive data from the manipulated system, we produce a possible propagation of this failure to the SENS scenario.

EVENT: The last failure scenario is related to events that are produced in the system (e.g., user interactions) and are propagated to the Analyzer component. In this case, the generated events can be erroneous.

D. Step 3) Failure Dependency Graph

As final FMEA artifact we construct a failure dependency graph as depicted in Figure 4. The visualization illustrates the potential cyclic failure propagation through inner system events, model manipulation, or physical Effectors/Sensors correlations (the latter one is visualized by the dashed edge). Furthermore the PRE and TRIG scenarios may influence each other in both directions, which makes them hard to test in isolation.
IV. REQUIREMENTS TO MODELS FOR SAS TESTING

All following requirements for adaptation correctness test methods are based on one or more of the presented failure scenarios. In the following, we list these mapped requirements and give each one a name for later reference. The requirements are formulated as assurance tasks that have to be fulfilled by employing MBT methods.

1) **Correct sensor interpretation:** Assure that the sensor data is correctly interpreted and transformed into system events. Potential sensor data has to be specified together with context identifications. (→SENS)

2) **Correct adaptation initiation:** Assure that events initiate the correct adaptation if all preconditions in the model hold. Events, conditions, and adaptation decisions (goals) have to be associated in the models. (→TRIG/PRE/ADAPT)

3) **Correct adaptation planning:** Assure that the generated adaptation plan is consistent w.r.t. target configuration and action order. Build a model to map adaptation goals to possible plans. (→PLAN)

4) **Consistent interaction between adaptation and system behavior:** Assure that the generated adaptation plan is correctly scheduled with the systems’ control flow. A model is required to define which adaptation is allowed in which state of application control. (→SCHED)

5) **Consistent adaptation execution:** Assure that (1) the generated adaptation schedule is applied to system structure and (2) the synchronization between system and models is consistent after adaptation. Thus, we need a set of assertions to be checked after the adaptation execution. (→POST/RECONF)

6) **Correct system behavior:** Assure that the system correctly commits events or actions to the effectors. As in the previous requirement, here we need to specify events to be observed in the system when running any operation. (→EVENT/EFFECT)

### TABLE I. ADAPTIVE SOFTWARE’S FAILURE SCENARIOS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FID</th>
<th>CID</th>
<th>Fault</th>
<th>Error</th>
<th>Failure</th>
<th>Propagation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SENS</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>corrupt sensor interpreter</td>
<td>misinterpreted sensor data</td>
<td>no/wrong/unintended event</td>
<td>TRIG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIG</td>
<td>Analyzer</td>
<td>corrupt event interpreter</td>
<td>misinterpreted event</td>
<td>no/wrong/unintended adapt.</td>
<td>PRE—ADAPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRE</td>
<td>Analyzer</td>
<td>corrupt model interpreter</td>
<td>misinterpreted model</td>
<td>no/wrong/unintended adapt.</td>
<td>TRIG—ADAPT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADAPT</td>
<td>Analyzer</td>
<td>corrupt reasoning</td>
<td>wrong adaptation derived</td>
<td>inconsistent plan</td>
<td>PLAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLAN</td>
<td>Planner</td>
<td>corrupt planner</td>
<td>inconsistent planning</td>
<td>wrong order of actions</td>
<td>SCHED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCHED</td>
<td>Scheduler</td>
<td>corrupt scheduler</td>
<td>inconsistent scheduling</td>
<td>model inconsistent</td>
<td>POST—EVENT—EFFECT—RECONF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POST</td>
<td>Executor</td>
<td>corrupt model manipulator</td>
<td>corrupt model construction</td>
<td>configuration→model unsynch</td>
<td>PRE—PLAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECONF</td>
<td>Executor</td>
<td>corrupt configurator</td>
<td>reconfiguration fails</td>
<td>configuration→model unsynch</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVENT</td>
<td>Monitor</td>
<td>corrupt event producer</td>
<td>wrong event production</td>
<td>no/wrong/unintended event</td>
<td>TRIG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EFFECT</td>
<td>Executor</td>
<td>corrupt forwarding</td>
<td>processing wrong effector operations</td>
<td>model→externals unsynched</td>
<td>(SENS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Additionally, in testing, coverage criteria are required to restrict the combinatorial search space of the system under test and, nevertheless, have a reasonable and meaningful test result. For less-complex systems, many criteria for test coverage were found. Mostly, they refer to a graph representation like variability in configurability and behavior. In consequence, we have to use multiple models which are more expressive than state machines (as assumed in the mentioned coverage criteria) to represent all testable aspects. In consequence, the known criteria cannot be applied directly. Hence, the last requirement is to find a set of proper coverage criteria for adaptation mechanisms which can be composed:

7. **Adaptive coverage criteria:** Find constructive coverage criteria metamodels/languages to describe which, when (in relation to system behavior), and in which order adaptation scenarios have to be tested and analytic coverage criteria to measure how adequate a test suite is.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we applied a customized Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) to a conceptional self-adaptive software system based on the minimal structural assumptions of MAPE-K. We derived a failure domain model to provide a system in which faults, errors and failures can be classified. Subsequently, we derived ten distinct failure scenarios that occur in the process of adaptation. By building a fault dependency graph we visualized potential cyclic propagation of failures in such systems. In consequence, six *founded* modeling requirements were stated that all can be mapped to one or more of the described failure scenarios. A seventh requirement is established by the coverage question. Based on these foundations a systematic analysis of SAS is possible comprising failure properties, occurrence, and propagation. A well-designed MBT framework is comprehensive if all presented requirements are fulfilled and the all respective assurances are considered.

For further investigation, it is necessary to instantiate the found requirements for a real-world adaptive software infrastructure. If we can map this implementation to several adaptivity frameworks and express the majority of necessary test cases, our approach can be attested substantial and generic. Despite our work on mobile software testing, we recently started several research projects coping with adaptivity, namely SMAGS[18] and VICCI[19]. SMAGS (Smart Application Grids) proposes a role-based architecture, which is able of adaptive composition. VICCI searches for approaches to build adaptive Cyber-physical Systems (CPS) like Smart Homes or robots to improve our daily live in an intelligent manner. Both projects are possible test targets to our MBT strategy. Furthermore, from our experience in software testing, we should thereby sustain usability of used modeling concepts despite the complexity of the process. Especially in adaptive software this task is crucial due to the potentially huge complexity and variability in configurability and behavior.
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Abstract—The Lloyd algorithm is a key concept in multi-robot Voronoi coverage applications. Its advantages are its simplicity of implementation and asymptotic convergence to the robots’ optimal position. However, the speed of this convergence cannot be guaranteed and therefore reaching the optimal position may be very slow. Moreover, in order to ensure the convergence, the Hessian of the corresponding cost function has to be positive definite all the time. Validation of this condition is mostly impossible and, as a consequence, for some problems the standard approach fails and leads to a non-optimal positioning. In such situations more advanced optimization tools have to be adopted. This paper introduces Stackelberg games as such a tool. The key assumption is that at least one robot can predict short-term behavior of other robots. We introduce the Stackelberg games, apply them to the multi-robot coverage problem, and show both theoretically and by means of case studies how the Stackelberg-based coverage approach outperforms the standard Lloyd algorithm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years many researchers in robotics, control, and computer science have focused on swarm robotics and have developed solutions of fundamental swarm robotic problems (see [1] for solving flocking control problem, [2] for aggregation, [3] for multi-robot coverage, and [4] for formation). However, most of the proposed solution methods encounter difficulties in real-world applications, such as finding only sub-optimal solutions and the inability of the algorithms to account for non-convex environments. Subsequently, despite the wide range of existing works in the domain of multi-robot coverage [3], [5]–[9], there are still only very few in-field deployments, due to a wide gap between the theory of multi-robot coverage systems and the practice.

The Stackelberg Coverage (StaCo) approach proposed in this paper addresses the deficiencies of the existing works in multi-robot coverage, by adding one or more relatively advanced robots, called leaders, to the swarm. In other words, we assume a priori a heterogeneous robotic swarm, similar to that shown in Figure 1. In this figure, two intelligent robots act as the leaders, which can perceive the environment globally, and a large swarm of simple robots following simple local rules. The main advantage of such a heterogeneous approach is preserving the simplicity of the major population of the robotic swarm, while a small group of robots can predict behavior of the others and act so that the desired behavior is achieved faster and with a higher precision. The main building block of our approach is the so-called Stackelberg game theory [10], [11], which belongs to the more general noncooperative game theory [10], [12]. Game theory has been successfully applied in various fields; its known applications in the robotic field relate to pursuit-evasion and search problems [13], [14]. However, application of the Stackelberg games in the multi-robot coverage is new.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: A motivation example of classical coverage limitations will be presented in Section II. In Section III we will briefly review the game-theoretic preliminaries and introduce Stackelberg games. In Section IV the Voronoi-based coverage problem will be defined as a Stackelberg game and its properties will be discussed. The simulation setup and the results of applying the proposed approach will be presented in Section V. In Section VI we will discuss the advantages of the StaCo approach and give concluding remarks.

II. MOTIVATION

A motivation example, which illustrates the limitations of classical approaches in multi-robot coverage, is shown in Figure 2. The group of robots, initiated in the position depicted in Figure 2a, moves based on the standard coverage approach suggested in [3]. With this approach, the robots are driven to the final configuration shown in Figure 2b. However, this configuration is sub-optimal (The globally optimal solution will be found adopting the StaCo approach proposed in this paper in Section V, Figure 7c). The problem of being enmeshed
in a local optimum can also be seen in non-convex environments (e.g. in presence of obstacles). With the motivation to avoid such complications and to speed up the procedure of finding the global optimum, we introduce the StaCo approach. Adopting this approach, the majority of the swarm consists of simple robots following local rules introduced in [3], while one or two more advanced robots (leaders) improve the system performance by taking different actions, taking the decisions of the others into account. Consequently, the decentralized behavior of the swarm and the simplicity of most robots is preserved, while overall system performance is significantly improved.

III. BASICS OF STACKELBERG GAMES

Let us explain basics of Stackelberg games by the following static example.

**Example III.1. (Two-player static game)** Let two players $L$ and $F$ have decision variables $u_L \in \mathbb{R}$ and $u_F \in \mathbb{R}$, respectively. Let functions $J_L : \mathbb{R}^2 \to \mathbb{R}$ and $J_F : \mathbb{R}^2 \to \mathbb{R}$ be smooth and strictly convex on $\mathbb{R}^2$. Player $L$ chooses $u_L \in \mathbb{R}$ in order to minimize her cost $J_L(u_L, u_F)$, while player $F$ minimizes $J_F(u_L, u_F)$ by choosing $u_F \in \mathbb{R}$. Illustration of this situation is given in Figure 3, where level curves (contours) of $J_L$ and $J_F$ are depicted in $(u_L, u_F)$-plane. If there is no hierarchy between $L$ and $F$ (i.e., if they either act simultaneously or if they do not know how the other player acts), the Nash equilibrium applies [15]. In such a situation, $L$ and $F$ would pick $u_L^{(N)}$ and $u_F^{(N)}$, respectively, where $u_L^{(N)} = \arg \min_{u_L} J_L(u_L, u_F^{(N)})$, $u_F^{(N)} = \arg \min_{u_F} J_F(u_L^{(N)}, u_F)$. The outcome of the game would be $J_L(u_L^{(N)}, u_F^{(N)})$ and $J_F(u_L^{(N)}, u_F^{(N)})$ for $L$ and $F$, respectively (i.e., the values of $J_L$ and $J_F$ evaluated at point $N = (u_L^{(N)}, u_F^{(N)})$, which is the Nash solution (equilibrium) of the game. Note that in Figure 3, point $N = (u_L^{(N)}, u_F^{(N)})$ lies on the intersection of the curves $R_F(u_F)$ and $R_L(u_F)$ defined by $\frac{\partial J_L}{\partial u_L} = 0$ (bold dotted curve) and $\frac{\partial J_F}{\partial u_F} = 0$ (bold dashed curve), respectively.

Let us now consider a different situation: Player $L$ (in this new situation referred to as leader) knows $R_F(u_L)$ (bold dashed curve) in advance and can act first. In such a situation it is better for the leader to choose $u_L^{(S)} = \arg \min_{u_L} J_L(u_L, R_F(u_L))$ instead of $u_L^{(N)}$. Subsequently, follower $F$ chooses $u_F^{(S)}$ (there is no other $u_F$ for which $J_F(u_L^{(S)}, u_F) < J_F(u_L^{(S)}, u_F^{(S)})$). Point $S = (u_L^{(S)}, u_F^{(S)})$ is then the Stackelberg solution (equilibrium) of the game and $J_L(u_L^{(S)}, u_F^{(S)})$, $J_F(u_L^{(S)}, u_F^{(S)})$ are Stackelberg outcomes of this game for the leader and the follower, respectively [10], [11].

We will now generalize the example. Let us state first the assumptions that we raise on the cost functions and decision spaces in the static game:

(A1) Let $\Gamma_L$ and $\Gamma_F$ be convex compact sets, referred to as decision spaces for the leader and follower, respectively.

(A2) Let $J_L : \Gamma_L \times \Gamma_F \to \mathbb{R}$ and $J_F : \Gamma_L \times \Gamma_F \to \mathbb{R}$ be strictly convex smooth functions on $\Gamma_L \times \Gamma_F$, referred to as costs for the leader and follower, respectively.

Imposing assumptions (A1) and (A2), we provide following definitions:

**Definition III.2. (Optimal response set in the static game)** Under assumptions (A1) and (A2), the set $R(u_L) \subseteq \Gamma_F$ defined for each strategy $u_L \in \Gamma_L$ of $L$ by $R(u_L) = \{ \xi \in \Gamma_F : J_F(u_L, \xi) \leq J_F(u_L, u_F), \forall u_F \in \Gamma_F \}$ is the optimal response set for $F$.

**Definition III.3. (Stackelberg strategy in the static game)** Under assumptions (A1) and (A2) and with $R(u_L)$ unique for each $u_L \in \Gamma_L$, strategy $u_L^{(S)} \in \Gamma_L$ is called a Stackelberg equilibrium strategy for $L$ if $J_L(u_L^{(S)}, R(u_L^{(S)})) = \min_{u_L \in \Gamma_L} J_L(u_L, R(u_L))$.

The existence and uniqueness of Stackelberg strategy is discussed in following lemma:
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Lemma III.4. (Existence and uniqueness of Stackelberg strategy) Every two-person static game with leader \( L \) and follower \( F \), where (A1) and (A2) hold, admits a unique Stackelberg strategy for the leader.

Proof. If \( \Gamma_L \) and \( \Gamma_F \) are convex compact sets and \( J_L : \Gamma_L \times \Gamma_F \rightarrow \Gamma_L \) and \( J_F : \Gamma_L \times \Gamma_F \rightarrow \Gamma_F \) are strictly convex smooth cost functions, then \( R(u_L) \subset \Gamma_F \) by Definition III.2. Existence and uniqueness of the Stackelberg strategy directly follow from Definition III.3.

To conclude this short introduction, we state the obvious property of the Stackelberg outcome.

Lemma III.5. (Stackelberg outcome versus Nash outcome in a static game) For a two-person static game with leader \( L \) and follower \( F \), where assumptions (A1) and (A2) hold, \( J_L(u_L^{(S)}, u_F^{(S)}) \leq J_L(u_L^{(N)}, u_F^{(N)}) \).

If the decisions of the players and the state of the system evolve in time, while each of these decisions and the state of the system influence (also future) decisions and states, we refer to the game as the dynamic game. Without going into too much detail, we state that theory introduced in this section for static games can be extended into the dynamic setting, in both discrete-time dynamic and continuous dynamic cases, under additional assumptions on the system dynamics. For an overview of theory of Stackelberg games with varying information each of the players might know, see [10], [11], [16], [17]. Moreover, a Stackelberg game can also be played among one leader \( L \) and multiple followers \( F_1, \ldots, F_M \), where the leader, having complete information about the state, cost functions, and dynamics of the followers can impose his decision on the followers at each time step \( k \in \{1, \ldots, N\} \) (resp. each time \( t \in [0, T] \)) in the discrete and continuous case, respectively.

IV. StACo Approach

In this section we formulate multi-robot coverage problem as a dynamic Stackelberg game with one leader and multiple followers. The approach proposed in this section will be referred to as StACo: Stackelberg-based Coverage Approach.

Let us consider \( M \) robots (players) positioned at time \( t = 0 \) in convex polytope \( \Omega \subset \mathbb{R}^2 \). One of the players, denoted for the sake of simplicity as player 1, is the leader, other players, denoted by 2, \( \ldots, M \), are the followers. Let \( x(t) = [x_1(t), x_2(t), \ldots, x_M(t)] \) be the configuration of the robots at time \( t \), with \( t \in [0, T] \), \( x(0) = (x_1(0), x_2(0), \ldots, x_M(0)) \) being the a priori given initial configuration of the robots and \( x(T) = [x_1(T), x_2(T), \ldots, x_M(T)] \) being their final configuration at final time \( T \), with \( x_i(T) \neq x_j(T) \) if \( i \neq j \). Let \( V_i(t) \) indicate the Voronoi region (cell) in which \( t \)-th robot is located at time \( t \). For each \( x(t) \) the Voronoi regions are defined by the Voronoi partition of \( \Omega \), \( \mathcal{V}(t) = \{V_1(t), \ldots, V_M(t)\} \) generated by the points \( x(t) = [x_1(t), \ldots, x_M(t)] \). \( V_i : \{\omega \in \Omega : \|\omega - x_i(t)\| \leq \|\omega - x_j(t)\|, \forall j \neq i\} \). System dynamics (with state variable \( x \)) are given by the following system of ordinary differential equations:

\[
\dot{x}_i(t) = u_i(t), \quad i = 1, \ldots, M \tag{1}
\]

where \( u_i(t) \) is the control (decision) of the \( i \)-th robot at time \( t \). The cost functions for the leader (robot 1) at time \( t \) is given by

\[
C_1(t) = \sum_{i \in \{1, \ldots, M\}} \int_{V_i(t)} \|\omega - x_i(t)\|^2 d\omega. \tag{2}
\]

Let \( T \) be the stopping time, i.e. the minimal time such that for each \( \tau > T \) the cost \( C_1(\tau) \) does not change: \( T = \min \{t : C_1(\tau) = C_1(T) \text{ for all } \tau > T\} \). Then the leader minimizes \( C_1(T) \). The cost function for the follower \( j \in \{2, \ldots, M\} \) at time \( t \) is

\[
C_j(t) = \int_{V_j(t)} \|\omega - x_j(t)\|^2 d\omega. \tag{3}
\]

The problem of the leader (robot 1) can be then defined as

\[
(P_{\text{StACo}}) \left\{ \begin{array}{ll}
\text{Find } u_1^{(S)}(t) = \arg \min_{u_1(t)} C_1(T), \text{ w.r.t. } u_1(t) \\
\text{subject to } x_i(t) = u_i(t), \quad (j = 2, \ldots, M)
\end{array} \right.
\]

with \( j = 2, \ldots, N, i = 1, \ldots, N \).

The solution strongly depends on the so-called information pattern, i.e., on the amount of information that each player knows and recalls over her own state, state of the others, and action made by herself and the others during the game.

Proposition IV.1. Let at time \( t \) each player \( i \) know only state \( x_i(t) \) and corresponding \( V_i(t) \) and let Hessian of (2) be positive definite at each \( t \). Then the so-called continuous-time Lloyd descent [3]

\[
u_i^*(t) = \kappa \left( \int_{V_i(t)} x \frac{d x_i}{d x_i - x_i(t)} \right), \tag{4}
\]

\( \kappa > 0 \), asymptotically converges to minimal \( C_1(T) \) for player 1 and to minimal \( C_j(T) \) for \( j = 2, \ldots, M \).

Proof: As shown in [3], \( u_i^*(t) \) defined by (4) with respect to \( z_i(t) = u_i(t) \) converges asymptotically to the set of critical points of (2). The critical points of (2) coincide with critical points of (3). If corresponding \( V_i \) finite, this solution is global due to positive definiteness of (2) [18].

Remark IV.2. Note that validating the positive definiteness of (2) is an open problem [3] and even if the convergence to the global optimum is guaranteed, in general no guarantees on the speed of this convergence exist. This leads us to the question whether there exist algorithms that perform better than the classical Lloyd algorithm if we allow the leader (robot 1) to have more information about the state and decisions of the followers.

Proposition IV.3. Let player 1 know \( x_1(\tau) \) and \( u_j(\tau) \) (for all \( j \neq 1 \)) for \( \tau \in [t, t + \Delta] \), with \( \Delta > 0 \), where \( u_j(\tau) \) is defined by (4). Let \( u_1^{(S)}(t) \) denote the optimal control of player 1, possibly dependent on \( u_j(\tau), \tau \in [t, t + \Delta] \). Let \( T^\Delta \), and \( C_1^\Delta(T^\Delta) \) denote the corresponding stopping time and the final payoff for player 1 in such a situation, respectively. Then \( T^\Delta \leq T \) and \( C_1^\Delta(T^\Delta) \leq C_1(T) \).

Proof: The leader’s decision is not bounded by any restrictions. Setting this decision to (4) leads to \( T^\Delta = T \).


\[ C^\Delta_1(T^\Delta) = C_1(T) \]. Note that the Hessian of (2) might not be positive definite with the leader’s decision defined by (4). Thus, \( u^S(t) \) either coincides with (4) or, if this choice would lead to only sub-optimal solution, \( u^S(t) \) differs from (4) and leads to a better outcome. This result also follows from extension of Lemma III.5 into dynamic setting with the state equation (1).

Giving more information to the leader almost always leads to the better outcome for the leader also in a very general setting [10], [11], while the StaCo approach never leads to the outcome worse than that reached by standard methods [3]. In the next section we will illustrate that when the classical Lloyd algorithm fails and leads to only a local optimum, the StaCo approach can find the global solution. For the case studies in the next section, the time and space are discretized and therefore the leader can choose from a limited number of decisions at each time step \( k \).

V. Case Studies

In this section, we will study the performance of the proposed StaCo approach in comparison with the classical Voronoi-based coverage approach.

A. Simulation Setup

To simulate StaCo and compare it with the standard approach, we have developed a 2D robot simulator. This simulator is written in Java and supports simple massless robot motion. The environment \( \Omega \) to be covered in all simulations is a \( 8 \text{ m} \times 8 \text{ m} \) square and the speed of each robot is limited to \( 4 \text{ cm/s} \). The time discretization of the system is 0.4 s.

The designed simulator supports Voronoi cell computation for each robot. In each time step, firstly the locations of robots \( x \) are used to compute the Voronoi cell of each robot, and subsequently the centroid of each cell is computed and used by the robots to find the gradient descent direction (4). With the StaCo approach the robot closest to the center of \( \Omega \) is considered as the leader. In each time step, instead of following the gradient descent direction (4), the leader first discretizes its surrounding space into a limited number of accessible locations (in our simulations 8 points on a circle of radius 1.5 cm, with equal distances to each other). Then for moving to each of these locations, the leader predicts the possible moves of other robots, in one or two time steps, and chooses the movement, which minimizes \( C_1 \) (i.e. the best possible response to the other robots).

In order to measure the performance of the StaCo approach and to compare it with the performance of the classical coverage techniques, we introduce the SETTLING TIME as the time required for the cost function (2) of the whole swarm to enter and remain within a prespecified error boundary. More precisely, we define the settling time \( T_s \) as

\[ T_s \triangleq \min \left\{ T_s : \forall t > T_s : \left| \frac{C_1(T)}{C_1(T^0)} - C_1(t) \right| < \epsilon \right\} \]  

where \( \epsilon = 0.05 \), \( C_1 \) is defined by (2), and \( T_f \) is the simulation stopping time, i.e. the minimal time such that the cost \( C_1(.) \) doesn’t change.

As an example of the simulation setup, Figure 4a shows an initial configuration of a robotic swarm of 8 robots. Both the StaCo and the classical coverage approaches are applied to this configuration; with the StaCo approach the leader makes a prediction of the swarm behavior for one subsequent time step. The final configuration after 170 s is shown in Figure 4b. Clearly, both methods reach the same final configuration; however, as shown in Figure 4c, StaCo reaches the final configuration faster than the classical approach. Finally, in Figure 4d, the cost functions for both techniques are summed up over the time. This figure shows that the StaCo approach converges to the optimal configuration faster than the classical approach. The settling time of both approaches can be easily measured via the horizontal lines in Figure 4c (The upper and lower lines refer respectively to \( C_1(T^0) \) and \( C_1(T_f) \), which denote the 0.05 error bound). Therefore, in this particular case study, the settling time for the StaCo approach is 75 s, and for the classical coverage approach it is 105 s.

B. Effect of Swarm Size

In order to compare both techniques in a more generic way, we have applied our simulation to groups of 2 – 20 robots, 20 times for each swarm size, with random starting configurations. The convergence settling times for both techniques were accurately measured based on (5). Their statistical representation is illustrated in Figure 5. In this figure, the average value, the minimum, and the maximum of the settling time over 20 runs are plotted with respect to the swarm size. From Figure 5 we can conclude that the StaCo approach performs better compared to the classical coverage approach. For certain initial configurations both methods achieve the final configuration with the same settling time, while for the majority of possible initial configurations the StaCo approach performs better. Such behavior is observed in simulations and is also supported by the theoretical arguments in Sections III and IV.
C. Effects of Leader’s Speed and Prediction Horizon

Firstly, we examine the effect of the leader’s speed on the performance of StaCo. Secondly, we will investigate how the number of prediction steps influences the performance.

We employ a robotic swarm with eight robots. For each initial configuration, we increase the speed of the leader from 4 cm/s up to 16 cm/s in steps of 2 cm/s, while the followers’ maximum speed remains 4 cm/s. Each simulation is repeated 20 times from random initial configurations. Afterwards, the simulations are repeated with the leader’s prediction horizon being increased to up to 2 subsequent time steps, with varying leader’s speed.

The results presented in Figure 6 show that increase of the leader’s speed and prediction horizon can improve the convergence performance of the StaCo approach.

D. Escaping sub-optimal configurations

In StaCo approach the leader is able to perceive global information about the position of all swarm robots. This ability may help the swarm to escape from sub-optimal configurations. A sample initial configuration, already discussed in Section II, is shown in Figure 7a.

This initial configuration is very close to a sub-optimal case, which is achieved if each robot moves a bit up or down and settles in the center of its rectangular Voronoi cell. Although the classical coverage approach terminates in this local minimum immediately (see Figure 7b), it is very easy for the StaCo approach to escape from this local minimum. The final configuration achieved by the StaCo is shown in Figure 7c. Comparison of costs over the time are illustrated in Figure 7d. Clearly, the StaCo approach performs much better.

Similarly to the results depicted in Figure 7, starting from any other initial configuration close to a sub-optimal configuration, the standard coverage approach will result in this sub-optimal position. The perception capabilities of the leader in StaCo allow for finding the globally optimal configuration.

VI. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

This article addressed the multi-robot coverage problem and presented a new approach called StaCo, which is based on the game-theoretic concept of Stackelberg games. StaCo takes advantage of the high perception capabilities of a small group of robots (leaders) among a large group of simple robots (followers) and allows for a very efficient coverage performance. No communication among the robots takes place. The leader(s) choose(s) a position in such a way that the other robots will, by optimizing their own objectives, improve the
overall configuration of the system. Therefore, this approach is a non-intrusive way to steer the system into a desirable direction and leads to fast and effective coverage of an environment.

StaCo always performs at least as well as the classical approach, mostly StaCo performs better. This outcome was shown both theoretically and by means of case studies. Moreover, StaCo is able to escape from sub-optimal configurations when the classical approach is doomed to fail.

A possible limitation of the StaCo approach is that currently there is no explicit form of the optimal Stackelberg solution of the game due to the complexity of the cost function of the leader; however, its derivation is a subject of our ongoing research.

StaCo opens a promising new research avenue: Using heterogeneous robotic swarms for coverage in complex scenarios such as those with non-convex environments (environments with obstacles or with non-convex boundaries). As described in many existing works, accomplishing a swarm robotic mission in a non-convex environment is a difficult task. However, the authors believe that the StaCo approach can be very successful in such scenarios.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In swarm robotics, a group of autonomous robots with limited sensors and actuators performs in a cooperative way. These robots often have only limited power resources and local information. Therefore, these robots are forced to take care of power recharging and efficient task allocation to ensure the correct processing of the desired task.

In reconfigurable robotics, a group of robots is able to reconfigure or aggregate into various configurations to generate new functionalities and thus gain a high degree of versatility [1], [2]. New functionalities can arise and the robotic system adapts to different operational demands to solve advanced tasks.

While the swarm and reconfigurable robots describe a class of robotic systems, Evolutionary Robotics is a way to obtain a desired controller by applying Darwinian mechanisms [3] to the controller of those robots. The artificial evolution of robot controllers enables a swarm or reconfigurable robots to evolve over time in order to adapt to a specific task or to survive in a dynamic environment.

Combining all three topics into one platform like in the Symbrion [4] and Replicator [5] projects, delivers a powerful robotic system for dynamic environments and unforeseen situations. Autonomous individual robots can aggregate on demand to artificial organisms with new functionality and thus extend its operational scope. The automatic design by artificial evolution can be followed by lifelong on-line adaptation.

Thereby, the evolvability of a platform directly affects the level of adaptation and learning in robotic control. Without evolvability, a technical system is not able to change the underlying structure of control for adaptation and learning reasons. In a former paper [6], we showed the different levels of evolvability in the Symbrion and Replicator projects.

We outlined how the mechanical design has to be and the requirements of the embedded software, which we presented in [7], called Symbricator Robot API. Beside the supporting electronics, mechanics and basic software design, the platform itself extends the system by the capability of aggregation. By self-assembling, an artificial robot organism can generate new functionality in order to adapt to a changing environment or task. Figure 1 shows the heterogeneous robots in the Symbrion and Replicator projects. A detailed description can be found in [8], [9]. An aggregated multi-robot organism in simulation can be seen in Figure 2.

Fig. 1. The three robots developed in the Symbrion and Replicator projects. Top left: Backbone robot. Top right: Scout robot. Bottom: Active Wheel.

Fig. 2. An aggregated hexapod organisms of Backbone robots in the simulation to demonstrate the capabilities of the reconfigurable mobile robot platform.
In the following we will demonstrate a framework for evolvable robot control, which enables the evolutionary design of robot controllers in individual robots as well as for cooperating robots and artificial organisms. The paper is organized as follow: Section II gives an overview about existing frameworks and related work. Section III outlines the requirements for such a framework and Section IV lines out the actual implementation of the framework, while section VI demonstrates use-cases and experiments. In Section VII, we summarize and conclude the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

One of the earliest approaches is the Generalized Acquisition of Recurrent Links (GNARL) from Angeline et al. [10]. In this framework, the first time an algorithm is enabled to evolve the parameters and the structure of a neural network at the same time without any constraints to the topology of the network. New links are introduced with zero weight to avoid a radical change in the behaviour of a network. New neurons are introduced without any incident links, later mutations are connecting those neurons then in an appropriate manner.

The NeuroEvolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT), developed by Stanley et al. [11] is a generation-based framework which allows the evolution of recurrent networks from a minimal initial network by parametric and structural mutation. Beside this so called complexification, the key features of NEAT are the historical marking of new mutational innovations. With this mechanism crossover can be enabled by aligning the genomes and comparing the innovation history. Furthermore, to protect new structures, a niching mechanism, respectively speciation, is introduced. Again, the historical marking allows to calculate the distance between two different genomes and allows the classification of all members of the population with a configurable parameter into species.

The Evolutionary Acquisition of Neural Topologies (EANT) [12] also enables to evolve recurrent networks by parametric and structural mutation. The algorithm is based on the Common Genetic Encoding (CGE) [13] on which the mutation and a NEAT-like crossover operate. This genome encoding enables direct and indirect encoding, is complete, compact and closed. Additionally, they introduced the differentiation between an exploitation phase and an exploration phase. The exploitation phase only optimizes the existing structure by adapting the weights, without changing the structure of the network itself. The exploration phase allows the introduction of new genes by means of structural mutations. These two phases are alternating, starting with several exploitation steps followed by an exploration step so that networks with optimal structures, can adapt the weights of the links.

In Schlachter et al. [14] and Schwarzer et al. [15], we already demonstrated a neural network controller which incorporated structural evolution as well as the possibility to adapt incrementally to a dynamic environment. The advantages and the experiences are compared to all approaches and brought into the new framework.

III. REQUIREMENTS

In order to evolve controllers for swarm and modular robots, some key issues, which should be fulfilled have to be addressed:

- **On-line and on-board evolution**: In addition to off-board and off-line evolution, the framework should be able to enable on-line and on-board evolution to meet the requirements in the projects and allow a broad application scope.
- **Flexible Controller Types**: In order to enable the best choice for a certain scenario, the framework should support different types of control. Beside artificial neural networks it should allow to use spiking neural networks. Additional, other kinds of controllers should be easily integrable by a modular abstraction level.
- **Parametric and Structural Evolution**: Both the weights of links as well as the structure of a network need to be subject to mutational operators to allow complexification from a minimal initial network to the structure which is required by the task to fulfill and adjust the present weights.
- **Simple and flexible use**: The usability should be as simple as possible. The choices of controller type and parameters should be transparent and well organized.
- **Powerful interfaces**: The interfaces to required tools, simulations and the robot itself should be well suited to allow a complete use of the functionalities.
- **Application Range**: The evolutionary framework has to run on individual robots in a swarm, on reconfigurable robots in an artificial organism in a centralized as well as decentralized manner.

IV. ARCHITECTURE AND COMPONENTS

The framework is designed modular in object-oriented C++. It was carefully designed regarding reusability and extendibility. It supports dynamical changes of controllers during runtime, different network types, mutation operators, selection and fitness functions. An overview of the different modules can be seen in Figure 3. All modules are grouped into five associated groups, which are explained in more detail in the following.

A. Evolutionary Engine

The core of the framework is built by the evolutionary engine. This engine handles the population and the correct evaluation of it. It triggers the generation of the initial population and links the evolvable controllers with the modules for selection and fitness evaluation. Depending on the selection mode, it either processes generation by generation or allows for continuous tournament selection. Each population island consists of a configurable number of individual controllers, derived from the evolvable superclass.

B. EvoRoFConfig and Logger

The EvoRoFConfig module is responsible for the configuration files. In the initial phase, it reads in the files and sets
the configuration. During runtime, this module provides other modules with necessary information about the parameters required.

The logger gives a configurable interface to set the level of detail for logging. The complete framework is distributed in different log levels which can independently be switched on or off. In addition to program information and error states, this module takes care of logging of fitness values and genomes into files for later use or comparison.

C. Fitness and Selection

The modules for fitness and selection can be configured via the configuration file. The evolutionary engine coordinates their activities. The fitness module takes care of the correct evaluation of the fitness of the current running controller and stores the values. The selection mechanism, responsible for the creation of the next generation, respectively of the next selected individual for evaluation. In generation based mode, this module generates depending on the selection scheme the next generation and delivers it back to the evolutionary engine. In tournament mode, the next individual will be generated and given back to the evolutionary engine.

D. Evolvables, Genes and Factories

Each controller is a subclass of the evolvable superclass. This class delivers the template to be implemented in order to be used by the evolutionary engine in the right way. All controllers have to implement the same interfaces like initialize() or mutate().

Every controller encapsulates its own genome, which genes are derived from the genes class. Figure 4 shows an exemplary class hierarchy for the CGE genome.

To separate the creation of new controllers from the logic of a controller, several modules following the factory pattern are available. Those factories generate depending on the desired configuration the individual controllers and push them into the island population of the evolutionary engine.

E. Interface to Simulation and Real Robots

The EvoRoF framework should be able to address the relevant robots and simulation environments of the directly linked projects, thus be extendible to several platforms. For the ongoing experiments, we support interfaces, called wrappers, for the use with different simulators and the three available robot types in the Symbion and Replicator projects. The used simulators are PlayerStage and the Robot3D simulator of the projects (see also VI Applications). The robot interfaces use the Symbicator Robot API [7]. For generic use, the evolutionary engine can be accessed with a plain wrapper.

Based on the interface functions a common worldmodel is implemented. This worldmodel serves as a container for all relevant sensor data and information from both internal and external sensors and states. In addition, the worldmodel takes care of the message processing of incoming and outgoing messages from and to other robots.

V. IMPLEMENTED CONCEPTS

A. Controller Types

A straight forward choice of the controller type for this kind of application is the use of neural networks. Following the definition of Maass [16] there are three classes of neural networks. The first generation is based on McCulloch-Pitts neurons (only digital output). These models can give digital output and are universal for every boolean function. The second generation is weighting the inputs and calculating the output via an activation function which delivers a continuous output value. The activation functions can vary from piecewise linear to sigmoid or even more complex functions. The network structure can be either a perceptron or a recurrent network. They can cope with analogue input and are universal for analogue computation. The third class of neural networks are the spiking neural networks. While in the second generation of networks, the output can be interpreted biologically as the current firing rate (number of spikes per period), the timing of spikes is in the foreground for spiking neural networks. The information can be encoded in the timing of spikes.
In this framework, we implemented support for all types of networks in order to allow a higher flexibility in choice. Depending on the scenario and computational demands, the hidden layers can be disabled and even so recurrent connections can be switched off. Thus, the complete range from simple perceptrons to complex recurrent neural networks is feasible.

B. Genotype and Phenotype Representation

For the genotype we adopted the idea of the common genetic encoding (CGE) [13] which is also used in the EANT framework, described by Kassahun et al. [12]. The CGE is a linear genome representation and is in comparison to other approaches like GNARL or NEAT, complete, closed and modular. It further supports direct and indirect encoding and allows for direct evaluation of the genotype without decoding it to a phenotype. The structure of the network is implicitly given and due to its linear nature it is simple to serialize for transmission in order to exchange genomes.

The initial population can be selected as proposed in NEAT without hidden nodes and all inputs connected to all outputs or with an additional initial hidden layer. It is mandatory to start with a minimal configuration in order to find a minimal solution by continuous complexification. Alternatively, the EANT approach, starting with the same minimal network, but increasing the diversity of the start population by some random initial mutations, can be chosen.

C. Evolutionary Operators

The evolutionary operators allow to mutate both the weight parameters of links and the structural complexification by adding new links and nodes. Due to the nature of the CGE, either a forward jumper, a recurrent jumper or a complete subgenome with an arbitrary number of incident input connections can be inserted. The recombination is as described by Stanley et al. [11] in the NEAT framework. The genomes are aligned and combined to generate a new structure containing the common parts as well as the differing parts of both parents. Instead of the global tracking numbers for innovations, the identifiers can be used.

D. Evolutionary process, Fitness and Selection

To better support the on-line and on-board capabilities of the evolutionary framework, we adopted the idea of island evolution from [17]. Each robot represents an island with its own population. The population consists of configurable size of genomes. In the tournament selection mode, one or two genomes, depending if mating is enabled, are taken to generate new offspring. This new individual is then evaluated for a certain time and the fitness value is compared to the existing members of the island. If the fitness is higher as the worst member, this one will be replaced by the new genome. In the generation based mode, all genomes on an island are evaluated. Afterwards, the new offspring is generated. Depending on the configuration this could be for example elitism selection which allows only the children of the best 50 per cent to create the offspring for the next generation.

VI. APPLICATIONS

The described framework is used in several application scenarios. It has been shown, that it is powerful enough, to be used in coevolution as well as in distributed on-line evolution for organisms control.

A. Evolution of Collision Avoidance

In this scenario, we used a prototype of the Active Wheel developed in the Symbion and Replicator projects. We only used the IR sensors on the front and back side. The IR sensors on the back have to be taken into account, because the Active Wheel can collide with the back when turning due to the omnidirectional locomotion.

The population size was 15, the controller type a standard artificial network. There were six IR sensor inputs from the front and additional six sensors at the back extended by bias neuron. In all test runs, the Active Wheel evolved a collision free locomotion and walked randomly through the maze 5.

B. Coevolution of Coordinated Behavior

In a further experiment, we wanted to see the capabilities of the evolution of coordinated behaviour of robots [18]. For this reason, we set up a scenario with two target zones, in which both robots have to be at the same time to gain fitness. Beside a collision free locomotion, the robots have to develop a coordinated locomotion strategy in order to be in this target zones at the same time. Figure 6 shows the two robots, both the blue and red one, and the two yellow target zones in PlayerStage [19].
An evolved behaviour can be seen in Figure 7 where the position tracking of the two robots is depicted. In (a) they approach the upper target, in (b) they reached it and turn around in (c) to approach the lower yellow target in a coordinated way (d).

The used controller type was a recurrent neural network of class two using a cubical robot imitating the Backbone, respectively the Scout robot, of the Symbion and Replicator projects. The input sensors were two front and two rear IR sensors and eight virtual sensors measuring the distance to the other robot and target zones. The population size was 10 in a generation-based run with different settings regarding the use of hidden neurons and the use of structural mutation. Figure 8 shows an average fitness development in a treatment with structural mutation enabled.

C. Evolution of CPG control

In [20], locomotion for a multi-robot based on a spiking neural network was evolved. By distributed evolution, the organism should be able to emerge a global organism locomotion, by evolution of local control on each individual robot. The basic concept was a central pattern generator scheme, in which the parameters of a sine wave are modified in order to incorporate the sensor input and status messages from other modules. The individual robots have to learn considering the sensor input, which phase shift and amplitude to perform the necessary local behaviour.

In Figure 9, three exemplary organisms in the Robot3D simulator [21] are shown. Beside a caterpillar, we evolved central pattern generated behaviour for several different organism morphologies. The population size of each robot was ten and spiking neural networks are structurally mutated over 30 generations for 800 ticks evaluation time. Figure 11 shows the individual hinge positions of the five robots in the caterpillar-like configuration in one of the evaluation phases. The resulting behaviour, emerged by the individual hinge movement, is depicted in the sequence of Figure 10. A caterpillar is moving from the centre towards the left side in order to leave the sight of view.
Fig. 11. The hinge positions in the evolved caterpillar-like robot organism.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a framework for evolutionary robotics with the special focus on structural on-line and on-board evolution of neural network controllers. This framework supports standard neural networks as well as spiking neural networks in both generation based and tournament selection based evolutionary design processes. We have applied the framework to different scenarios in simulation and real robots to proof the feasibility. In future work, we will investigate the influence of structural mutation in more detail and will focus on the comparison of standard neural networks and spiking networks.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Natural phenomena have always fascinated and inspired scientists, not only the biologists but also others such as computer scientists. One of the interesting phenomena in nature is the behavior seen in colonies of social insects such as ants and bees. These insects have evolved over a long period of time and display a behavior that is highly suitable for addressing the complex tasks that they face. Therefore, over the recent years an increasing interest is seen among researchers for creating artificial systems that mimic such behavior for accomplishing the complex tasks that humans face in their life [1], [2], [3].

The phenomenon that intelligent behavior emerges from a collection of simple interactions among agents which are relative simple as well, is generally referred with the term Swarm Intelligence (SI) [4]. The best known example for emergence of Swarm Intelligence among social insects is the foraging behavior of ants. In ant foraging, ants deposit pheromones on their path during traveling. Using this path they are able to navigate between the nest and food [5]. A slightly different foraging behavior can be seen among honeybees. Instead of using pheromones to navigate through an unknown environment, honeybees use a strategy called Path Integration, in combination with landmark navigation [6]. With the aim to transfer such social behaviors to embodied systems, many researchers are investigating the foraging behavior of ants and bees, by using robots in real environments. However, Foraging is the task of locating and acquiring resources in an unknown environment, which is quite a difficult task, in terms of localization and detection of environmental localization, specially for simple robots in a distributed swarm. The foraging task can be seen as an abstract representation for many other advanced tasks, such as patrolling and routing. Therefore, a successful embodied implementation of distributed foraging can result in promising applications in, e.g., security patrolling, monitoring of environments, exploration of hazardous environments, search and rescue, and crisis management situations.

Getting motivation from the mentioned potential applications of distributed coordination and following the previous work [7], [8], in which we mainly relied on random exploration methods and infrared sensor data for obstacle detection, this paper is focusing on using vision for detecting key environmental features. These features then can be used as waypoints to navigate in an unknown environment, locate other entities, and detect modifications made in the environment.

For this purpose, we explore several visual features that can be used for acquiring information from the environment by a robot with limited computation abilities, and equipped with a single camera. For detecting key locations in the environment (e.g., corners in a maze), we investigate the usage of specific landmarks for these locations. Each landmark consists of an upper ring with a solid color, so that it can be detected from a distance, and on the lower part a unique barcode for keeping track of the landmark numbers. Furthermore we explore the possibility to detect markers with an even higher data density: QR-codes. The challenge in the detection of these two-dimensional codes, lies in analyzing and processing the camera data with the limited processing and memory resources that are available in our robotic platform. Finally, the most common feature already available in every robotic swarm setting is the robot itself. It’s always favorable to detect the relative location and orientation of other robots in respect of one’s position. Therefore, the available LEDs on the robot provide a very good feature for robot detection from a distance. Moreover, we have designed specific gradient patterns for nearby robot detection, which can conclude to a very accurate orientation detection.

Authors believe that the proposed environmental features defined in this paper, in combination with the detection algorithms which are included as well, can provide an experimental framework for any kind of swarm robotic experiment with simple robots (e.g., [9], [7], [8], [10], [11]) as illustrated in Fig. [11].

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: The physical setup and designed software are described in Section [11]. The main features used in this paper are defined in Section [111] and the techniques for detection of each feature is described in Section [LV]. A real-world demonstration of this work is...
II. Physical Setup and Designed Software

The e-puck robot is a small platform for educational and research purposes, developed by the EPFL University [13]. This robot is efficiently used in numerous projects in the domain of swarm robotics and swarm intelligence (e.g., [7], [8], [14], [13]).

The main features of the e-puck robot include, but are not limited to; a robust design, flexibility for a large spectrum of educational activities, compact size, and rich on-board accessibilities (e.g., microphones, accelerometer, camera).

In this section, first the hardware specifications of the e-puck are briefly introduced, then the developed software which is designed for monitoring the e-puck camera during its image processing and feature detection tasks is described.

A. Hardware Specifications

The e-puck hardware consists of different sensor types for detecting visible or Infra Red (IR) light, sound, acceleration, etc. The motors are the only actuators which are available in e-puck. A microprocessor of PIC family with 8 KB RAM memory, assist the robot to get data from it’s sensors, analyze it, and perform actions. The main hardware elements, which are involved in our experiments are listed in Table I.

As listed in the table, the on-board camera of the e-puck has a resolution of 640×480 pixels. It is placed at the front of the e-puck, 2.7 cm above the floor. With this camera, objects that are placed on the floor can be detected at a minimum distance of 7.4 cm. The camera angle is approximately 40°, and at this minimum distance, objects of 5.1 cm width can be fully seen.

Remark 1: Although, we have a VGA camera, the onboard processing and storage of the e-puck robot is not adequate for dealing with all of the camera data. A gray-scale image of size 640×480 needs at least 307.2 KB to store the image. However, based on the technical details of Table I the e-puck robot has a RAM of size 8 KB. Analysis, and storage of sub-parts of the image helps to overcome this limitation. In following sections of this paper, we address the issue of how to split an image into informative sub-parts.

B. Software

In order to monitor the e-puck in real-time, and for debugging the image-processing algorithms, a Java-based software application is developed. This software, shown in Fig. 2 communicates with the e-puck via Bluetooth. It receives text messages from the e-puck, which are reports of intermediate statuses of the e-puck (e.g., "found something", "driving to the landmark", "code read", "searching"). At the same time, the program also receives the captured image from the robot. Logging all of the data, storing the text messages and captured images, as well as the filtered and segmented images, makes both real-time and offline debugging very easy. Finally, it should be mentioned that time stamps are always attached both to the captured images, and stored text messages.
III. FEATURE DEFINITION

Defining a collection of detectable features is, due to the limited resources of a simple robot, an important task that is a part of the main scope in this paper. Different objects in the environment (e.g., pieces of wood, balls, walls, floor, and robots) and many available patterns (e.g., different colors, checkerboard and barcodes) can be considered as environmental features, however their detection via a robot with limited capabilities might be computationally complex, and or not adequately robust to environmental disturbances (e.g., light variations and distance variations).

Generally, we define the required environmental features into two main categories: far features, and close features. For the far features bright lights (e.g., from a red LED) or specific relative large areas with solid colors, should be considered. Moreover, these features should be recognizable from different directions, which makes cylindrical shapes more favorable. However, for nearby features, the patterns which can store higher amount of information are required (e.g., a one-dimensional barcode or two-dimensional codes which can store digital information). By considering the mentioned constraints, a collection of the most appropriate environmental features will be introduced in this section.

A. Landmark

Most important features for an environment are the landmarks. Robots can use landmarks in many various missions, like localization, mapping, exploration, etc. These features should be recognizable from different directions, and also from a distance. Landmarks should provide useful information to the robots (e.g., their exact location), therefore, we introduce a cylindrical tube, as shown in Fig. 3 which is a combination of a colored ring and a barcode.

At the top of the cylinder a colored ring is denoted which is easily detectable from a distance. For our setup, purple is chosen as ring color, as purple is a color that does not exist in any other objects in our environment. To differentiate the landmarks, an EAN-8 (European Article Number) barcode was selected, containing an ID consisting of 8 digits, including a control number. The EAN-8 barcode is printed vertically below the purple block, surrounding the whole cylinder.

B. QR-Code

Although, landmarks are very useful in terms of being detectable from a distance, we need a smaller pattern which can be mounted on walls, and also directly on robots for providing more dense information (e.g., specific ID of a robot, wall orders). Therefore, we use a two-dimensional Quick Response code (QR) which is developed as a universal data storage standard. These QR-codes can store a higher data density, then the EAN-8 barcode.

The only disadvantage of the QR-code is the complexity of its pattern. In general, the pattern is comprised of several parts: At the top left, the top right and the lower left corner an orientation pattern is placed. It is a square of size $9 \times 9$ modules. The fourth corner does not contain this pattern, which makes detection of QR-code angle easier. In most swarm robotic applications, the orientation of the QR-code can be fixed, so the orientation check can be ignored during image-processing, decreasing the computational complexity drastically.

Different versions of QR-codes have different sizes. The smallest size is Version 1, which has a size of $21 \times 21$ modules. For each version, the size is increased by 4 modules in each direction. Between the three orientation patterns there are timing pattern lines with strict changing modules of black and white at row 6 and column 6. Every QR-code from Version 2 and higher, contain position adjustment patterns at specific points. In Fig. 4 the structure for QR-code Version 3 is given, in which the black and white parts are fixed.

C. Robot Detection

A very important feature which will be available in the environment of any swarm robotic application, is the robot itself. Inherently, the robots contain various information, like their position, orientation, and their identifier, which can be very useful for the other individuals to know. Therefore, the ability to detect other robots relative orientation and location, is very convenient for implementation of many complex swarm algorithms (e.g., [7], [8]).

In practice, a good way for detecting other robots with a camera, is detecting the robots light sources (e.g., on-board LEDs). As such a light source has a good contrast to the other parts of the environment, it can be detected from a far distance even on low resolution captured images.

To determine the orientation of the robots, based on it’s visual features (e.g., the wheels and body of the robots) is a really complex task. Therefore, we propose to add a black-white pattern comprised of two slopes as shown in Fig. 5 Computing the exact orientation of a robot by using this pattern is easily implementable.

Based on the standard size of an e-puck robot, the pattern should have a total height of 33 mm and consists of two black bars separated by a white bar on top. All the bars are 3 mm
in height. A sloped pattern, in the form of a black triangle is
added to the bottom of the pattern.

Finally it should be mentioned that, in addition to ori-
entation measurement, distance measurement also becomes
possible by using this specific pattern.

IV. FEATURE DETECTION

In the previous section, we introduced four main features:
landmark, QR-code, Robot LED, and Robot body pattern. The
main approach for detection of these features is to first use
basic filters for highlighting the required information (e.g.,
purple color or edges in the image) and then zooming into the
informative part of the image for reading it in more details. The
most important factor in designing each detection algorithm,
is to use the least possible memory and computation power.
In the following subsections, these techniques for detection of
each feature will be described.

Remark 2: It should be mentioned that all of the required
thresholds which will be used in following subsections are
computed based on practical experiments and with real-time
calibrations. However, describing these experiments in detail
is beyond the scope of this paper.

A. Landmark

The landmark contains a purple ring and an EAN-8 code.
The landmarks are designed to be taller than robots. Therefore,
finding the purple ring of each landmark, limits the scanning
area of the image to the upper half of the camera view.

Detection of an area with a specific color is a basic task.
In the first step a color filter with the specific color is
applied on the image. Resulting in a grayscale image with bright
values for the colors which match the color the best. To avoid
errors where single pixels fit to the color, the image is blurred
with a Gaussian algorithm [15]. Afterward the image is split
into a binary black/white image with a fixed threshold. This
procedure is illustrated in Fig. 6.

After this pre-processing phase, a group-finding algorithm
[15] is applied on the image, and the largest group, is consid-
ered as the purple ring.

Consequently, the exact position of purple ring in the image
can help to estimate its distance to the robot. The higher the
purple ring is, the further the distance should be. This estimated
distance is used to find the appropriate distance to start reading
the barcode. As soon as the required distance, in which the
barcode is readable is reached, the required scanning area is
determined (i.e., the area under the purple ring).

Barcodes are one-dimensional, this simplifies the scanning
process and makes the whole procedure faster. Therefore,
addressing the issue described in Remark 1, the robot prepares
a grayscale image with low resolution in width but high
resolution in height (i.e., zooming into an area of 4 pixels
in width and 80 pixels in height).

The pre-processing for the EAN-8 barcode is done by using
a halftone filter [15] with a threshold calculated by an average
of the pixels intensity. Afterward, all patterns of form black-
white-black, as shown in Fig. 7 are located. Based on the EAN-
8 standards, at least three occurrences should be detected for
the start, center and end of barcode.

After this validation check, the part of the image containing
the code is transformed into the 67 bits representing the
barcode. Each bit is defined by the average of the pixels it
represented. For each seven bits the best corresponding match
to a data character is determined. As a last step, the control-
character is calculated out of the seven data-characters.

B. QR-Code

Detection of QR-codes is more complex than detection of
one-dimensional barcodes. We assume that the QR-code is
fully visible in the camera frame, as a partial QR-code cannot
be decoded. As the QR-code needs a resolution as high as
possible, first a black-white image is filtered out of the initia-
captured image. For finding the three orientation markers of
the QR-code, a pattern finding algorithm is used, which looks for
a black-white-3×black-white-black transition on each column.
The detectable pattern looks like the center line in Fig. 8. As
soon as the pattern is found, the same pattern is located in the
rows. The results should be similar to Fig. 8. The orientation
marker validation is passed, if both found regions have nearly
the same size and center.

A QR-code is comprised of a collection of modules, each
black or white. In order to determine the number of pixels
which construct a single module, the size of the orientation
modules, and their distance to each other can be used. For
example, the pattern shown in Fig. 8 consists of 7 modules,
so we can divide the number of pixels in this pattern by 7 to
compute the size of a single module. Moreover, to improve
the estimation of the module size, the distance between two patterns can also be used. Each version has a size of \(21 + n \cdot 4\) modules, where \(n\) is the version of QR-code. Therefore we can calculate the version and get a more exact value for the module size. The decoding process of the QR-code after its structure has been extracted is described in [16].

The most challenging problem with an QR-code image, is that the image has to be stored in a high enough resolution, for being decodable. However, addressing the issue mentioned in Remark 1, the memory on the e-puck is limited for storing additional information to 4 KB for which each bit can store one pixel, as the rest of the memory is used for running the algorithms. To have some error tolerance, there should be at least four pixels describing one module. Therefore, we can find the biggest detectable size for QR-code with following equation:

\[
4000 \times 8 = \text{modules}^2 + (4 \cdot \text{modules})^2
\]

in which the left side shows number of available bits, and on the right side, the first and second terms show the number of required bits for storing the QR-code and image itself. This equation concludes to the fact that width and height of the QR-code should not exceed 43 \(\times\) 43 modules. The QR-code version which fits into 43 \(\times\) 43 modules is Version 6, which is 41 \(\times\) 41. In practice we also need memory for the detection algorithms and internal calculations, so the QR-code Version 5 which contains 37 \(\times\) 37 modules, is used in our experiments.

C. Robot Detection

An other robot is generally detected in two different steps. First, the detection from a distance is done by searching for the red LEDs, and second, when nearby, the body pattern (Fig. 5) which consists of two black ramps around the robot, is scanned for measuring the exact orientation of robot.

1) LED Detection: The LEDs are mounted above the camera on the e-puck. Therefore only the upper half of the image has to be scanned, which results in a higher usable resolution of the relevant parts of 20 \(\times\) 80 gray-scale pixels. First, a black-white filter with a fixed threshold is used. The threshold is chosen to be higher that ambient light, and less that the brightness of an LED. The next filter is a Gaussian blur filter, which is used to combine light groups that are very close to each other, and dismisses single pixels that are falsely recognized. Afterwards, a black-white filter is used, this time with an average threshold. All LEDs are now highlighted.

As it is not possible with this simple detection technique to really determine between a red LED, and LEDs from another color, some improvements should be applied. Therefore, after detecting the light sources, the camera zooms in on each group center (zooming is a built-in feature of the e-puck camera). The zooming ratio depends on the amount of pixels that belong to each group. In Fig. 9 an image of a zoomed in LED is shown. There is a bright center visible with red at the left and the right, but not at top or bottom. This is a result of the surrounding border of the e-puck. To verify that the LED is a red one, both sides of the detected light source, starting from the center are scanned for a red color. The color is checked, by converting the image into the HSL color space and comparing the Hue value, as the lightness and saturation are very unstable. We consider a light source as an LED, if more than 50\% of the height of the bright center contains a red surrounding.

2) Body Pattern Detection: If the robot is located close enough to the camera, the body pattern detection can be activated. To get the highest probability to detect the e-puck, the image should have a high resolution, but still work fast. The maximum image size which fits into memory and leaves enough space for the other required operations, is 80 \(\times\) 40 pixels in gray-scale. As pre-processing step, a black-white filter with average threshold is applied on the image.

Subsequently, for each column of the image a pattern with one white, and one black module is located. For all locations where the pattern fits, a check is performed if the repetitive white and black modules have approximately a size of 5. If this holds, the column is stored as a part of the pattern. Fig. 10a shows a captured image from an epuck, and Fig. 10b highlights the parts of image which are extracted as body pattern according to this technique.

For rejecting wrong detections, only modules with at least three detected neighboring results are accepted. Afterward, the center of the e-puck is determined by searching the location where most left and right results are found and dividing their x-coordinates by 2. The orientation of robot can be easily measured by computing the length of middle white module, and comparing this size, with the size of the whole pattern.
In this paper, we proposed a feature detection approach based on robot vision, which can be useful for swarm robotic experiments. The e-puck robot was chosen as the main platform for doing experiments. This robot is equipped with a VGA camera, but has limited resources for storing data, and also in performing computations. Therefore, different possible environmental features were introduced, and described accurately. Afterward, required image processing techniques for detection of each feature were described in detail. Finally, a general demonstration was set up to show the applicability of the proposed approach in a real-world robotic experiments.

The feature detection approaches developed in this paper, provided a framework for exploiting vision in various multirobot scenarios. However, the performance of this framework was not sufficiently evaluated. Therefore, as a future work, authors will examine the introduced techniques accurately, by applying them in different experimental conditions (e.g., light or observation distance variations). Besides, the framework will be applied to a real swarm of robots (e.g., 7 e-puck robots). Finally, extending the framework by introducing other environmental features such as glowing artificial pheromones is a part of this project.
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